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ABSTRACT

BELIEFS, IDEOLOGIES, CONTEXTS AND CLIMATE CHANGE: THE ROLE OF HUMAN

VALUES AND POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS IN WESTERN EUROPEAN AND

TRANSITION STATES

Anthropogenic climate change presents a threat on a scale unlike any other faced by human

civilizations. Accordingly, extensive research has engaged with questions about which types of

characteristics and under which conditions make it more or less likely for a person to be concerned

about climate change, engage in actions aimed at fighting climate change, and support climate

change relevant policies. Of this prior research, political factors and human values have emerged

as key predictors. Values and political factors are deeply related constructs, and do not operate

in isolation of each other. But, as of yet, little is known about how these factors interrelate to

affect differences in climate change attitudes and behaviors. Further, contextual factors, such as

political structures, affluence, and prior histories, have been linked to climate change attitudes

and behaviors. Recent findings have noted stark differences between key predictors in Western

European and post-communist transition states, such as those between political factors and human

values. But, it is unclear in which ways these contextual differences systematically differentiate

the patterning of climate change attitudes and behaviors.

Accordingly, this dissertation engages theoretically and empirically with the issues of how

human values and political factors interrelate to determine climate change attitudes and behav-

iors, and how these forces diverge based upon the Western European and transition state settings.

Overall, when values and politics are in alignment, these forces affect an amplification of climate

change attitudes and behaviors, a finding consistent in both settings. But, the role of human values

and political factors substantively differs between these state groupings, as well as across different

forms of climate change attitudes and behaviors.
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Chapter 1

Dissertation Overview

1.1 Introduction

Climate change presents a potentially existential threat to present and future generations

of humanity, requiring rapid transformations in individual and collective actions, shifting from an

exploitative- to stewardship-approach towards the Earth system (Steffen et al., 2018; Lenton et al.,

2019). Global governmental agreements, such as the 2015 Paris Accords, have set ambitious tar-

gets for GHG emissions reduction. In order to meet emission reduction goals, rapid sociopolitical

transitions are necessary (Farmer et al., 2019; Otto et al., 2020a). Social systems are on the verge of

potentially the greatest changes since the Industrial Revolution, either towards mitigation solutions

towards climate change, or as a result of responses to the impacts.

While the potential impacts of climate change will be directly experienced by most social

systems, comparatively greater scientific interest has been paid to the effects of climate change

on natural systems, as opposed to the relationships with social systems (Overland and Sovacool,

2020). To be able to identify politically and socially feasible mitigation solutions, it is imperative

that we understand under which conditions are people more or less likely to be concerned about

climate change, support public policies in response to climate change, and be willing to engage

in pro-climate change behaviors. Further, it is important to understand how these conditions vary

under different cultural and political contexts (in particular, areas outside of developed, Western

democratic states).

For this dissertation, I engage a comprehensive examination of how human values and po-

litical frames shape individual concern, behaviors and policy support surrounding climate change

within Europe, with a particular focus on differences between Western European and post-communist,

transition States.
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Over previous decades, a growing body of literature has assessed the role of a large set of

individual factors driving attitudes and behaviors in response to climate change (such as political

orientations, trust, knowledge, adaptive capacities, education and socio-demographic character-

istics). Political factors and individual values systems are amongst the most substantive factors

motivating climate change attitudes (Hornsey et al., 2016). The role of political factors has been ex-

tensively studied (McCright et al., 2016b), particularly within the context of the United States and

other English-speaking countries, where people with left-leaning political orientations, or those

who support left-leaning political parties, are generally more concerned about climate change and

more supportive of actions aimed at mitigating climate change. Human values, such as biospheric,

universalist or benevolent values, have been found to have a positive relationship with climate

change attitudes and behaviors (Dietz et al., 2007; Poortinga et al., 2011, 2019).

But, comparatively less research focuses on the role of human values and climate change,

particularly within cross-national or comparative studies, as the empirical literature is largely indi-

vidual case studies, or psychological models (see Marquart-Pyatt, 2008; Dietz et al., 2002). Fur-

ther, there are currently minimal linkages between human values and political factors, in particular,

understanding how they act independently and interactively to shape climate change attitudes and

behaviors.

Therefore, this presents two crucial gaps in our current knowledge:

First, how political factors and human values operate first independently, and subsequently

interactively, to shape climate change attitudes and behavior. As noted, human values and political

factors have been commonly utilized as antecedents to climate change attitudes and behaviors.

But, the political factors and human values are not independent of each other, but rather strongly

interrelated constructs. Values form the ’building blocks’ of an individual’s political preferences

(Rokeach, 1973; Converse, 1964). When making political decisions, people are presumed to draw

upon their values to help organize and prioritize certain political goals over others (Piurko et al.,

2011). As such, people are assumed to hold political orientations and prefer political parties and

policies that are in alignment with their values (Barnea and Schwartz, 1998; Schwartz et al., 2010),

2



as individuals strive to maintain internal consistency between their values and political attitudes

(Krosnick, 1988).

Jost et al. (2003) argues that conservative political ideologies are related to individual re-

sistance to change, and individualist values that justify inequalities (such as prioritizing power

and prestige), while liberal ideological approaches are more rooted in values emphasizing open-

mindedness, benevolence, and flexibility. Numerous recent studies have also noted strong relation-

ships between values and political orientations. Recent studies have noted the linkages between

the two (Thorisdottir et al., 2007; Aspelund et al., 2013; Piurko et al., 2011, see). Of particular

note Caprara et al. (2006) find that human values explained roughly 18% of the variance in voting

patterns in a sample of Italians, while commonly used demographics (such as age, education and

gender) only explained a further 2%. Clearly, the constructs of values and political attitudes are

deeply connected within individuals.

But, currently, little research has explained how these factors interrelate to shape climate

change attitudes and behaviors. Does the alignment of conservative political orientations and self-

enhancement values act as an amplifying effect, further dampening climate change attitudes and

behaviors within individuals? Or how much of the effect of human values is directly affecting

climate change attitudes and behaviors, or is most of this attenuated indirectly via political val-

ues? These theoretically and substantively important questions remain largely answered within the

current literature. As such, I engage the following initial research question for this dissertation:

Research Question I: How does the interrelation between individual human values and political

orientations shape climate change significant attitudes and behaviors?

Second, how do the effects of political factors and human values vary within diverse cultural

and political contexts? The literature on climate change attitudes and behaviors disproportionately

focuses on the United States (and other similar English-speaking states), and to a lesser degree,

Western European states. A recent meta-analysis by McCright et al. (2016b) finds that roughly

70% of all empirical research on climate change attitudes and behaviors focuses on US-based case

studies, while only 10% are cross-national analyses. This is clearly an issue, as each country faces

3



their own unique impacts and concerns with regards to climate change, and each having their own

unique cultural and political histories and structures shaping attitudes and possibilities for action

within each unique state.

This gap is likely due to bias of US-based scholars and publication venues to focus on do-

mestic issues of climate change attitudes and concerns, as well as the lack of publicly available

academic resources to properly assess these varying contextual effects. Until recently, few survey

cross-national data programs have contained items measuring climate change attitudes and behav-

iors, and almost none have contain indicators for human values. The 2016 European Social Survey

(ESS) is the first major cross-national survey program to contain items for climate change attitudes

and behaviors, as well as indicators for political factors and human values. Further, the ESS allows

for comparative investigation of climate change attitudes and behaviors, containing data from a

sum of 22 European countries, including 7 transition states.

An emerging literature pays specific attention to environmental attitudes within the post-

communist, transition states, as comparatively, people within the states have been found to have

comparatively lowers levels of concern for climate change, or willingness to engage in climate

change actions (Chaisty and Whitefield, 2015; Marquart-Pyatt, 2012; Hadler and Wohlkonig, 2012;

Haller and Hadler, 2008). These differences are presumed to be a result of the "stickiness" previ-

ous state socialist policies, where environmental conditions were a comparatively lower priority,

a legacy that continues to impact public opinions in these states (Chaisty and Whitefield, 2015).

Further, recent research notes that commonly used predictors of climate change attitudes and be-

haviors, such as political factors, appear to have divergent effects within transition states (McCright

et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Smith and Mayer, 2018a). But, as of yet, there is little known

about the role of human values, and how they interact with political factors, to shape climate change

attitudes and behaviors in transition states, notably human values. Nor is there research compar-

ing the effect of other common determinants of climate change attitudes and behaviors between

Western European and transition states (such as forms of trust, education and socio-demographic

characteristics).
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Therefore, I explore the two further research questions:

Research Question II: How do human values and political orientations directly and indirectly

shape climate change attitudes and behaviors in transition states?

Research Question III: How to do the effects of common determinants of climate change atti-

tudes and behaviors vary between Western European and transition states?

Lastly, a majority of the previous studies on climate change attitudes and behaviors have

focused on either understanding the patterning of climate change beliefs (anthropogenic/skeptical)

or how concerned people are about climate change (measures of risk perceptions) (McCright et al.,

2016b). This is again, likely due to item availability within larger survey programs (such as the

GSS and ISSP), but also potentially as a reaction to rise of climate change skeptic movement,

beginning in the 1990s in the US. But, such a focus misses other key components of climate

change, namely, under which conditions are people more likely to make behavioral changes in

response to climate change and be more supportive of climate change policies. If the rate of global

emissions need to reduce by 5-10% each year to meet IPCC goals of less than 2 degrees warming,

or 10-20% to reach net zero emissions by 2050, rapid transitions are clearly necessary (Otto et al.,

2020a). Current social science research needs to support these transitions, providing data and

mechanisms on the ways in which people are willing to make individual and collective behavioral

changes and support policies.

Further, it is less clear if the effect of common determinants of climate change attitudes

and behaviors is consistent across different forms of outcomes (beliefs, concerns, behaviors, policy

support). An overview of the independent literatures of climate change beliefs, concerns, behaviors

and policy suggest unique differences in individual effects and mechanisms. For example, political

factors appear to be more substantive in shaping beliefs and policy support surrounding climate

change (Hornsey et al., 2016), but less so for individual behaviors (McCright et al., 2016b). But,

currently, there is little understanding of the comparative effects of common determinants across

climate change attitudes and behaviors.
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Therefore, for this dissertation, I evaluate the final research question:

Research Question IV: How does the effect of human values and political frames differ based

upon the type of climate change attitude or behavior?

1.2 Structure of Dissertation

For this dissertation, I engage four, sequential research papers engaging with the role of

human values and political orientations shaping climate change significant attitudes and behaviors

in Europe:

For my first paper, I conduct a ’state of the literature’ review of the role of human values

and political factors shaping climate change attitudes, beliefs, concerns and actions. This paper

will serve as the foundation for the three subsequent empirical papers. This review paper takes

the primary form of a comprehensive literature review and synthesis of several distinct, and at

times overlapping, literatures; (1) the role of political factors on climate change attitudes, beliefs,

concerns and actions, (2) the effect of human values on climate change perceptions, (3) how values

and political orientations interact to effect climate change attitudes and behaviors, (4) how the

effect of values and political orientations on climate change dispositions and actions differs in

post-communist, transition states, and lastly (5) the unique dynamics of climate change beliefs,

concerns, behaviors and policy perceptions.

In the second paper, I perform an empirical study on the interrelated role of values and

political orientations shaping climate change dispositions and actions in Western European coun-

tries. In particular, this paper will focus on the moderating role of human values on the relationship

between political orientations and climate change practices and dispositions within Europe.

In the third paper, I develop a second empirical study in which I will focus on the diver-

gent effects of human values and political orientations on climate change significant attitudes and

behaviors between Western European and post-communist, ’transition’ states. Recent literature

suggests that human values and political orientation are not as effective of predictors in transition

states, or that they have opposite directional effects. As such, further specific attention should be
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paid to these transition states, as they have a unique political, social and economic history driving

individual climate change attitudes and behaviors.

Lastly, in the fourth paper I perform a comparative analysis of how the effect of common

determinants of climate change attitudes and behaviors differs, or is similar, between Western

European and transition states. This will build upon the results of the third paper, but expand the

analysis beyond human values and political factors to other constructs, such as trust, knowledge,

education and socio-demographic characteristics. The ultimate goal of this final paper is to provide

a broader understanding of when certain attributes are similar/dissimilar across these countries with

diverse cultures and recent political histories.

1.2.1 Contributions of Dissertation

The primary contribution focuses on developing the relationship between human values

and political attitudes in driving climate change actions. The extant literature has established that

values and political attitudes act independently as strong predictors of climate change actions, con-

cerns and behaviors. But drawing from the social psychology literature, we know that human

values and attitudes are heavily interdependent upon each other. These forces act, and re-act, with

and on each other as primary drivers of environmental dispositions. Moreover, empirical studies

have noted the strong role of values in determining individual political attitudes. But while the

literature has established the independent roles of human values and political attitudes on climate

change dispositions, as well as establishing that human values and political attitudes are strongly

related, there is, currently, little understanding of how human values and political attitudes can in-

teract with each other to drive climate change beliefs, attitudes and behaviors. As such, this is the

primary research gap in which this larger project sits. In the dissertation, I first address literature

on the independent roles of political attitudes and human values in driving climate change dispo-

sitions. I then explore the interrelated nature of political attitudes and human values. Following

this review, I develop a theoretical argument concerning the interrelation of these two constructs
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which, I argue, is crucial to understanding the patterning of climate change beliefs, behaviors and

policy perceptions.

Next, this dissertation aims to further explore whether the effect of human values and politi-

cal attitudes is not fixed cross-nationally, or rather if these effects change greatly due to the broader

social and cultural context of an individual? The lived experience of individuals varies greatly due

to the social and political contexts, as such, the ways in which people experience political identi-

ties, or develop their values, depends greatly on the context (Tilly, 1995; Gieryn, 2000; Feinberg

et al., 2017). Currently, the vast majority of quantitative empirical literature focuses on climate

change attitudes and behaviors within Western-state perspective (McCright et al., 2016b). But,

this focus fails to note the differences of cultural contexts, for example, the differences between

Western and Eastern European residents. Individuals from post-communist, transition states have,

and continue to, experience key determinants of climate change differently than people from West-

ern European states (Chaisty and Whitefield, 2015; Marquart-Pyatt, 2012; Hadler and Wohlkonig,

2012; Haller and Hadler, 2008). So much so that the meaning of politically "left" and "right" are

largely oppositional within these states, where left ideologies are often associated with free-market

based solutions, while politically right is connected with the previous state socialist regimes (Mc-

Cright et al., 2016a; Chaisty and Whitefield, 2015). Further, human values are reflective of unique

socialization of each individual, and can shift over time, particularly in response to abrupt transi-

tional events, persuasive communications, and the need to resolve internal consistencies between

values and attitudes. This raises a number of questions about whether human values vary on the

macro-level between Eastern and Western European states, as well as for the individuals within

these states.

Currently, there is an emerging literature on divergent climate change beliefs, behaviors

and policy preferences within post-communist, transition states (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis

et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2018). But, there is little understanding of how the role of values can

differ within these states, or how political attitudes and human values would interact divergently

in post-communist transition states. The primary goal of the fourth paper is to identify if and how
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transition states differ relative to Western European counterparts in common drivers of climate

change attitudes and behavior (such as trust, education and socio-demographics).

Lastly, within the current literature, the vast majority of survey based empirical studies have

focused on either predicting climate change beliefs or concerns, with more limited attention paid to

behaviors and policy support. This is primarily a product of the response items available in publicly

available cross-national survey data. But, while much attention has been paid to identifying key

drivers of these beliefs, concerns and behaviors, far less attention has been paid to how the effect

of these predictors may vary across climate change outcomes. Rather, the literature largely treats

these methodologically and theoretically the same, regardless of the type of climate change attitude

or behavior.

For this dissertation, I intend to pay close attention to how the key predictors of interest,

political frames and human values, may have differing effects dependent upon the outcome. In the

first paper, I develop a framework for how climate change beliefs, concerns and behaviors have

similar and unique components, and identify notable gaps within the existing literature. In the

second and third papers, I adopt a multi-measures approach to compare the differences between

climate change beliefs, concerns and behaviors.
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Chapter 2

Values, Politics and Climate Change: The

interrelation of human values and politics shaping

climate change attitudes and behaviors

2.1 Introduction

Climate change presents a potentially existential threat to future generations of humanity,

requiring a shift in societal actions from exploitative to stewardship of the earth system (Steffen

et al., 2018). Global governmental agreements have set ambitious targets for greenhouse gas en-

ergy reduction (such as the 2017 Paris Accords). But, in order to transition social systems away

from carbon-based schemes, rapid societal transformations are necessary to shift these systems into

qualitatively different, non-carbon based, states (Farmer et al., 2019). However, public support for

climate change ameliorative actions is crucial in facilitating political changes to shift contempo-

rary social structures into post-carbon transition states (Soroka and Wlezien, 2010; Wlezien, 1995).

Shifts in public opinion can punctuate previously stably and ‘sticky’ institutions, leading to policy

change (Baumgartner and Jones, 2010), and increased activism and public concern regarding cli-

mate change can generate new coalitions, or shift the priorities of existing ones (Sabatier, 1988;

Weible and Sabatier, 2017a).

In recent decades, an extensive literature has developed to understand the patterning and

drivers of attitudes, concerns and actions towards climate change. Studies of individual-level

determinates have noted several socio-demographic patterns. Generally, older age, male gender

identification and lower educational attainment have found to be negatively related to pro-climate

change attitudes and behaviors (Milfont et al., 2015; McCright, 2010; Echavarren, 2017; Poortinga

et al., 2011). Social characteristics, such as trust in society and institutions (Smith and Mayer,

2018b; Fairbrother, 2016), trust in climate science (Ding et al., 2011; Lewandowsky et al., 2013b),
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scientific knowledge (Whitmarsh, 2011; Kahan et al., 2012) and adaptive capacity (Mayer and

Smith, 2018; Feinberg and Willer, 2011) have all been found to shape climate change attitudes

and behaviors. Further, individual experiences with extreme weather events (Spence et al., 2011;

Hamilton and Stampone, 2013), or subjective vulnerability to climate change risks (Satterfield

et al., 2004) are found to have a positive relationship with climate change concerns.

Human values and political orientations are amongst the most robust and strongest predic-

tors of climate change beliefs (Hornsey et al., 2016). In English speaking countries, particularly

the United States, political attitudes are a strong driver of climate change beliefs (see McCright

et al., 2016a; McCright and Dunlap, 2011b). In general, those on the political right are less likely

to be concerned about climate change, to support climate change policies, to engage in climate

change ameliorative actions and are more likely to have climate change skeptical views. While

this phenomenon is most prominent in Anglophones states, similar political polarization has been

found in Western European states (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Smith and Mayer,

2018a).

Similarly, human values been frequently identified as key predictors of climate change

attitudes and behaviors (Corner et al., 2014; Kahan et al., 2011; Poortinga et al., 2004; Dietz et al.,

2007). Values set boundaries for which sorts of behaviors are considered acceptable (or moral),

and frame the ways in which people experience the social world (Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004). As

such, they are often noted to shape how people view and interact with the environment (de Groot

and Steg, 2008; Stern, 2000). Schwartz (1992, 1994) conceptualization of basic human values

presents an oft-adopted framework to understanding the role of values in shaping the environment.

In particular, people with self-transcendent (altrustic) values have been observed to have greater

concerns for the environment (Poortinga et al., 2019; Corner et al., 2014; de Groot and Steg, 2008),

while individuals with more conservative values (such as tradition and security) are less likely to

be concerned about the environment (Stern et al., 1998; Schultz and Zelezny, 1999).

But while the independent patterning of human values and political orientations on climate

change attitudes and behaviors is well documented, little is known about the interrelation between
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these socio-political factors. Rather, in studies of the role of human values, political factors are

commonly adopted as a control variable (Dietz et al., 2007; Poortinga et al., 2011, 2019, see), and

inversely, indicators for human values are rarely included in studies focusing on effects of political

factors.

Human values and political factors do not act independently of each other, but rather are

deeply interrelated constructs. Values are central to political orientations and beliefs (Caprara

and Zimbardo, 2004; Feldman, 1988), acting as the ’building blocks’ of political orientations and

dispositions (Rokeach, 1973; Converse, 1964). Individuals draw upon these values to help organize

and prioritize their diverse political belief, to help them make political decisions, and to frame

the ways in which they communicate with other about politics (Piurko et al., 2011). Given the

interrelated nature of politics and human values, it is likely that they interact to effect climate

change attitudes and beliefs.

Therefore, this dissertation examines the interrelated role of human values and political

orientations shaping climate change attitudes and beliefs, and how these effects could differ based

upon the cultural and historical contexts. As such, this study first explores the relationship be-

tween political factors and climate change attitudes and behaviors, establishing the patterning of

common drivers, as well as identifying cross-national differences. Second, this dissertation ex-

amines the role of human values in shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors and examines

the interactive role of human values and political orientations as related constructs. Third, it ex-

plores whether and how the roles of human values and political orientations could differ for the

climate change attitudes and behaviors of people in post-Communist, transition states. Fourth,

this study compares the effects of human values and political factors, as well as other commonly

used determinants of climate change attitudes and behaviors (such as trust, education and socio-

demographics) between Western European and transition states. Lastly, this dissertation examines

how the effects of political factors and human values can vary depending on the type of climate

change attitude or behavior being studied.
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In order to develop the background necessary for this dissertation, this chapter takes the fol-

lowing format: first, a comprehensive background of the roles of political factors and human values

in shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors; next, a development of the interactive nature

of political factors and human values, and how these relationship can amplify/dampen individual

climate change attitudes and behaviors; third, an exploration of the cross-national differences in

climate change attitudes and behaviors, with a specific focus on the emerging literature on transi-

tion states; and lastly, conclude with an examination of the different types of constructs of climate

change that have been adopted in the literature (beliefs, concerns, behaviors and policy support),

and a motivation for adopting multiple measures approaches to understanding the independent and

interactive roles of human values and political factors.

2.2 Political Factors

2.2.1 Political Orientations and Party Identification

Political factors can be broadly categorized into two groups, political orientations and party

identification. Generally, political ideology is understood as the set of beliefs an individual holds

regarding the preferred role of government. These beliefs guide individual dispositions toward

wide ranges of policy issues (Converse, 1964; Gerring, 1997). The roots of political ideologies

are both individual and social. First, individuals are assumed to develop political ideologies in

congruence with their own personalities, and psychological needs (Caprara and Zimbardo, 2004;

Feldman, 2003). That is, if one has a need for order and structure, they are more likely to adopt

a political ideology close to conservatism, or even right-wing authoritarianism (Jost et al., 2003).

Second, individuals take on political ideologies that are in line with their class-interests (Lipset and

Rokkan, 1967; Evans, 2000). As class structures have diversified across race, class and locality

over recent decades (Lipset, 1960; Alford, 1967), the relationship between class and ideology has

weakened (Manza et al., 1995; Evans, 2000). As such, political ideology remains a product of

agential- and structural components, driving an individual’s political preferences, attitudes and

behaviors.
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Party identification, on the other hand, is often understood as a social identity, where indi-

viduals adopt a party, and set boundaries for who is ‘in’ and ‘out’ of their group (Iyengar et al.,

2012; Colvin et al., 2015). People develop a sense of belonging to their ‘in-group’ (Tajfel, 1978),

and this emotional attachment drives individuals to adopt the norms and attitudes that are akin to

those of the group (Weisberg and Greene, 2003; Brewer and Brown, 1998). That is, Republicans

are more likely to adjust their attitudes to be line with those of the party, especially on salient is-

sues (Unsworth and Fielding, 2014), resulting in a smoothing-over process, harmonizing attitudes

within the party. The consolidation process of political social identities therefore leads to further

polarization between different party members, as individuals are less likely to adopt the attitudes

of the ‘out’ groups (Mason, 2015; Greene, 2004).

Whereas in the past, people’s political ideology and party identification were considered

to be more discrete, the relationship between these constructs has becoming more closely linked

in recent decades (Abramowitz and Saunders, 2006; Green et al., 2002), where individuals are

more likely to be affiliated for the party that more closely represents their ideological disposition.

Within the US, this increased relationship between ideology and affiliation is likely caused by a

realignment of white voters in the American North and South since the 1970s (Abramowitz and

Saunders, 2006). But, contemporary political realignments, particularly within the Republican

Party (rise of the Tea Party, and subsequent shift towards ‘Trumpism’), note that again, ideologies

and affiliations may be engaging in a new cycle of coupling, or decoupling. Similarly within West-

ern European states, many traditional center-left and center-right parties have substantial decreases

in support, with voters realigning towards right wing populist parties (such as the AfD in Germany

and Rassemblement National in France) or more recently, also towards left-leaning green parties

(i.e. 2019 European Parliamentary Elections). These shifts indicate that voters may be willing to

abandon their allegiances to traditional ’big-tent’, more centrist parties, in favor of an emerging,

diverse set of more ideologically focused parties. As such, voters may be more willing to directly

align their party identifications with their specific political ideologies.
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Such shifts also raise the issues of causal ordering, i.e. whether political ideology effects

party identification, the opposite, or this relationship is non-recursive (Beasley and Joslyn, 2001;

Converse, 1976). Utilizing experimental data, Gerber et al. (2010) find that identifying with a

political party does increase affiliation and development of social, political identity, but does not

necessarily translate to shifts in personal opinions or political actions. That is, party identification

leads one to evaluate the members of their group more favorable and of the ‘out group’ less favor-

ably, but not necessary shift the individual attitudes or behaviors of the person. This suggests while

there is a correlation between political ideologies and party affiliation, this relationship is not overly

deterministic. For example, within the increasingly polarized US-based context, political orienta-

tion (measured on a left-right scale) is moderately associated with party affiliation (r = 0.55)1.

That is, only 30% of the variance of party affiliation is explained by political orientation.

2.2.2 Political Factors and Climate Change

Since the beginnings of modern sociological inquiries into human-environmental systems,

political factors have been a core focus of patterning environmental attitudes (Dunlap, 1975). A

decades long, robust literature has observed political preferences as one of the most consistent

predictors of climate change attitudes, behaviors and policy support (Hornsey et al., 2016; Mc-

Cright et al., 2016b; McCright and Dunlap, 2011a). The theoretical causes for this polarization can

be broadly grouped under the ‘anti-reflexivity’ thesis, where individuals, groups, and politically-

motivated organizations on the ‘right’ are more likely to be supportive of free market, capitalist

systems. Therefore, they are also more likely to reject the problems that the economic system

causes, such as climate change, than those on the ‘political left’ (McCright and Dunlap, 2010).

Further, conservatives may be more likely to resist the solutions that may be required to fix prob-

lems caused by climate change, as they likely involve governmental interventions into markets, a

phenomenon which Campbell and Kay (2014) call "solution aversion".

1Pearson’s r. Source: General Social Survey, 2018
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As discussed above, individual party identification can be seen akin to social identities

(Iyengar et al., 2012; Colvin et al., 2015). As such, people are likely to change their attitudes and

beliefs to be in line with dominant viewpoints of the group. As such, those that identify as being

conservative will align their attitudes with others who are conservative. This process is particularly

effective on issues where partisan identities and issues are perceived as important or are salient,

as is the case with climate change (Unsworth and Fielding, 2014). Thus, differences in opinion

between group members tend to be ’smoothed over’, resulting in increased political polarization

(Greene, 2004; Mason, 2015).

The group-level political differences in climate change attitudes are often shaped by elite

members’ cues and attitudes. Individuals do not hold entirely internally consistent preferences, but

rather, are presumed to be responsive to messaging from elite in-group members (Cohen, 2003;

Malka and Lelkes, 2010; Tesler, 2017). Elite conservative actors and groups have campaigned in

shifting public opinion against climate change policies and measures. A network of conservative

think tanks and media relations firms, often with significant funding from the fossil fuels industry,

have played a prominent role shaping public discourse (Jacques et al., 2008; McCright and Dunlap,

2003), which was further amplified by conservative-friendly media outlets (Feldman et al., 2012;

Hmielowski et al., 2014). Religious conservative elites have engaged in anti-climate change dis-

course, framing the modern environmental movement as an emerging modern religion, one that is

a threat to not just Christianity, but the personal and political freedom on all Americans (Hempel

et al., 2014). Individuals are responsive to these cues, and shape their attitudes and beliefs to be in

line with the in-group. This is a process that Kahan (2015, 2017) calls "identity protective cogni-

tion", as individuals adjust their beliefs to preserve status within the in-group. Empirical analyses

have found a substantive effect of elite cues driving attitudes towards climate change in the United

States (Brulle et al., 2012; Farrell, 2016).

But, while these these elite cues lead to political polarization of climate change attitudes

and behaviors, recent research suggest that the same is not true for individual policy preferences.

Rather, people often carry paradoxical policy preferences (Mettler, 2011). For example, Mayer
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(2017) finds that conservatives are likely to report that the energy production industry is over-

regulated, reflecting key messaging of elite cues. But, conservatives are supportive of specific

regulatory policies that are far more stringent than ones currently in place. As such, there may be

differences in the effect of political polarization on attitudes/beliefs towards climate change and

individual policy preferences.

Recent literature on political preferences and climate change attitudes and behaviors have

used ideology and party identification rather interchangeably, consistently finding that left-leaning

ideology or Democratic party support is positively related to pro-climate change attitudes (Mc-

Cright et al., 2016b). Numerous studies also include indicators for both political ideology and

party identification (e.g. Wood and Vedlitz, 2007; McCright, 2011; McCright et al., 2016b), find-

ing positive, independent effects for both constructs. Alternatively, Shwom et al. (2010) and Smith

and Leiserowitz (2012) report positive, but non-significant, effects of political ideology and party

identification.

2.2.3 Other Political Drivers

Individual approaches towards the environment could be further linked to an alternative

measure of political ideology: beliefs in the role of the free market. Conservative political parties

and individual ideologies are most commonly associated with the endorsement of “free markets”

as the ideal economic system. As discussed above, McCright and Dunlap (2011b) connects free-

market ideology with political orientation, as climate change adaptations require market interven-

tion and therefore is in opposition to conservative ideologies, while protections against climate

change is more consistent with left-wing views about the role of the state in promoting the collec-

tive welfare of the citizenry. Further, Heath and Gifford (2006) argue that as free market ideologies

suppose that the “invisible hand” will correct for failures of the system, there is little for an indi-

vidual to be concerned about regards with the environment.

Recent literature also supports the similarities in the relationships between either free-

market/political ideology and the climate change attitudes. In a cross-national study, Smith and
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Mayer (2018a) find that the patterning of climate change attitudes is similarly predicted by utilizing

a measure of political or free-market ideology. While Heath and Gifford (2006) and Lewandowsky

et al. (2013a) find that free-market ideology is associated with climate change skepticism in Aus-

tralia in similar patterns to the role of support for the Liberal Party (a major center-right party).

Further, educational attainment has been long found to be positively related to environ-

mental attitudes (Muttarak and Lutz, 2014; Striessnig et al., 2013). But, an emerging subfield has

noted the a moderating relationship between education and political orientation on climate change

attitudes. These studies find that, for people on the political left, greater educational attainment in-

creases pro-climate change attitudes. But, the opposite it true for people with conservative political

identities, where higher education is negatively associated with climate change attitudes (Hamilton,

2011; McCright, 2011). This moderating relationship has been observed in a number of different

aspects of climate change attitudes in the United States, including: climate skepticism (Hamilton

and Stampone, 2013; Stevenson et al., 2014); subjective climate change knowledge (Hamilton and

Saito, 2015; Hamilton and Stampone, 2013) and trust in climate change science (Hamilton et al.,

2015; Hamilton, 2016).

In sum, political determinants remain at the core of understanding individual dispositions

towards the climate change, and the environment more broadly. There appear to be multiple forms

of political orientations and identities, that have some overlap, but also appear to hold unique

effects. Further, other related variables, such as education, can moderate the relationships between

these political variables and environmental outcome. Therefore, whether adopting measures of

political orientiation, party affiliation, or other political ideologies, careful attention needs be paid

to these indicators, to be able to parse out the effect of these factors on specific climate change

attitudes and behaviors.

2.3 Human Values

Rokeach (1973, p. 5) defines values as “enduring beliefs that a specific mode of conduct

is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of
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existence”. Values are relatively static internalized schemas, which operate like "well-organized

structure(s) of cognitions about some social entity such as a person, group, role or event” (Michener

and DeLamater, 1998, p.107). Values set boundaries for which sorts of behaviors are considered

acceptable (or moral), and frame the ways in which people experience the social world (Hitlin and

Piliavin, 2004). In such a way, values act as an moral compass (Joas, 2000), and are called upon to

evaluate whether action, events, people and such are perceived as ’good’ or ’bad’.

Schwartz and Bilsky (1987, p.551) identify the five most common features of values within

varied sociological conceptualizations. Values are "(a) concepts or beliefs, (b) about desirable

end states or behaviors, (c) that transcend specific situations, (d) guide selection or evaluation

of behavior and events, and (e) are ordered by relative importance”. Most conceptualizations

of values assume that a common universal set of values which exist within all people, but are

of varying quantities and differentially ordered by hierarchical importance (see Schwartz, 1992,

1994; Rokeach, 1973, 1979; Inglehart, 1977, 1995). That is, value constructs are assumed to be

relatively universal, holding similar schemas within individuals, but each person may emphasize

the expression of one specific value over another. As these values are long lasting dispositions of

individuals, they drive interests, beliefs and actions towards or against different social phenomena.

Values have been often, and wrongly, conflated with other areas of sociological interest,

such as attitudes and interests. While norms represent the social forces enabling and constraining

how an individual is expected to act, values represent the force of what individuals want to be

or desire as an end-state. Norms are constraining, forcing an individual to act in a particular

manner within social interactions, while values do not share these normative pressures, and act on

the individual more as motivations than forces towards practices within an interaction (Hitlin and

Piliavin, 2004).

Values are perceptions of individual ideal states, while attitudes refer to the actions and

behaviors taken by an individual. Thus the role of values in individual action is much more abstract

than attitudes (Rokeach, 1979). There is an empirical connection observed between attitudes and

values, in which attitudes can be often be seen as the expression of values towards evaluation
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of a particular social object (Kristiansen and Zanna, 1991). Values can serve as the underlying

motivation towards an attitudinal goal (Maio and Olson, 2000). But values are more affiliated with

understandings of the self than behaviors and attitudes of the individual (Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004).

Further, values are found to be more durable than attitudes, and are observed to be transposed

across the life of an individual, while attitudes and behaviors are much more dynamic (Konty and

Dunham, 1997).

Needs also differ from values, in which they are the effect of biological influences. But,

these biological needs can manifest themselves within observable cultural values. Rokeach (1973)

identifies how the cultural value of love could be a construction of the biological need for sex.

Further, biological need for food could manifest itself in different cultural values, such as security

or benevolence. It is important to note that while needs can be manifested and observed through

divergent cultural values, these values can provide the motivation for actions but not the actual

needs themselves (Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004).

2.3.1 Value Stability and Change

As values are often theorized to be ’relatively’ stable and ’enduring’, the theoretical and

empirical literature on values has often focused on their stability, rather than how and when they

change (Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004). The empirical research on values also presents inconsistent

results, with some studies finding values to be quite stable over time (e.g. Feather, 1975; Schwartz,

2005), while other more volatility and a comparatively dynamic nature of values (e.g. Kohn and

Schooler, 1982; Rokeach, 1973; Sheldon, 2005). Value change can be measured on a macro-

level, such as shifts in the means of values within a specific population, or more individually,

where the ranked order of values changes internally. Regardless of the type of change, Bardi

and Goodwin (2011) suggest multiple facilitators of value change. In terms of external drivers

Bardi and Goodwin (2011) note that new life circumstances, especially larger and abrupt ones, can

cause values to change through the process of ’adaptation’. These structural changes may take the

form of new norms or laws or even external events. For example, populations are more likely to
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exhibit higher levels of the need for security after large terrorist attacks, such as the Oklahoma City

Bombing in the United States (Frink et al., 2004) or the London underground bombings (Goodwin

and Jr, 2009). Even prominent events, that are far away, have the capacity to effect changes.

For example, Verkasalo et al. (2006) find greater mean values of security amongst Finnish school

children after 9/11, while the importance of stimulation decreased.

Further, values can also change as a result of direct persuasion techniques, either individu-

ally or via mass communications, education programs or policies (see Chatard and Selimbegovic,

2007; Saks and Ashforth, 1997). Such attempts at persuasion can have differing effects. When the

quantity of a value is relatively weak, or unstable, persuasion techniques can be successful. But, if

a value is quite strong within a person, they could react against the attempts of persuasions, result-

ing in a further strengthening of the ’undesired’ value. Bardi and Schwartz (1996) report that value

dimensions are more stable and centralized as people age, while they are much more tangible and

reflective in childhood and adolescence. This is particularly true in childhood, when individuals

are developing a sense of an emerging sense of self, values are continually adjusted and readjusted

to meet ones own observed behaviors (Fischer, 2017).

Rokeach (1973) notes that people are motivated to resolve internal inconsistencies between

values, attitudes and other self-concepts. This is derived from the concepts of ’cognitive disso-

nance’, where individuals rationalize and become willing to adapt new attitudinal positions to al-

lay their self-dissatisfaction with internal inconsistencies in the concept of their self (see Festinger,

1957; Cooper, 2012). If an attitude is very important to a person, it is very unlikely to change. In

such cases, people may change their values to be in line with these attitudes (Krosnick, 1988). Or,

if both the attitude and the value share comparable importance for a person, the inconsistency may

be resolved by the individual engaging in denial (Abelson, 1959), or simply the attitude and the

value may converge over time. As such, there appears that, depending on the circumstances, there

can be a reciprocal relationship between values and attitudes (Vecchione et al., 2016). In sum,

value change can be driven by multiple factors, and is reflective of experiencing and actions of the

individual, as well as internal processes to maintain consistent understandings of their self.
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2.3.2 Causal Ordering of Values and Attitudes

As previously noted, values are theorized to be prior to attitudes within causal ordering

(Schwartz, 1994; Maio and Olson, 2000), and further, are presumed to be longer lasting and durable

than the more dynamic attitudes and behaviors (Konty and Dunham, 1997). Values act as guid-

ing principals in people’s lives, acting as the moral compass (Joas, 2000), effective in driving

judgements about what is important or desirable standards of behavior, events or people (Rokeach,

1973; Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004; Hitlin, 2008). Individuals are presumed to draw upon these values

when making their evaluations of politicians, or political parties (Caprara et al., 2017; Barnea and

Schwartz, 1998).

But, recent findings suggest that in the case of highly salient political attitudes, it is possible

that political attitudes could change one’s underlying value structure. For example, Eisentraut

(2019) notes that in the recent European refugee crisis, people may have had values that would

broadly dispose them to be supportive of refugees (such as benevolence, universalism, openness

to change), but at the same time, hold political attitudes could be aligned with right-of-center

parties and political identities (which are generally in opposition to supporting refugees). As the

refugee crisis was a highly salient issue, people were more likely to take a particular side, either

strongly for or against supporting refugees. Given the need for internal consistency of values

and attitudes, people may transform their values to be more aligned with their political attitudes

(Krosnick, 1988). Using panel data from Germany, Eisentraut (2019) finds that while values are

more stable than attitudes over time, the longitudinal effects of values on attitudes, and of attitudes

on values, were quite similar. As such, values were effective in driving changes to attitudes, but in

turn, attitudes were similarly transforming an individual’s values.

As such, there are several possible scenarios of the causal ordering of human values and

political attitudes (see Figure 2.1). The classical theoretical approach places values before attitudes

in driving behaviors (Panel A), but in an alternative causal ordering, attitudes could be positioned

before values (Panel B). These two propositions could be evaluated from a common counterfac-

tual logic. First, if an individual did not hold a certain set of human values, they would not have
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Figure 2.1: Potential Causal Ordering of Values and Attitudes

a specific attitude. This proposition appears to hold with most classical theoretical approaches,

for example, self-transcendent values are crucial determinants of welfare state policies (Kulin and

Meuleman, 2015). But, the alternative is also plausible, where holding less supportive attitudes

towards refugees could transform one’s values to be more conservative (Eisentraut, 2019). Nei-

ther directional approach appears to be naturally deterministic. Rather, given the context, either

direction could appear most appropriate, or more likely, values and attitudes could be perceived

as holding a recursive relationship. Therefore, the more conservative bidirectional assumption

appears to be more appropriate in the general case.

Therefore, a recursive approach to human values and attitudes should be adopted. But, such

an approach can still assume some causal ordering, such as in Panel C, or non-causal ordering,

such as in Panel D. Given the recursive nature of this relationship, differentiation between these

approaches cannot likely be resolved using such simple simple causal approach as described above.

Rather, further empirical attention is required to ascertain which approach is most appropriate

(likely adopting panel and experimental designs). As such, the more conservative approach is

to adopt the one with the least assumptions, Panel D, where neither human values or attitudes is
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assumed to be prior to the other. Rather these are assumed to co-determine each other, through the

bidirectional relationship, and interact to influence the behavioral intentions of the individual.

2.3.3 Measuring Human Values

Given the abstract and latent nature of human values, these constructs have been particu-

larly difficult to empirically observe and analyze. Hechter et al. (1993) note four difficulties in

the utilization of values in empirical studies: (1) values are not often visible or readily observable,

(2) contemporary theories are not satisfactory in causally explaining the connection of values to

individual and collective behaviors, (3) the process of how values are generated is largely unex-

plained, and (4) they are empirically difficult to capture and measure. Hitlin and Piliavin (2004)

add two more complexities to this list, in which (5) values have often been falsely conflated with

social psychological phenomena and (6) that values are variable due to their historical and cultural

contexts.

In order to measure values using quantitative techniques common to the social sciences,

one must first have a comprehensive categorization schema for the types of human values. This

needs to be transferable across individual situations and cultural contexts to account for the broad

range of potential values. Further, one must also have a robust methodology for capturing these

values, to be able to make differentiation in the composition of each value construct for an indi-

vidual. There are multiple proposed schema for human values within the recent literature; such

as the foundational Rokeach Value Survey (Rokeach, 1973, 1979) (as well as revised approaches

suggested by Feather (1975); Johnston (1995), Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 2001),

Inglehart’s post-materialist values (Inglehart, 1977, 1995).

Within socio-environmental studies, the most commonly used values schemas are Schwartz’s

’Theory of Basic Values’ (Schwartz, 1994, 2012), Stern and colleagues ’biospheric’ values (Stern

et al., 1993; Stern and Dietz, 1994; Stern et al., 1995), and Inglehart’s ’post-materialism’ (In-

glehart and Abramson, 1999). Within this project, I plan to utilize Schwartz’s ’Theory of Basic

Values’ schema (Schwartz, 1992, 1994; Schwartz et al., 2010). Schwartz presents a generalized
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value schema, alongside an empirical methodology for measuring these values. As such, this value

schema has been widely adopted within the social sciences, with measurement items having been

included in each wave of the European Social Survey.

Schwartz Human Values

Schwartz proposes a set of ten, broad, universal human values, which are each defined by

the specific motivational goals that they represent (Schwartz, 1992):

i Power: Social status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources

ii Achievement: Personal success through demonstrating competence according to social stan-
dards

iii Hedonism: Pleasure and sensuous gratification for oneself

iv Stimulation: Excitement, novelty, and challenge in life

v Self-direction: Independent thought and action-choosing, creating, exploring

vi Universalism: Understanding, appreciation, tolerance and protection for the welfare of all
people and for nature

vii Benevolence: Preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with whom one is in
frequent personal contact

viii Tradition: Respect, commitment and acceptance of the customs and ideas that traditional
culture or religion provide the self

ix Conformity: Restraint of actions, inclinations, and impulses likely to upset or harm others and
violate social expectations or norms

x Security: Safety, harmony and stability of society, of relationships, and of self

These values can be arranged into a circular continuum, see Figure 2.2 below (Schwartz,

2012, 1992). This continuum lists the values in order of their compatibility and conflict. That

is, the closer values are to each other, the more compatible they are, while the further away, the

more they are in conflict. If certain values are close to each other, it is likely that they can both

be expressed within a certain action or evaluation, but this becomes less likely for values that are

further away.
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Figure 2.2: Theoretical model of relations among ten motivational types of values

Further, the values can be organized across two higher order dimensions. First, self-

enhancement values (power and achievement) that prioritize self-interests versus the self-transcendence

values (universalism and benevolence), which are focused on the concern and welfare of others.

Second, openness to change values (self-direction and stimulation) encourage change and openness

to new ideas versus conservatism values (tradition, conformity and security), which emphasized

maintenance of the status quo and stability 2.

The assumption of universality in Schwartz’s values has been widely empirically tested

cross-nationally, broadly reporting similar results amongst the population groups sampled in over

seventy cultures around the world (see Spini, 2003; Schwartz, 1992, 1994). Recently, Schwartz

Human values have been included as part of the core module for the biannual European Social

Survey (which began in 2002). These values are operationalized using a modified 21-item version

of the Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ) adapted for the ESS (Schwartz, 2003). To measure the

10 Schwartz values, each item presents a short sentence, a portrait, of a gender-matched person.

Then, the respondent is tasked with ranking how much this person is 1 ’not like me at all’ to 6

’very much like me’. Davidov et al. (2008b) analyzed utilizing the first two waves of the ESS,

2Hedonism is situated in between openness and self-enhancement, sharing characteristics of both
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identifying the internal validity of these human values across the twenty countries surveyed. As

such, the Schwartz basic human values have become widely adopted in cross-national empirical

social studies, such as attitudes towards immigrants (Davidov et al., 2008a), political attitudes

(Aspelund et al., 2013; Piurko et al., 2011), opinions towards redistribution and welfare states

(Kulin and Svallfors, 2013), and willingness to volunteer (Plagnol and Huppert, 2010).

2.3.4 Human Values and Climate Change

Human values have been found to be amongst the strongest predictors of climate change

beliefs (Hornsey et al., 2016), and as such, have been the subject of extensive prior research (see

Poortinga et al., 2019; Corner et al., 2014; Dietz et al., 2007). Value schemas are relatively in-

ternally stable, setting the boundaries for what is considering acceptable, framing how people

experience their social world (Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004). They are called upon to help people

evaluation whether actions, events, people, attitudes and such are perceived as being normatively

’good’ or ’bad’ (Joas, 2000). Values are crucial in developing what is considered important in our

social world, what our attitudes and beliefs are towards social phenomena, including issues such

as climate change (Milfont et al., 2015).

Values are often assumed to effect climate change beliefs and subsequent actions via the

values-beliefs-norms (VBN) mechanism, originally proposed by Stern and Dietz (Dietz et al.,

2007; Stern et al., 1995; Stern and Dietz, 1994). VBN theory suggests that values directly influence

an individual’s beliefs regarding a specific construct. In the case of climate change, one’s values

influence their beliefs about issues such as the severity and risk of climate change. These beliefs in

turn norms surrounding when an individual will, or will not, take action. So, for an individual with

higher risk perceptions of climate change, they would be more likely to support climate change

ameliorative policies, or engage in individual actions to counter the effects of climate change.

Specific values, such as ’altruism’, can have an effect on climate change attitudes and be-

haviors. As climate change, like other environmental issues, is a public good, substantial levels of

altruism are necessary for an individual to be willing to engage in individual or collective actions
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Figure 2.3: VBN Model for Climate Change Significant Actions

(Heberlein, 1972). While alternatively, individuals prioritizing egotistical or self-interest value

schemes will respond differently to issues of public good, being less likely to engage in ameliora-

tive actions (Dietz et al. (2005).

Several different values schemes and their respective dimensions have been adopted to

explain attitudes and behaviors towards the environment, and climate change in general: such

as post-materialism (Inglehart, 1977, 1995), New Environmental Paradigm (NEP) (Dunlap et al.,

2000, 2008), and Schwartz basic human values (Schwartz, 1992, 1994). Dietz et al. (2007, 2005)

note that ’biospheric altruism’ and ’self-interest’ (or egotistic) values are the most substantive

drivers of climate change and environmental beliefs and concerns. Biospheric altruism is quite

closely linked to self-transcendence values (universalism and benevolence), but with a specific

focus on the eco-centrism of the individual, and not other concepts of social altruism (such as

social welfare). While ’self-interest’ is very similar to self-enhancement values (achievement and

power) (de Groot and Steg, 2008).

Regardless of whether values are conceptualized along the self-transcendence versus self-

enhancement or biospheric altruism versus self-interest axis, previous research has found a positive

relationship between self-transcendent values and higher levels of climate change concern (Dietz

et al., 2007; Corner et al., 2014). Similarly, self-transcendent values have also linked to decreased

likelihood for climate change skepticism (Steg and De Groot, 2012). While, oppositionally, self-

enhancement values are related to increased likelihood for climate change skepticism (Poortinga

et al., 2011). Openness to change values have also been found to be negatively related to climate

change skepticism (Milfont et al., 2015), as well as increased perceptions of the impact of climate

change (Poortinga et al., 2019). But, in general, the effect of openness to change values is minimal,

in comparison to the other values.
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2.4 Cross-national Variations in Attitudes and Behaviors

Of the contemporary literature on climate change views, a disproportionate focus has been

paid to the United States, with roughly 75% of all studies focusing on the American citizenry (Mc-

Cright et al., 2016b). Cross-national differences in climate change attitudes and behaviors have

begun to receive increased scholarly attention over the past two decades (Capstick et al., 2015;

Hornsey et al., 2016). Within the recent cross-national studies of climate change that have a focus

on individual-level determinants, the majority have focused on addressing patterns of concern re-

garding climate change (i.e. Kvaløy et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2015; Tjernström and Tietenberg, 2008;

Mayer and Smith, 2017; Smith and Mayer, 2018a) and to a lesser degree beliefs in climate change

(McCright et al., 2016a; Poortinga et al., 2019), climate change behaviors (Broomell et al., 2015;

McCright et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer, 2018b; Mayer and Smith, 2018) and climate change

policy support (McCright et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer, 2018b). This is likely to due to data

availability, as until recently, most empirical studies have adopted survey items regarding climate

change concern from the ISSP Environmental Modules (2000, 2010), as this was the only major

cross-national survey program with climate change questions for a number of years. As of recent,

several new cross-national survey data on climate change views has been made publicly available,

such as the 2015 Pew Global Attitudes Survey, the 2010 Life in Transition Study II, and most

recently, the 2016 European Social Survey.

Within these studies, the greatest attention has been paid the role of affluence shaping cli-

mate change views (see Kvaløy et al., 2012; Tjernström and Tietenberg, 2008; Lee et al., 2015; Lo

and Chow, 2015). While recent attention has also been paid to the role of values (see Dietz et al.,

2007; Poortinga et al., 2004; Steg and De Groot, 2012) and political views (see McCright et al.,

2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Smith and Mayer, 2018a) shaping climate change attitudes and behav-

iors. Lastly, other constructs, such as socio-demographic indicators, trust, religiosity, risk percep-

tions, and exposure to extreme weather events have received attention as cross-national drivers of

climate change attitudes and beliefs have all been linked to climate change views and actions.
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In this following section, I develop an overview of the empirical, cross-national literature

into drivers of climate change attitudes and behaviors, focusing on the role of political factors and

human values. Then, I examine the relationship between political factors and human values. Lastly,

I explore how political factors and human values can interact to shape climate change attitudes and

behaviors.

2.4.1 Political Factors

Much of the literature on climate change attitudes and behaviors has focused on the role

of political polarization within the context of the United States (McCright et al., 2016b). That

is, over recent decades, there have been sharp differences as a result of political views in beliefs,

concerns, actions and policy support in relationship to climate change (see McCright and Dunlap,

2003, 2011a; Hamilton, 2011). In general, people with politically conservative orientations are

less likely to have pro-climate attitudes and behaviors, while the opposite it true for people on the

political left. But such polarization in the US has not always the case, rather political polarization

became a phenomenon beginning around the mid- to late-1990s (McCright and Dunlap, 2011b;

Dunlap et al., 2016). This change has been attributed to well organized political mobilization

by conservative groups in the United States, often with significant funding from the fossil fuel

industry (Jacques et al., 2008; McCright and Dunlap, 2003, 2011a). As previously noted, one of

the individual-level theoretical explanations for this polarization can be grouped under the ’anti-

reflexivity’ thesis (McCright and Dunlap, 2010), or processes of solution aversion (Campbell and

Kay, 2014).

Political polarization has been examined as a driver of climate change attitudes and behav-

iors in English, and to a lesser extent, non-English speaking countries. With respect to the former,

support for the Conservative Party in the UK has been linked to climate change skepticism, de-

creased policy support and likelihood to make behavioral changes in response to climate change

(Poortinga et al., 2011; Carter and Clements, 2015; Whitmarsh, 2011; Johnston and Deeming,

2016). Similarly, in Canada, Lachapelle et al. (2012, 2014) finds that political conservatives are
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less likely to believe in or have be concerns about climate change. Tranter (2011, 2013) also finds

that Labor and Green Party supporters are more likely to be concerned about climate change than

those that support the cent-right coalition.

Within non-English speaking states, McCright et al. (2016a) reports that people with con-

servative political ideologies in Western Europe are less likely to be concerned about climate

change or engage in pro-climate change behaviors. Furthermore, Lewis et al. (2018) finds that

people with left-leaning party identification in Western Europe are more likely to view climate

change as a serious problem. Smith and Mayer (2018a) also find that political conservatism is

linked with decreased concern for climate change and viewing it as important issue in Western

European states, but the polarization is not as amplified as in English-speaking states.

Interestingly, the effect of political polarization appear to be concentrated within English

speaking and Western European states. Lewis et al. (2018) report that left/liberal party identifica-

tion has a very small positive effect in Middle Eastern states, and no effect in Eastern European,

Asian, African and Latin American states. McCright et al. (2016a) report similar patterns of po-

larization, where the effects are greatest in English speaking states, somewhat less so in Western

European states, and minimal effects in transition states.

Smith and Mayer (2018a) suggest that the effects of political polarization, while smaller,

may be in the opposite direction in transition states. That is, individuals on the political right

are more likely to perceive climate change as a danger than those on the left. This suggests that

there may be "differing meanings" of political left-right placement in transition states (McCright

et al., 2016a). In Western European states, right of center parties often support policies that limit

government intrusion into markets and are deregulatory in nature, while the opposite is true in

transition states. In transition states, right leaning parties often support economic liberalization

and free-market policies, while those on the political left are often more closely associated with

previous state socialist policies and regimes.

These findings suggest that political orientation could hold limitations as a predictor in

cross-national studies, as the meaning and effect of political left and right varies greatly across
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states and political contexts. Other research has proposed using free market ideology as an alterna-

tive measure of political orientation. Heath and Gifford (2006) suggest that free market ideologies

support a view that environmental degradation and issues are a market failure, one that will be

resolved by the invisible hand. As such, there is little need for an individual to have concerns for

the environment. McCright and Dunlap (2011b) suggest that free market ideologies and political

orientations are deeply connected. Environmental policies and protections required intervention

into markets, which is in opposition to conservative and free market ideologies, while environmen-

tal protections are more consistent of left-leaning orientations regarding the role of governments

in promoting collective welfare of the populous. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that politi-

cal orientations and free-markets will have similar effects on climate views. Smith and Mayer

(2018a) report similar direction and substantive effects of right leaning political orientations and

free-market ideologies on perceptions of climate change in English-speaking and Western Euro-

pean states. Similar direction and effect sizes were also found in transition states, but between left

leaning political orientations and free market ideologies. This suggests that alternative measures

of political ideologies may provide greater validity in cross-national measures.

In sum, political polarization does appear to be an important driver of climate change at-

titudes and behaviors within English-speaking, and to a slightly lesser degree, Western European

states. But, political polarization does not appear to have as strong of an effect in transition states,

or in other continental regions. Further, the effect of political orientations may differ depending

on the national and political context, where left and right leaning orientations may not have the

same meaning, and therefore, could hold oppositional effects on climate change attitudes and be-

haviors. Therefore, there appears to be substantial variation in the effect of political orientations in

cross-national contexts.

2.4.2 Human Values

Comparatively fewer cross-national research has been conducted on the effect of values

on climate change attitudes and behaviors. This is also likely due to the lack of international
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public survey data. As such, a majority of the climate change specific research has been lim-

ited to country-specific case studies. For example, de Groot and Steg (2008) find that altruistic

and biospheric values are positively related to willingness to engage in pro-climate actions in the

Netherlands. (Poortinga et al., 2004) report that self-transcendent values were positively related

to environmental policy support and energy saving actions in the United Kingdom. While (Dietz

et al., 2007) finds that altruism is linked to increase support for climate change policies in the

United States.

Currently, the only major cross-national social survey program to include full items for cli-

mate change attitudes and behaviors, as well as human values dimensions, is the recently released

2016 European Social Survey. Poortinga et al. (2019) uniquely examine the effect of Schwartz val-

ues on climate change attitudes cross-nationally in 23 European states, finding self-transcendence

to be positively related concerned regarding and the perceived impacts of climate change. Fur-

ther, people with self transcendent values are less likely to hold climate change skeptical views.

Poortinga et al. (2019) also report some preliminary differences between Western and Eastern Eu-

ropean states, where the effect of conservatism appears to have a larger negative impact on climate

change perceptions in Eastern European states. Self-transcendent values are also reported to have

somewhat larger effects on climate change concern in Eastern European states. As these recent

results are the first such examination into the cross-national patterning of climate change attitudes

and behaviors, further subsequent research is clearly called upon.

As such, values present one of the stronger individual-level effects on climate change atti-

tudes and behaviors (Hornsey et al., 2016), where self-transcendent (or altrustic) values are posi-

tively related to climate change views and actions, while the opposite is true for self-enhancement

values schemas. Further, research into the cross-national patterning of the effects of human val-

ues are relatively limited, but initial analyses suggest substantive differences based upon self-

transcendent and conservation values. But, the patterns by which the effects of these values vary

by country, or region, remains unclear, where diverse cultural and political contexts can shape the

individual attitudes and behaviors towards climate change.
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These distinctions are important to illuminate, as even relatively similar countries hold sub-

stantive macro-level differences in the expression of certain values over others (Davidov et al.,

2008b; Schwartz, 2006). Further, if the effects of specific values or dimensions on climate change

attitudes and behaviors differ based upon contexts, this could have substantial effects on climate

change communications and public policy within these areas. That is, if a public messaging cam-

paign intending to spur pro-climate behaviors aims to mobilize people by activating a specific

value expression, such as benevolence, but this does not have an effect in a particular context, the

campaign would be doomed from its start. Even more problematically, it is possible that target-

ing certain values could have an opposite effect in different context, bringing about an opposite

societal action than was intended. Clearly it is important to better understand how and also where

certain values shape climate change attitudes and behaviors, and to not assume that these effects

are universal.

2.4.3 Human Values Relationship with Political Factors

Political factors and human values do not exist in isolation of each other, but rather are

deeply interrelated constructs. Values are central to political orientations and beliefs (Caprara

and Zimbardo, 2004; Feldman, 1988), acting as the ’building blocks’ of political orientations and

dispositions (Rokeach, 1973; Converse, 1964). People draw upon values to organize and prioritize

their political beliefs, to make political decisions, and frame the way they communicate about

politics (Piurko et al., 2011). Voters are assumed to prefer ideologies, parties and policies that

promote prioritized individual values, and to defend these values against perceived threats (Barnea

and Schwartz, 1998; Schwartz et al., 2010). Conversely, voters will also reject ideologies or parties

that they perceive as threats to their values. For example, people that prioritize openness to change

values are more likely to support individual freedoms and civil rights, while those that prioritize

self-enhancement values prefer non-egalitarian policies and are against government interventions

(Piurko et al., 2011).
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Recent literature has engaged with assessing the role of values on political orientation, or

’left-right’ political perspectives. Jost et al. (2003) theorize that politically conservative ideologies

stress the importance of resistance to change as well as work towards justifying inequalities. While,

in contrast, politically liberal ideologies are often characterized by open-mindedness, mental flex-

ibility, and commitment to social and economic equality. As such, values dimensions of conser-

vatism and self-enhancement are theoretically connected with right-leaning political ideologies,

while openness to change and self-transcendence are linked to left-leaning ideologies. Caprara

et al. (2006) found that voters prioritizing universalism, self-direction and benevolence were more

likely to support the Italian center-left party in the 2001 election, while voters prioritizing the val-

ues tradition, conformity, security, achievement and power were more likely to be supportive of the

minority right-wing party. Further, this analysis found that these values explained 18% of the total

variance in voting patterns, while the common demographic variables age, income, education and

gender combined to explain only a total of 2% of the remaining variance, noting the potentially

strong explanatory power of values in determining attitudes and political preferences.

As such, values have a substantive relationship with political ideologies, where, in general,

self-enhancement and conservation value dimensions are related with right-leaning ideologies,

while openness to change and self-transcendence values are related with left-leaning ideologies.

Interactive Effects on Climate Change Attitudes and Behaviors

Political factors and human values have substantive impacts on climate change significant

actions. Further, human values and political orientations appear to be strongly related. However, as

of yet, little research has explored the interrelations between political factors and human values on

the likelihood on an individual to engage in climate change significant actions. For example, pre-

vious research has noted that i) self-enhancement values are related to climate change skepticism

(Dietz et al., 2005; Poortinga et al., 2019), ii) right-leaning political orientation is also linked to

climate change skepticism (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018), and iii) self-enhancement

values are associated with right-leaning orientations (Caprara et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 2010).

It would be logical to assume some sort of interrelation exists between human values and political
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factors shaping climate change skepticism, given that these relationship between these constructs

share similar patterns. Further, given the desire for internal consistency aligning individual values

and attitudes (Krosnick, 1988), individuals are likely to bring their values, political and climate

change attitudes into cohesion.

Still, it remains unclear how exactly political factors and human values interact to shape cli-

mate change attitudes and behaviors. Do liberal political ideologies interact with self-transcendent

values to amplify pro-climate change attitudes and behaviors? If political factors are out of align-

ment with an individual’s values, does this dampen the effect on climate change attitudes and

behaviors? Or, is there simply no interactive relationship at all, where it is merely incidental that

human values, political factors and climate attitudes seem to relate in similar patterns? Clearly,

this area of the literature requires greater focus. This leads to my first research question:

Research Question I: How does the interrelation between individual human values and political

orientations shape climate change significant attitudes and behaviors?

2.5 Transition States

A notable gap in the literature of environmental or climate change attitudes and behaviors

is lack of analysis of post-Communist, transition states. This gap is not surprising given the lack

of data available from those nations, as well as the increased logistical difficulties in collecting

survey data in these locales. However, understanding the dynamics of public perceptions of climate

change in transition states is imperative as the lived experiences of individuals in these states differs

greatly from those of democratic, Western European states, in the near and distant pasts. For

example, the recent the carbon footprint of many of these nations has actually declined during

the transition towards liberal, democratic states. But the decrease in emissions was largely due to

economic stagnation over the past decades, and not as a result of a coordinated move towards a

sustainable development systems (Brizga et al., 2013; Fagin and Jehlička, 1998; Lynch, 2000).

Though there are relatively few studies that examine climate change beliefs specifically,

there is a small literature on environmental public opinion, environmental policy support, and en-
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vironmental behaviors in transition states. The economic hardship, loss of well-being, and general

social disorder created by the transition from state socialism to capitalism is well-documented.

Perhaps the most striking indicator of the wrenching nature of the transition is the marked decline

in life expectancy in Russia in the early 1990s (Notzon et al., 1998; Shkolnikov et al., 2001). Cur-

rently, evidence of a disparity towards environmental issues between post-Communist states and

others is mixed. Tynkkynen (2010) argues that, in some Russian policy circles, being active in

global efforts to address climate change is a way of asserting that the nation is a global power.

While state socialist societies often had notoriously terrible environmental records, many socialist

states also encouraged the development of environmentalist and conservation organizations that

survived the transition process (Carmin and Fagan, 2010). Given this history, it stands to reason

that publics in transition states might differ from those in more developed, historically economi-

cally liberal states.

Using three waves of data Chaisty and Whitefield (2015) observed stark but dwindling

differences in support for environmental policy between post-Communist and EU states. To ex-

plain this finding, the authors point to the “stickiness" of environmental attitudes—environmental

conditions were a very low priority under communism and this legacy continues to impact public

opinion. Similarly, Rohrschneider and Miles (2015) conclude that in Western European states,

environmental issues are more robust in the policies of representative parties, meaning they are

less likely to supplanted to in favor of economic policies, even in the face of a recession. The

same is not true for Central and Eastern European states, where environmental policies are not that

dominant of a priority (relative to economic policies), irrespective of environmental preferences of

voters.

2.5.1 Human Values, Political Factors and Climate Change in Transition

States

A notable gap exists within the literature on political factors and climate change orientations

with regards to post-Communist states. Recent studies report comparatively little partisan differ-
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ences in climate change attitudes and concerns in transition states (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis

et al., 2018; Smith and Mayer, 2018a). This may be due to a number of factors. First, Chaisty

and Whitefield (2015) find decreased support for environmental policies in transition states, in

comparison to Western European states. They suggest this could be due to the “stickiness" of

environmental attitudes in transition states, as environmental conditions were a very low priority

under communism this legacy continues to impact public opinion. Second, within English speak-

ing states, conservative elite actors and think tanks have engaged in a concerted effort to counter

climate change policies and promote climate skepticism (McCright and Dunlap, 2003; Jacques

et al., 2008; McCright and Dunlap, 2011a). But, there is not a similar history of anti-climate

change, denialist movements within transition states. Third, McCright et al. (2016a) suggest that

the Western-focused meanings of political orientations and left-right schemes differs in transition

states. Generally, right-leaning political parties in Western states typically endorse policy agendas

centered on privatization, deregulation, and liberalizing markets. While in transition states, the op-

posite is often true, with left learning parties endorsing trade liberalization and a stronger role for

the market. Smith and Mayer (2018a) suggest that alternative concepts of political ideology, such

as a preference for free-market ideology, as a harmonizing solution for cross-national comparison.

But, they observe similar effects of political ideologies on climate change attitudes in transition

states, regardless of whether they are measured on a left-right scale or based upon free-market

ideologies.

The effect of human values on climate change orientations also appears to differ within

transition states. Poortinga et al. (2019) find that individuals that prominently express conservation

values are more likely to perceive negative effects of climate change in transition states than in

non-transition states. Further, people in transition states that express self-transcendent values are

more likely to be concerned about the effects of climate change than those in non-transition states,

although the effect size is comparatively more moderate.

Further, the relationship between human values and political orientations may be different

within transition states. Utilizing data from the European Social Survey, Thorisdottir et al. (2007)
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found that the conservation values of traditionalism and conformity are related to right-leaning ide-

ologies, but the relationships between other values and political ideologies differed based upon the

socio-political context of the country - in particular, the divide between Western European states

and post-communist, transition countries. Individuals that express the value of security are related

to right-leaning ideologies in Western European states, but left-leaning ideologies in transition

states. While values of openness to change, stimulation and self-direction, were related to left-

leaning ideologies in Western Europe and right-leaning ideologies in transition states. Similarly,

Aspelund et al. (2013) and Piurko et al. (2011) also utilize data from the ESS, finding that con-

servation and self-enhancement values are positively related to right-leaning ideologies in Western

European states. While, conversely, in transition states conservation values are related to left-

leaning ideologies and self-enhancement values had little relation to political orientations. While

Caprara et al. (2017) utilize survey data from 15 countries, finding that the values of conformity,

tradition and security are most strongly related with right-leaning political ideologies, while uni-

versalism is most strongly related to left-leaning political ideologies. Further Caprara et al. (2017)

report general similarities across the effects of values on political ideologies in transition states

Poland and Ukraine as in Western European states, the United States and Australia.

Therefore, it is unclear whether the relationship between values and political factors are

universal, or rather more specific to developed, democratic, Western states. In particular, whether

these relationships remain similar within transition states. Nor is it clear how these could differ-

ently interact to shape climate change attitudes or behaviors.

In sum, the extant literature suggests that the role of political factors on climate change

attitudes appears to be comparatively smaller in transition states, values may also have divergent

effects on climate change attitudes in transition states, and the relationship between values and

political orientations may vary between transition and non-transition states. As such, the effects of

political factors, human values and the subsequent interrelationship between political factors and

human values on climate change attitudes and behaviors is an area requiring further scholarship.

Therefore, I engage the following second research question for this dissertation:
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Research Question II: How do human values and political orientations directly and indirectly

shape climate change significant attitudes and behaviors in transition states?

Comparing Western European and Transition States

Further, little is known about the broader drivers of climate change attitudes and behaviors

in transition states. Lewis et al. (2018) find that in comparison to Western European states, edu-

cation, age, and the importance of religion are stronger, positive predictors of climate change risk

perceptions for people from Eastern Europe. McCright et al. (2016a) find that the effect of age

on climate change beliefs differs between Western European (negative) and former Communist

(positive) states. Alternatively, Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) find less of an effect of age and educa-

tion on renewable energy policy preferences in former Communist states than in other groupings

of Western European states. But, as of yet, none of these studies have formally tested for such

differences, rather just presenting comparable coefficients.

Therefore, it is informative to compare how common drivers (such as trust, education,

socio-demographic indicators) shape attitudes and behaviors between people in Western European

and transition states. This is particularly notable as supra-national governance structures, such as

the European Union, stretch across these states, setting public policy and communicating climate

science using common means across these diverse contexts. The European Union is currently de-

veloping a climate action plan to ensure Member States meet their nationally-defined Paris targets.

Notably, this plan includes over e100 billion in funding, and aiming to direct over e1 trillion

in private investments, into ’just transition’ mechanisms, which would disproportionately benefit

transition Member states. Understanding how publics in these areas view climate change and be-

have as a response to it is an important component of insuring this massive shift in public policy is

successful.

As such, I explore a third research question within this dissertation:

Research Question III: How to do the effects of common determinants of climate change atti-

tudes and behaviors vary between Western European and transition states?
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2.6 Climate Change Beliefs, Behaviors and Policy Support

While the empirical literature largely focuses on identifying causes of variance in climate

change attitudes and behaviors, it is similarly important to focus on different types of climate

change outcome variables. Clearly, there are conceptual differences in whether someone believes

climate change is caused by human activity, how concerned they are about climate change, whether

they are willing to support public policy to adapt or mitigate climate change and how willing they

would be to make individual or collective actions. It is quite possible that someone could be very

concerned about climate change, but unwilling to support policies or make changes themselves.

Furthermore, research needs to pay close how the effects of key drivers of climate change attitudes

and behaviors change depending upon the specific outcome variable. It is possible that political

factors may have a larger effect on policy support, but less so directly on individual actions. Or

potentially that trust in other members of one’s society is associated with someone being more

likely to engage in collective actions, but is unrelated to whether they believe that climate change

is caused by human activity or not.

Currently, the majority of previous studies on climate change have focused on identifying

drivers of either belief in anthropogenic climate change or concerns about the impact of climate

change. Table 2.1 presents the results of a comprehensive meta-analysis of all contemporary (2016)

survey analyses of climate change beliefs, concerns, policy preferences and behaviors. Very few

studies include indicators for policy preferences or behaviors (especially outside of the United

States). Also, as previously noted, this was likely due to the absence of policy and behavioral

questions on many of the major cross-national survey programs, such as ISSP 2010. But several

recent cross-national surveys do include items for policy support and pro-climate behavioral inten-

tions (2015 Pew Global Attitudes Survey, 2016 European Social Survey, 2010 Life in Transition

Survey). Even so, within the empirical quantitative literature, there are rarely distinctions made

between the types of climate change outcomes.

Therefore, it is important to note the distinctions between forms of climate change attitudes

and behaviors, as well as differences in the substantive drivers for each of these constructs. As
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Table 2.1: Dependent Variables Used In Climate Change Survey Analyses, by US, Non-US and Crossna-
tional Studies

United States Non-US Cross-national
Belief in Climate Change 29 9 1
Concerns about Climate Change 21 10 5
Policy Preferences 12 3 1
Behaviors 4 1 2

From McCright et al. (2016b)

such, the following section distinguishes between climate change beliefs, concerns, and behaviors,

presenting an overview into the literature on these diverse constructs of climate change. Further,

this incorporates an understanding of the relationships between climate change beliefs, concerns,

and behaviors themselves.

2.6.1 Beliefs

Climate change beliefs are broadly defined as the acceptance (of skepticism) of the scien-

tific consensus of anthroprogenic climate change. This subject has been of great interest to schol-

ars, as the debate about whether climate change is ’real or not’ has dominated much of the political

space over recent decades, most particularly so in the United States (McCright and Dunlap, 2011a,

2003, see). Further, belief in climate change has a substantial effect on whether people are willing

to engage in pro-environmental behaviors or support policies aimed at mitigating climate change

(Hornsey et al., 2016).

Beliefs in anthroprogenic climate change has many interrelated antecedents. Knowledge

regarding climate change can be separated into objective knowledge, or ’scientific literacy’, and

subjective knowledge. Objective knowledge is positively related to climate change concerns, that

is, that is, individuals with greater scientific literacy are more likely to believe in climate change

(Kellstedt et al., 2008; Malka et al., 2009). But, subjective knowledge, or how much one thinks

they know about climate change, are not as strong of predictors of climate change views (Guy

et al., 2014). Forms of knowledge also appear to be moderated by other social characteristics, such

as political orientations, particularly in the United States, where subjective knowledge is much
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more effective in driving beliefs amongst Democrats than Republicans (Hamilton et al., 2012). For

example, individuals that identify with the Tea Party in the United States have some of the highest

forms of subjective knowledge regarding climate change, but the lowest levels of objective scien-

tific literacy (Hamilton, 2015). These findings further emphasize the role of politically motivated

reasoning (Kahan, 2015).

General environmental concern has also been found to be linked to climate change beliefs.

The logic of this relationship is relatively intuitive, where people with higher levels of general

environmental concerns would be more sensitive and attentive to arguments that changes to the

climate are a result of human activities. A broad cross-national literature has used the New Envi-

ronmental Paradigm (NEP), developed by Dunlap and Van Liere (Dunlap and Liere, 1978; Dunlap

et al., 2000, 2008), as a predictor of climate change beliefs. Corner et al. (2014) report that the

NEP is negatively related to climate change skepticism in the United Kingdom, Kellstedt et al.

(2008) find that NEP is positively related to anthroprogenic views of climate change in the United

States, while Kroesen (2013) notes similar findings from the Netherlands.

Individual values have also been found to be related to climate change beliefs. Using a

sample from the UK, Poortinga et al. (2011) find that traditional values are positively related to

climate change skeptical beliefs, while self-transcendent values have a negative effect. While

drawing upon responses from New Zealand, Milfont et al. (2015) reports that self-transcendent and

openness to change are positively related to belief in the reality and human causation of climate

change. While Hornsey et al. (2018) find that people who have egalitarian values are less likely to

hold climate skeptical beliefs.

Lastly, McCright et al. (2016a) report that left-leaning political ideologies are positively

related to anthroprogenic beliefs regarding climate change. Similarly, Hornsey et al. (2018) find

that both liberal-conservative ideologies, as well as left-right political placements, have strong

effects on climate skepticism. For both of these studies, they find the pattern of effects to be

stronger in English-speaking states than in the rest of the world.
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2.6.2 Concerns

Climate change concerns are related to the broader field of environmental risk perceptions.

Environmental risk perceptions are resultant from a complex combination of individual experi-

ences and structural forces, such as cultural factors, media framing and political activism (Auyero

and Swistun, 2008; Kasperson et al., 1988; Malin, 2015). van der Linden (2015) suggests that

climate change risk perceptions are the result of cognitive factors (knowledge), experiential pro-

cessing (such as emotions and personal experiences), sociocultural influences (norms, value orien-

tations) and socio-demographics. This complexity has lead to considerable variability in the drivers

of risk perceptions. For example, theory suggests that heightened individual experiences with neg-

ative impacts of climate change, or vulnerability to climate change, would increase climate risk

perceptions, but the empirical literature is largely inconsistent (Akerlof et al., 2013; Brody et al.,

2008; Zahran et al., 2006). As such, the specific pathways driving climate change risk perceptions

are largely underdetermined.

Climate change concerns and risk perceptions can be further divided into separate dimen-

sions. Drawing from the role of religious belief structures and environmental concerns, Smith et al.

(2018) find differentiation in current and future concerns for the environment. They suggest that

these differences may reflect diverse belief structures, where eschatological views, such as those

about the ’end times’ prominent among evangelical Protestants, may act to reduce future concerns,

as these outcomes are already viewed as ’determined’. Further, Spence et al. (2012) suggest per-

ceptions of climate change differ depending upon their psychological distance. That is, the more

people see climate change as affecting them locally (as opposed to in distant areas), or affecting

people like themselves (as opposed to those in other countries), the more likely they are to take

actions to mitigate climate change.

Within the cross-national survey based literature, a number of key factors have been iden-

tified in the development of concerns for climate change. First, and most prominently, has been

the role of political factors, where left-leaning ideologies are associated with greater concern for

climate change (Kvaløy et al., 2012; Tjernström and Tietenberg, 2008; Tranter, 2013). But, as
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previously noted, there may be some cross-national differences in the role of political ideology,

particularly in transition states (McCright et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer, 2018a; Lewis et al.,

2018). Values, such as self-transcendence (Poortinga et al., 2019) and post-materialism (Tranter,

2013) has also been found to be positively related to concern. While socio-demographics, such

as female gender identification (Kvaløy et al., 2012; McCright et al., 2016a) and higher levels of

education (Lee et al., 2015; Tjernström and Tietenberg, 2008) have also been linked to increased

climate change concern. Income has been found to have a negative effect on concern for climate

change (Tjernström and Tietenberg, 2008; Lewis et al., 2018; Smith and Mayer, 2018a), while the

effect of age appears to be more heterogenous, with some studies reporting negative relationships

with climate change views (McCright et al., 2016a; Tjernström and Tietenberg, 2008; Tranter and

Booth, 2015; Smith and Mayer, 2018a), other reporting positive relationships (Kvaløy et al., 2012;

Mayer and Smith, 2017), mixed findings depending on the country (Lewis et al., 2018), or no effect

at all (Poortinga et al., 2019).

Religious factors also play a key role in concerns regarding climate change. Utilizing data

from 47 countries, Kvaløy et al. (2012) report that religious behaviors (such as frequency of at-

tendance and prayer) as well as belief in the importance of God are positively related to climate

change concern. Lewis et al. (2018) take a more nuanced approach to the effect of religiosity,

examining differences between regional and continental country groupings. They find that the

importance of religion to a person is positively related to concern about climate change, except

for people in Western European states (no relationship) and in Anglophone states (negative rela-

tionship). These differences, in particular to the English speaking countries, could be due to the

comparatively greater influence of evangelical Protestantism. Evangelical Protestants have often,

but far from uniformly, found to be more resistant to environmental policies and have lower levels

of environmental concern (see White, 1967; Guth et al., 1995; Clements et al., 2014; Arbuckle and

Konisky, 2015). But, as Smith et al. (2018) note, it is important to pay attention to the different

constructs of evangelical Protestantism, as well as how these differ in their effect on varied forms

of environmental attitudes, concerns and behaviors.
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Trust is an important factor in understanding attitudes towards societal risks (Gilson, 2003;

Lange and Gouldson, 2010). This is especially true when accurate information about the potential

risks are unknown, or potentially even unknowable - such as issues of climate change (Paton,

2008; Siegrist and Cvetkovich, 2000). Accordingly, trust in societal institutions, such as climate

scientists, has been found to have a positive relationship to climate concerns (Malka et al., 2009).

Lastly, contextual environmental factors, such as increased temperatures and exposure to

extreme weather events, have been identified to effect climate change concerns. In general, longer

term temperature increases have been found to have relatively small or no effect on climate change

concerns (see Zahran et al., 2006; Brody et al., 2008; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2014). This is anal-

ogous to the boiling of a frog, where people do not necessarily notice the small changes in tem-

perature as an early warning sign. Rather, people are more responsive to extreme weather events.

Spence et al. (2011) report that people in Britain that were affected by recent flooding were more

likely to be concerned for climate change, while Demski et al. (2017) report similar findings from

a subsequent series of Winter floods in 2013/2014. Konisky et al. (2016) find that exposure to

extreme weather events in the United States, such as heat, droughts, flooding, and hurricanes,

is shown to increase concerns regarding climate change. While Carlton et al. (2016) find that

droughts in the Midwestern United States did appear to increase climate change concerns, but had

no effect on individual adaptations attitudes or support for climate change policies.

2.6.3 Behaviors

Borrowing from the related field of environmental attitudes and behaviors, Stern (2000)

defines ’environmentally significant’ behaviors as actions that have an impact on the environment,

in one form or another. These environmentally significant behaviors can be separated into four

different types: environmental activism (participation in social movements), non-activist behav-

iors in the public sphere (policy support, petitions), private-sphere environmentalism (individual,

’pro-environmental’ actions), and other environmentally significant behaviors (actions in the work-

place). I simplify adapt this framework to the field of climate change, noting the differences
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between individual behaviors (recycling, driving less, using less energy), collective behaviors (ac-

tivism, participation in social movements), and policy support as key constructs of climate change

adaptations.

Further differentiating the types of behaviors, Diekmann and Preisendörfer (2003) distin-

guish between the likelihood to engage in ’low’ and ’high’ cost pro-environmental behaviors. Low

cost behavioral adaptations are those that require minimal changes, personal or social costs for the

individual (such as recycling, using plastic bags, reducing water and energy usage). These are in

contrast to higher cost behavioral adaptations, such as not driving one’s car to work. Diekmann and

Preisendörfer (2003) find that the effect of environmental concern diminishes as the costs increase

(acting as a barrier to adaptation). Whitmarsh (2009) finds that certain behavioral adaptations are

driven more by beliefs than others. For example, most people were willing to recycle, out of a de-

sire to protect the environment, but other higher cost changes, such as being willing to take public

transportation or to walk to work, were more likely to be as result of non-environmentally based

causes (such as the individual convenience of travel, or the desire for one to improve their health).

Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) provide a comprehensive model for pro-environmental be-

haviors, noting how individual ’internal factors’ (such as knowledge, values, attitudes and beliefs)

are embedded within external factors (infrastructure, econominic situations, political and socio-

cultural factors) which either inhibit or enable the likelihood of engaging in ’pro-environmental’

behaviors. Further, this model identifies several potential barriers to ’pro-environmental’ behav-

iors, such as lack of concern, lack of information, lack of incentives, lack of agency to change, and

most prominently, previous behavioral patterns. As such, this widely adopted model portrays an

interplay between individual and contextual mechanisms for ’pro-environmental’ behaviors where

individual agency and capacity to make changes, concerns and normative shifts are prominent focal

barriers to overcome.

Concern for climate change has also been noted as a key driver of pro-climate change be-

havioral intentions. Semenza et al. (2008) finds that people with increased concerns about climate

change are more likely to engage in several individual, household behaviors (reducing energy us-
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age at home, reduce gasoline consumption and recycling). Similarly, O’Connor et al. (1999) find

that concern increases willingness to engage in individual voluntary ’pro-environmental’ actions.

While in a cross-national study, (Smith and Mayer, 2018b) find that individuals with increased risk

perceptions from climate change are roughly 10% more likely to be willing to engage in behaviors

aimed at mitigating climate change. Further, several studies note the positive relationship between

climate change concern and willingness to support climate change mitigation policies: they are

more supportive of carbon taxation policies (Leiserowitz, 2006) and measures to improve air qual-

ity (Lubell et al., 2006), support renewable energy (Stoutenborough et al., 2015), and are more

willing to pay for climate policies (Smith and Mayer, 2018b).

Perceived efficacy, or the ability to make a substantive change, is also a key factor in will-

ingness to engage in climate change behavioral change. Drawing from the theory of planned

behavior, (Ajzen, 1985, 1991), notes that multiple factors, such as attitudes social norms, coalesce

to influence an individual’s decision to engage in certain behaviors. In particular, the perception

that a particular behavior has the capacity to enact a desired goal is an important component. That

is, people will be more likely to act if they believe they have greater control over the outcome

(Ajzen, 1991; Huebner and Lipsey, 1981), or if they believe that their actions will have an impact

on a desired goal (Ajzen, 2002). Perceived behavioral control has been found to be a driver of

whether an individual is willing to engage in several ’high cost’ behavioral modifications, such as

using public transportation (Whitmarsh and O’Neill, 2010; Kaiser and Gutscher, 2003), buying an

electric car (Peters et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016), or installing renewable energy systems in their

home (Whitmarsh and O’Neill, 2010; Wolske et al., 2017). Alternatively, if a person perceives

that they lack efficacy, they are more likely to adopt fatalistic views of climate change - that it is

unstoppable, inevitable and potentially outside human potential for mitigation (Lorenzoni et al.,

2007; Simonet and Fatorić, 2016). Mayer and Smith (2018) find that people who view climate

change as unstoppable are less likely to engage in climate change mitigation behaviors or policy

support. Further, they note the effect of fatalistic views is strongest amongst those with higher

concerns about climate change, noting the role of perceived efficacy as a barrier to action.
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2.6.4 Politics, Values and Types of Climate Change Outcomes

In sum, this diverse literature suggests that values and politics effectively shape climate

change beliefs, concerns and policy support, but not in consistent ways. Political factors have a

strong role in driving climate change beliefs, concerns and policy support in Western states, but not

within developing or transition states. But, the relationship between political factors and climate

change behaviors is less clear, as willingness to engage in behaviors depends on a multitude of

factors, such as the types and costs of the behavior, as well as the levels of concern and perceived

efficacy for the individual.

Further, egalitarian values (such as self-transcendence) have been found to be positively

related to climate change anthroprogenic beliefs and concerns. While the opposite is true for

more individualistic values (such as conservation). But, little remains known about the effects of

these values on different types of climate change behaviors, such as policy support and individual

actions.

Given these differences based upon climate change beliefs, concerns and behaviors, I ex-

plore this final research question within this dissertation:

Research Question IV: How does the effect of human values and political factors differ based

upon the type of climate change attitude or behavior within Western European and transition

states?

2.7 Summary

For this first chapter, I have presented a comprehensive literature review into the role of

human values and political factors shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors. This chapter

initially presented different types of political factors, and their role in shaping climate change atti-

tudes and behaviors. Next, this chapter has identified human values, explored the Schwartz Human

Value schema and empirical methodology, as well as how these values relate to climate change at-

titudes and behaviors. Then, this chapter provided an overview of the cross-national literature,

noting how the effects of human values and political factors differ based upon context. Further,
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this chapter explored how political factors and human values are interrelated, and proposed further

research be conducted to better understanding how these constructs can work together to amplify,

or dampen, climate change attitudes and behaviors. Later, this chapter presented the emerging

literature on transition states, and called for further research to be conducted to understand the role

of human values and political factors shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors in this unique

context, as well as for comparative analyses to be made with Western European states. Lastly,

this chapter discussed different types of climate change attitudes and behaviors, calling for greater

attention to be paid separately to the drivers of each of these constructs, as well as the relationships

between them.

As such, this first chapter serves to provide the background for the subsequent three em-

pirical papers in this dissertation. First, a research paper (Chapter 3) aimed at understanding the

interactive role of human values and political factors in shaping climate change attitudes and be-

haviors (RQ1). Second, a research paper (Chapter 4) analyzing how the relationship of political

factors and human values within transition states (RQ2). And third, an empirical paper (Chapter 4)

comparing the common drivers of climate change attitudes and behaviors between Western Euro-

pean and transition states (RQ3). Lastly, within all three of these empirical chapters, I identify how

the effects of human values and political factors may change depending upon the type of climate

change attitude and behavior being studied (RQ4). Through these subsequent analyses, I intend

to develop a more holistic understanding of the role of values and political factors, particularly in

relationship to cross-national differences.
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Chapter 3

It All Comes Down to Values? The interactive role of

human values and political orientations shaping

climate change attitudes and behaviors

3.1 Introduction

Anthropogenic climate change presents one of the greatest challenge facing the global com-

munity, necessitating a shift in individual and collective relationships with the environment from

one on exploitative of earth systems towards that of stewardship (Steffen et al., 2018). Interna-

tional agreements, such as the 2017 Paris Accords, have set ambitious greenhouse gas reduction

targets, largely aimed at limiting global mean temperature growth to under +2�C. To meet such

goals, increased interventions are necessary to rapidly shift social systems away from carbon-based

schemes (Farmer et al., 2019). But, public attitudes towards and support for actions aimed at ame-

liorating climate change are crucial to facilitating the political changes necessary to shift social

systems towards post-carbon, or reduced carbon-emissions, states. Increased support for climate

change actions can help punctuate previously stable and ’sticky’ institutions, enabling substan-

tive policy changes (Baumgartner and Jones, 2010). Further, increased activism and concerns for

the effect of climate change can spur new social and political coalitions, or shift the priorities of

existing ones (Sabatier, 1988; Weible and Sabatier, 2017a). As such, understanding the mecha-

nisms underlying climate change attitudes, behaviors and policy support is a crucial component in

addressing this threat.

An extensive literature has to explored the relationship between political orientations and

climate change attitudes and behaviors. These studies have broadly noted that people on the po-

litical left are comparatively more likely to be concerned about climate change, believe in anthro-

pogenic climate change, be willing to support climate change policies (McCright et al., 2016b;
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Hamilton, 2011). Recently, several papers have noted the effect of political polarization on climate

change attitudes and behaviors in Western European states (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al.,

2018; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019), although this effect appears to be comparatively more moderate

than in English-speaking states (Smith and Mayer, 2018a). Further, a separate literature has fo-

cused on the role of human values in shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors (Dietz et al.,

2007; Poortinga et al., 2011), with some recent findings focusing specifically on Western European

states (Poortinga et al., 2019). But, human values and political orientations are deeply interrelated

constructs, with values acting as the core building blocks of an person’s political attitudes and be-

haviors (Rokeach, 1973; Converse, 1964; Piurko et al., 2011). As political orientations and human

values are core, substantive predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors, and these two

constructs are deeply linked, it is very likely that they could interact to amplify these effects. But,

as of yet, there is little understanding of how political orientation and human values interrelate to

shape climate change attitudes and behaviors.

In this manuscript, I first address the relevance human values and political orientations on

climate change concern, behaviors and policy support. I then explore the ways in which these

may interact by adopting standard regression-based approaches to understand forms of moderation

between human values and political orientations. This integrated perspective is operationalized

with cross-nation survey data from Western European states in the 2016 European Social Survey

and multilevel modeling approaches.

By combining the effects of political orientations and human values, this manuscript con-

tributes to the growing body of literature on cross-national climate change attitudes and behaviors,

particularly within Western European states (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Marquart-

Pyatt et al., 2019; Poortinga et al., 2019; Smith and Mayer, 2018a). In the section that follows, I

describe the previous literature on political orientations and human values effecting climate change

attitudes and behaviors, as well as develop support for how these two constructs are deeply related

and interact.
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3.2 Theoretical Background

3.2.1 Cross-national Climate Change Attitudes and Behaviors

Cross-national differences in climate change attitudes and behaviors have begun to receive

increased scholarly attention over the past two decades (Capstick et al., 2015; Hornsey et al.,

2016). Recent studies into the individual-level drivers of climate change attitudes and behaviors

have identified socio-demographic characteristics. Broadly, increased age, male gender identifica-

tion and lower educational attainment are found to be negatively related to climate change concern,

individual willingness to engage actions aimed at mitigating climate change, and supportive of cli-

mate change focused policies (Milfont et al., 2015; McCright, 2010; Echavarren, 2017; Poortinga

et al., 2011). Social characteristics, such as trust in society and institutions (Smith and Mayer,

2018b; Fairbrother, 2016), trust in climate science (Ding et al., 2011; Lewandowsky et al., 2013b),

scientific knowledge (Whitmarsh, 2011; Kahan et al., 2012), vulnerability to the risks posed by

climate change (Akerlof et al., 2013; Satterfield et al., 2004), and adaptive capacity (Mayer and

Smith, 2018; Feinberg and Willer, 2011) are also found to shape climate change attitudes and

behaviors.

At the contextual-level, substantial attention has been paid to the role affluence plays in

shaping climate change views (see Kvaløy et al., 2012; Tjernström and Tietenberg, 2008; Lee

et al., 2015; Lo and Chow, 2015), yielding largely mixed results. Recent literature suggests this

heterogeneous effect is likely dependent upon a multitude of other interrelated, contextual and indi-

vidual factors (Summers and VanHeuvelen, 2017; Mayer and Smith, 2017). Physical geographical

factors have also been found to have a mixed effects. People living near coastlines have been

found to have greater concern for climate change (Brody et al., 2008), but at the same time, be less

willing to support climate change policies (Zahran et al., 2006). Broadly, longer-term tempera-

ture increases have been found to have relatively small positive effects (Hamilton and Keim, 2009;

Howe et al., 2013; Shao et al., 2013) - particularly in comparison to other sociopolitical determi-

nants (Shao, 2017) - while other studies report no effect of temperature trends on climate change

concerns (Brody et al., 2008; Brulle et al., 2012). Rather, climate change attitudes and behaviors
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are more responsive to extreme weather events, such as droughts, floods, and hurricanes (Spence

et al., 2011; Demski et al., 2017; Konisky et al., 2016). This is analogous to the boiling of a frog,

where people do not necessarily notice the small changes in temperature as an early warning sign.

Rather, people are more responsive to extreme weather events.

3.2.2 Human Values

Socio-political determinants, such as human values and political orientations, are found

to be some of the more substantial predictors of climate change concern (Hornsey et al., 2016).

The role of human values shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors has been the subject of

extensive previous research (see Poortinga et al., 2019; Corner et al., 2014; Dietz et al., 2007).

Human values are internalized schemas that individuals draw upon to set the boundaries for what

they consider acceptable (Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004). Values guide how people interpret and expe-

rience their social world, as they are called upon to evaluate whether or not social characteristics

(such as actions, events, people, attitudes) are considered to be normatively ‘good’ or ‘bad’ (Joas,

2000). Values further shape how an individual prioritizes what is important in their social world

and thus, provides a framework for organizing their attitudes and beliefs towards social objects

(Milfont et al., 2015).

Prior literature has developed several different constructs of human values and related them

to climate change attitudes and behaviors, or the environment more broadly. Post-materialist per-

spectives suggest that as the socio-economic conditions shift towards greater prosperity, individual

values increasingly focus on non-material goals, such as equality or environmentalism (Inglehart,

1977, 1995; Gelissen, 2007). The Values-Beliefs-Norms (VBN) literature has identified the role

that altruistic, egoistic, and biospheric values play in shaping environmental attitudes and behaviors

(Stern et al., 1999; Dietz et al., 2005).

Schwartz (1992) develops ten, broad, universal human values, which are each defined by

the specific motivational goals that they represent. The Schwartz value schema has been broadly

utilized within the literature (see Corner et al., 2014; Poortinga et al., 2019), largely due to the
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availability of robust measurement items and comparability across socio-cultural settings (Davi-

dov, 2008; Davidov et al., 2008b). These values can be arranged into a circular continuum (see

Figure 3.1) (Schwartz, 2012, 1992), in which the values are ordered by their compatibility/conflict.

Further, these 10 values can be organized into four higher order dimensions. Self-enhancement

values (power and achievement) promotes self-interest, which is in opposition to self-transcendent

values (universalism and benevolence), which prioritize the concern and welfare of others. Open-

ness to change values (self-direction and stimulation) encourage change and openness to new ideas

are in opposition to conservatism values (tradition, conformity and security), which emphasize

maintenance of the status quo and stability 3.

Figure 3.1: Schwartz Human Values Schema with Higher Order Dimension

Previous studies have adopted this framework, reporting that self-transcendent values have

a positive relationship climate change concern (Dietz et al., 2007; Corner et al., 2014), and be-

ing less likely to have climate change skeptical beliefs (Steg and De Groot, 2012). In contrast,

self-enhancement values are positively related to climate change skeptical views (Poortinga et al.,

2011), and function to decrease the likelihood that a person will view climate change as danger-

3Hedonism is situated in between openness and self-enhancement, sharing characteristics of both
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ous (Poortinga et al., 2019). Conservation is also found to be positively related to climate change

skeptical beliefs (Poortinga et al., 2011). Alternatively, openness to change values are found to

be negatively related to climate change skepticism, and increase the likelihood of negatively view-

ing the impact of climate change (Poortinga et al., 2019), as well as decrease the likelihood than

an individual will hold climate skeptical views (Milfont et al., 2015). The effects of openness to

change and conservation, however, appear to be more limited in comparison to self-transcendence

and self-enhancement (Milfont et al., 2015; Poortinga et al., 2004).

Drawing upon this previous literature, I expect that:

Hypothesis I: The Schwartz human value dimensions of self-transcendence and openness to

change will be positively related to climate change concern (1a), reducing energy usage (1b)

and support for increased fossil fuels taxes (1c) in Western European states. While, alternatively,

the value dimensions of self-enhancement and conservation will be negatively related.

3.2.3 Political Orientations

Political factors, such as orientation and party identification, have received substantial inter-

est from previous scholarship for the role they play in shaping climate change attitudes, behaviors

and policy support (see McCright et al., 2016b). Political factors are broadly found to hold a polar-

izing effect, where those on the political left are more likely to be concerned about climate change

or be willing to support climate change policies than those on the right (McCright and Dunlap,

2011b; Hoffman, 2011; McCright et al., 2016a). The theoretical causes of political polarization

appear to be both individual and contextual. On the individual-level, the ’anti-reflexivity’ hypoth-

esis posits that individuals, groups, and politically-motivated organizations on the political right

are more likely to be supportive of liberal, ’free-market’ economic systems (McCright and Dun-

lap, 2010). Accordingly, those on the political right are more likely to reject the problems caused

by the economic system, such as global climate change. While the ’solution aversion’ hypothesis

similarly suggests that those on the political right may be more likely to resist potential solutions to
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climate change, as they are likely to involve undesirable governmental intervention into previously

unfettered markets (Campbell and Kay, 2014).

While on the group-level, political party identification can be understood as a form of social

identity, setting boundaries for who is ‘in’ and ‘out’ of their group (Iyengar et al., 2012; Colvin

et al., 2015). People develop a sense of belonging to their ‘in-group’ (Tajfel, 1978), adopt norms

and attitudes that are akin to those of the group (Weisberg and Greene, 2003; Brewer and Brown,

1998) - especially on salient issues (Unsworth and Fielding, 2014). This results in a smoothing-

over process, harmonizing individual attitudes within the party. Furthermore, individual political

attitudes are often shaped by elite members’ cues (Cohen, 2003; Malka and Lelkes, 2010; Tesler,

2017). Elite conservatives and groups, most notably in English-speaking states, have engaged

a decades long messaging campaign to shifting public opinion against climate change policies

and measures (McCright and Dunlap, 2003, 2011a; Oreskes and Conway, 2011) which has been

amplified by conservative-friendly media outlets (Feldman et al., 2012; Hmielowski et al., 2014).

Recent studies empirical studies have found a substantive effect of elite cues driving attitudes

towards climate change in the US (Brulle et al., 2012; Farrell, 2016). People are responsive to elite

cues from party elites and shape their attitudes to be in line with the in-group, a process that has

been called "identity protective cognition" Kahan (2015, 2017).

As the climate change denialist counter-movement has been largely based in English-

speaking states, recent literature has began to question whether political polarization of climate

change attitudes and behaviors is a global phenomenon, or rather one relegated to Anglophone

states where processes of political polarization and elite mobilization against climate change mea-

sures are more pronounced. While there does appear to be political polarization in climate change

concerns and policy support in Western European states, the substantive effect is comparatively

lower than in English-speaking states Smith and Mayer (2018a); Lewis et al. (2018). Similarly,

McCright et al. (2016a) finds that political ideology is a significant predictor of climate change

beliefs, concerns and policy support in Western European states. While using the 2016 European

Social Survey, Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) also reports that political factors have a strong influ-
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ence on climate-relevant energy policy support and behaviors in Western European states. Based

upon these recent findings, I expect that:

Hypothesis II: People in Western European states with left-leaning political orientations will be

more likely than those with politically right-leaning orientations to be concerned about climate

change (2a), willing to reduce their energy usage (2b) and support increased fossil fuels taxes (2c)

(see McCright et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer, 2018a).

3.2.4 Human Values and Political Orientations

Human values play a central role in shaping an individual’s political orientations and beliefs

(Caprara and Zimbardo, 2004; Feldman, 1988). Values act as the building blocks of political

orientations and dispositions (Rokeach, 1973; Converse, 1964), where they are drawn upon to

organize and prioritize political beliefs and decisions (Piurko et al., 2011). People prefer political

ideologies, parties and policies that align with their values, as well as those that protect their values

against perceived threats (Barnea and Schwartz, 1998; Schwartz et al., 2010). For example, people

that prioritize openness to change values are found to be more supportive of individual freedoms

and civil rights, while those that prioritize self-enhancement values prefer non-egalitarian policies

and are against government interventions (Piurko et al., 2011). As such, political factors and

human values are thought not to exist in isolation of each other, but rather to be deeply interrelated

constructs.

Self-transcendence values (namely universalism) are associated with political left orienta-

tions, while conservation values (security and tradition) are closely linked with right orientations

(Caprara et al., 2017). Politically left ideologies can be characterized by open-mindedness, men-

tal flexibility, and commitment to social and economic equality, while politically right ideologies

commonly stress the importance of resistance to change as well as work towards justifying inequal-

ities (Jost et al., 2003). Using data from the European Social Survey, Aspelund et al. (2013) and

Piurko et al. (2011) confirm that conservation and self-enhancement values are positively related to

right-leaning ideologies in Western European states, while self-transcendence is closely linked to
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politically left orientations. But, the relationship between openness to change values and specific

political orientations is less clear. Using cross-national data from 15 states, (Caprara et al., 2017)

report a similar pattern in the relationship between human values and political orientations.

A key reason why political orientations and human values are thought to align is out of the

strong desire for individuals to have internal consistency in their attitudes and beliefs (Krosnick,

1988). As such, it is likely that when an individual’s values and political attitudes are in alignment

towards a specific social object, they interact to amplify the person’s attitude or response. For

example, self-enhancement values have a positive relationship with climate change skeptical views

(Dietz et al., 2005; Poortinga et al., 2019), as well as with right leaning political orientations

(Caprara et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 2010), while further, right leaning political orientations is

also positively related to climate change skepticism (Smith and Leiserowitz, 2012; McCrea et al.,

2016). In this exemplary case, a person’s values and politics would be in alignment with their

climate change skeptic belief, and through this self-reinforcement could interact to amplify their

beliefs. Alternatively, if a person’s values and politics are in misalignment towards a social object,

they could act as a dampening effect.

I therefore expect that:

Hypothesis III: when the Schwartz human value dimensions are in alignment with a person’s

political orientations, an amplification effect will be observed on their concerns for climate change

(3a), willingness to reduce energy usage (3b) and support for increased fossil fuels taxes (3c)

3.3 Data

For this analysis, I adopt recent survey data from the 2016 European Social Survey (ESS),

Wave 8 (European Social Survey, 2016b). This wave includes a special module on public attitudes

towards climate change. Further, the ESS contains the Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ) indi-

cators as part of its core module indicators, capturing the Schwartz Values Schema. As such, the

2016 ESS presents an entirely unique data set, allowing for cross-national comparisons to be made

of the effect of values on climate change attitudes.
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Data was collected in the latter half of 2016, primarily using CAPI and face-to-face in-

terviews. The 2016 ESS covers the following 17 Western European states: Austria, Belgium,

Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Por-

tugal, Sweden, Spain, Switzerland. Within country response rates ranged from 30.6% in Germany

to 73.4% (Israel). The smallest number of completions was 880, in Iceland, while for most nations

over 1,500 respondents completed the survey (European Social Survey, 2016a). The 2016 ESS

contains as special module, ‘Public Attitudes to Climate Change, Energy Security, and Energy

Preferences’ including several items assessing components related to climate change.

3.3.1 Outcome Variables

For this analysis, I adopt a multiple indicator approach, to best capture the different dimen-

sions of climate change attitudes and dispositions. First, I include an indicator of Climate Change

Concern, where respondents rank their worry for climate change from 1 ’not at all worried’ to 4

’very/extremely worried’. This item is originally coded from 1 to 5, but I collapsed values 4 ’very’

and 5 ’extremely’ together due to concerns about data sparsity for the ’extremely worried’ response

(5% of responses) 4.

Climate change concern is among the common indicators utilized within the empirical lit-

erature, with roughly half of all studies including a measure of person worry about, perceived

seriousness of or perceived risk of climate change (McCright et al., 2016a). While other indicators

such as individual actions and policy support are have received comparatively less attention.

Stern (2000) propose the terminology ’environmentally significant’ behaviors as human

actions that have an impact on the broader environment, in one form or another. As such, this

limits actions to those that are directly related to the natural environment. Further, Stern (2000)

proposes a schema of four types of environmentally significant behaviors: environmental activism

(participation in social movements), non-activist behaviors in the public sphere (policy support,

4Supplementary analyses were performed with a 4- and 5-item coding, yielding substantively similar results
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of Responses for Dependent Variables

petitions), private-sphere environmentalism (individual, ’pro-environmental’ actions), and other

environmentally significant behaviors (actions in the workplace).

Therefore, I adopt two indicators of ’climate change significant’ behaviors for this subse-

quent analysis. An indicator of individual environmental action, reduce energy, which measures

how often the respondent does things to reduce energy usage, from 1 ’never’ to 6 ’always’. And

lastly, and indicator of climate change policy support, increase fossil fuel taxes, where the respon-

dent rates their favor of increase taxes on fossil fuels to reduce climate change from 1 ’strongly

against’ to 4 ’somewhat/strongly favor’. This item is originally coded from 1 to 5, but I collapsed

values 4 ’somewhat’ and 5 ’strongly’ together due to concerns about data sparsity for the ’strongly

favour’ response (8% of responses)5. Accordingly, this analysis adopts three separate indicators

of climate change concern, behavior and policy support. Distributions for these variables are dis-

played in Figure ??.

5Supplementary analyses again were performed with a 4- and 5-item coding, yielding substantively similar results
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3.3.2 Predictor Variables

This analysis focuses on identifying the independent and interactive effect of human values

and political orientation on the three components of climate change concern, behavior and policy

support. First, human values are identified using the modified 21-item version of the Portrait

Values Questionnaire (PVQ) adapted for the ESS (Schwartz, 2003). To measure the 10 Schwartz

values, each item presents a short sentence, a portrait, of a gender-matched person. Then, the

respondent is tasked with ranking how much this person is 1 ’not like me at all’ to 6 ’very much

like me’. Due to concerns of multicollinearity and parsimony, these 10 values are collapsed into

scales6 representing the 4 higher order dimensions. The items for universalism, benevolence are

combined into the ’self-transcendence’ dimension (α = 0.75), while the items for power and

achievement are included in the scale for ’self-enhancement’ (α = 0.74). Next, ’conservation’ is

derived from the items for conformity, tradition and security (α = 0.71) and lastly, stimulation and

self-direction are combined into the dimension ’openness to change’ (α = 0.66).

Next, political orientation is captured through an self-placement of a political right to left

scale. Respondents are ranked from holding view that range from 1 ’strong right’ to 3 ’moderate’

to 5 ’strong left’. Political orientation is adopted over other alternative measures, such as party

identification, to allow for better cross-national comparability of political beliefs. Lastly, I include

interactions terms between political orientation and each of the four higher-order value dimensions

to test for moderation.

3.3.3 Control Variables

Prior cross-national research has noted multiple correlates of climate change attitudes and

behaviors on the individual and contextual-level, which I accordingly adopt as control variables for

this analysis. Recent literature suggests that climate change attitudes and behaviors are affected by

different constructs of trust (Smith and Mayer, 2018b; Fairbrother, 2016; Harring, 2014). For this

analysis, I include two constructs of trust, social trust and a scale for political trust (α = 0.88).

6Supplementary Appendix A displays the items and Crombach’s α for all scales
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Beliefs in adaptive capacity, that is the likelihood that individuals or groups will work to resolve

climate change, is also noted as an important predictor of climate change behaviors and policy

support (Mayer and Smith, 2018; Feinberg and Willer, 2011). I therefore include indicators for

Individual Efficacy and Group Efficacy. Further, religious belonging has been found to be related

to cross-national climate change attitudes (Lee et al., 2015), and therefore I include indicators

for religious belonging and religious service attendance. Lastly, I include indicators for socio-

demographic variables common to studies of climate change, gender, age, educational attainment

and household income.

On the contextual-level, I include GNI per capita (World Bank, Atlas method 2016) to

measure country wealth. Next, I include a measure for freedom of expression, adapted from the

Varieties of Democracy Index. Lastly, I include an indicator for coal as a percentage of the total

primary energy supply for each country (International Energy Agency, 2016).

The descriptive statistics, original items, and variable coding for all of the variables are

presented in Table 3.1. Potential forms of multicollinearity were investigated in supplementary

analyses, with all key predictors and control variables having a VIF of under 1.6.

3.4 Methods

Given the ordered nature of the three dependent variables, I adopt an ordered logistic re-

gression approach appropriate to these indicators. Further, the data is structured where individuals

are nested within 15 diverse countries. As these observations are not considered to be independent,

traditional regression approaches are not appropriate. As such, I adopt multi-level logistic mod-

elling techniques which allow the intercepts to randomly vary across the countries (also known as

random effect or mixed models). For each of the dependent variables, I estimate two regression

models. First, with the ’main effects’ of the higher-order value dimensions and political orienta-

tion, and second with the interaction product term included.

Coefficients on the logistic scale are notoriously difficult to interpret. Further, focusing

solely on statistical significance can lead to false conclusions or misinterpretation of results (Am-
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rhein et al., 2019). An approach that places greater focus on substantive effects, rather than mere

p-values, is adopted within this analysis. As such, I adopt an approach focusing on predicted proba-

bilities (Long and Freese, 2014; Mood, 2010). For the ’main effects’ models, I calculate predicted

probabilities for the effects human values and political orientations holding control variables at

their observed values and averaging the probabilities for each score of the focal predictor variables

(Hypotheses 1 and 2). For each of the human values, I predict probabilities for ’low’, ’medium’

and ’high’ values. Given that human values are continuous scales with non-inherently substantive

quantities, I predicted values at the 5th percentile (’low’), median (’moderate’) and 95th percentile

(’high’) for each of the four human value dimensions. While for political orientation, predicted

probabilities are calculated for all five ordered values of this item. To identify patterns of moder-

ation, the identical values are used to calculate the human values*political orientation predictions

in the ’interaction models’ (Hypothesis 3). All probabilities predict the highest outcome for each

of the dependent variables.

Lastly, I am further interested in how the effects of political orientation can be moderated

by the human values dimensions (Hypothesis 3). The interaction analyses focuses on identifying

potential moderating effect, which investigates if the effect of x on y changes due to a third variable

z. In order to understand the effect of an interaction term with non-linear outcomes, coefficients of

the product term do not provide sufficient information on the significance, magnitude of direction

of this interaction (Mize, 2019). As such, I again adopt predicted probabilities to determine the

nature of these interactive effects (Brambor et al., 2006).

While the mediation analyses aims understand how of the effect of x on y is due to the

effects of z itself. Within mediation analyses, the ‘total effects’ of x on y is commonly decomposed

into the ‘indirect effects’ of x on y via z, to see how much of the effect is directly and indirectly at-

tributable to each variable. Due to scaling issues, standard mediation techniques cannot be directly

translated to non-linear regression models. A relatively new approach, commonly known as khb,

resolves many of these issues, allowing for decomposition of direct and indirect effects in logistic

regression models (Karlson et al., 2012; Breen et al., 2013, 2018). Performance analyses of the
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khb method suggest that the khb routine produces a reasonable approximation of mediation effects

under almost all conditions (Smith et al., 2019). Therefore, I investigate for mediating effects by

decomposing the direct and indirect effects separately for political orientation by human values on

each of the three dependent variables as a robustness check.
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Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics and Variable Coding

Variable Original Item Coding Mean Std. Dev.

Dependent Variables

Climate Change Concern wrclmch 1 ’Not at all’ to 4 ’Very/Extremely Worried’ 3.02 0.83
Reduce Energy rdcenr 1 ’Never’ to 6 ’Always’ 3.22 1.15
Increase Fossil Fuel Taxes inctxff 1 ’Strongly against’ to 4 ’Somewhat/Strongly favour’ 2.76 1.12

Independent Variables

Self Transcendence

see A.17 1 ’Not at all like me’ to 6 ’Very much like me’

4.92 0.67
Self Enhancement 3.69 0.87
Openness 4.14 0.89
Conservation 4.29 0.83
Political Orientation lrscale 1 ’Strong Right’ to 5 ’Strong Left’ 2.95 1.22

Individual Level Control Variables

Social Trust ppltrst 0 ’Lowest Trust’ to 10 ’Highest’ 5.47 2.32
Political Trust see A.1 0 ’Lowest Trust’ to 10 ’Highest’ 4.94 2.00
Individual Efficacy ownrdcc 0 ’Not at all likely’ to 10 ’Extremely Likely’ 4.54 2.64
Group Efficacy lkredcc 0 ’Not at all likely’ to 10 ’Extremely Likely’ 5.83 2.26
Female gndr 0 ’Male’ 1 ’Female’ 0.51 0.50
Age age 15-100 49.5 18.7
Educational Attainment edulvlb 1 ’Primary or less’ to 8 ’PhD’ 3.73 1.93
Household income, Country Deciles hinctnta 1 ’1st decile’ to 10 ’10 decile’ 5.20 2.74
Religious Belonging rlgblg 0 ’Does not belong’ 1 ’Belongs to religious group’ 0.61 0.49
Religious Service Attendance rlgatnd 1 ’Never’ to 6 ’> Weekly’ 2.46 1.52

Country Level Control Variables

GNI per capita, in 1000s World Bank 2016 9,200 to 81,100 45.0 14.2
Freedom of Expression 2016 V-Dem V.10 0.94 0.042
Coal as % of TPES IEA (2016) 0.11 0.075
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3.5 Results

The following sections presents the results from the multilevel ordered logistic regression

analysis separately for the effects of human values dimensions and political orientations on cli-

mate change concern, reducing energy and increase fossil taxes. I first test for the effects of hu-

man values dimensions and political orientations on climate change concern, reducing energy and

increase fossil taxes, where I anticipate that dimensions of self-transcendence and openness to

change will be positively related to these outcomes, while, oppositionally, the value dimensions

of self-enhancement and conservation will be negatively related (Hypothesis 1). Further, people

with politically left orientations will be more likely to have greater climate change concern, reduce

energy for climate change and being supportive of increasing fossil fuel taxes than those on the

political right (Hypothesis 2). The regression results for these analysis are presented in Table 3.2,

while the predicted probabilities for the main effects of the key predictors are displayed in Table

3.3.

Next, I investigate whether the human values dimension potentially moderate the effect of

political orientation on climate change concern, reducing energy and increase fossil taxes. In order

to investigate for moderation, I adopt an interaction product term approach, with the predicted

probabilities for the interaction plotted in Figure 3.3.

3.5.1 Climate Change Concern

Main Effects

The regression coefficients of the multilevel ordinal logistic regression are displayed in Ta-

ble 3.2. The four human values dimensions all have significant effects on climate change concern.

Self-transcendence (b=0.63,p ≤ 0.05) and openness to change values (b=0.06,p ≤ 0.05) have a

positive significant effect on climate change concern, while self-enhancement (b=-0.12,p ≤ 0.05)

and conservation (b=-0.12,p ≤ 0.05) have significant, negative effects. While political orientation

(b=0.13,p ≤ 0.05) also has a significant, positive effect, meaning that people become more con-
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Table 3.2: Multilevel Ordered Logistic Regression Results

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil

Concern Energy Fuel Taxes

Base Int. Base Int. Base Int.

Self Transcendence 0.63⇤⇤ 0.39⇤⇤ 0.53⇤⇤ 0.51⇤⇤ 0.13⇤⇤ -0.04
(0.03) (0.06) (0.02) (0.06) (0.02) (0.06)

Self Enhancement -0.12⇤⇤ 0.00 -0.27⇤⇤ -0.26⇤⇤ 0.02 0.05
(0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.05)

Openness 0.06⇤⇤ -0.03 0.16⇤⇤ 0.04 0.00 -0.07
(0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.05)

Conservation -0.12⇤⇤ 0.08 0.06⇤⇤ 0.07 -0.20⇤⇤ 0.07
(0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.05)

Political Orientation 0.13⇤⇤ 0.00 0.03⇤⇤ -0.15 0.14⇤⇤ 0.16
(0.01) (0.10) (0.01) (0.09) (0.01) (0.09)

Social Trust -0.04⇤⇤ -0.04⇤⇤ -0.03⇤⇤ -0.03⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Political Trust -0.01 -0.01 -0.03⇤⇤ -0.03⇤⇤ 0.14⇤⇤ 0.14⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Individual Efficacy 0.10⇤⇤ 0.10⇤⇤ 0.04⇤⇤ 0.04⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Group Efficacy 0.17⇤⇤ 0.17⇤⇤ 0.06⇤⇤ 0.06⇤⇤ 0.10⇤⇤ 0.10⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Female 0.09⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤ 0.05⇤ 0.05⇤ 0.04 0.04

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Age -0.00⇤⇤ -0.00⇤⇤ 0.01⇤⇤ 0.01⇤⇤ -0.00⇤⇤ -0.00⇤⇤

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Educational Attainment 0.07⇤⇤ 0.07⇤⇤ 0.08⇤⇤ 0.08⇤⇤ 0.11⇤⇤ 0.10⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Household income, Country Deciles 0.01 0.01 -0.02⇤⇤ -0.02⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Religious Belonging -0.06 -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 -0.15⇤⇤ -0.14⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Religious Service Attendance 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 0.05⇤⇤ 0.05⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
GNI per capita, in 1000s -0.02⇤⇤ -0.02⇤⇤ -0.01⇤ -0.01⇤ 0.01⇤ 0.01⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01)
Freedom of Expression 2016 4.89 4.96 4.67⇤⇤ 4.74⇤⇤ -0.81 -0.78

(2.89) (2.86) (1.41) (1.40) (2.15) (2.19)
Coal as % of TPES -0.25 -0.25 0.87 0.87 0.00 -0.01

(1.67) (1.66) (0.81) (0.80) (1.24) (1.27)
Self Transcendence × Political Orientation 0.08⇤⇤ 0.01 0.06⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Self Enhancement × Political Orientation -0.04⇤⇤ -0.00 -0.01

(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)
Openness × Political Orientation 0.03⇤ 0.04⇤⇤ 0.02

(0.02) (0.01) (0.02)
Conservation × Political Orientation -0.06⇤⇤ -0.00 -0.09⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
Variance Component 0.15⇤⇤ 0.15⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤ 0.03⇤ 0.08⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤

Observations 21,337 21,337 21,305 21,305 21,182 21,182
AIC 44078.5 44041.2 61117.4 61112.9 52463.5 52424.5
BIC 44253.8 44248.3 61300.7 61328.0 52638.6 52631.5

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 3.3: Predicted Probabilities of Value Dimensions and Political Orientation, main effects

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil

Concern Energy Fuel Taxes

Self-transcendence
Low 0.19 0.08 0.35
Moderate 0.31 0.14 0.39
High 0.45 0.21 0.42

Self-enhancement
Low 0.35 0.19 0.38
Moderate 0.32 0.14 0.39
High 0.29 0.10 0.39

Openness
Low 0.30 0.12 0.39
Moderate 0.32 0.14 0.39
High 0.33 0.17 0.39

Conservation
Low 0.35 0.13 0.45
Moderate 0.31 0.14 0.38
High 0.29 0.15 0.33

Political Orientation
Right 0.27 0.13 0.33
Moderate 0.31 0.14 0.39
Left 0.36 0.15 0.45

Observations 21,337 21,182 21,305

Predicted probability calculated at highest value of dependent variables.

Fixed effects only, calculated holding all other predictors in Table 3.2 at their means.
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Figure 3.3: Predicted Probabilities of Climate Change Concern by Values * Political Orientation Interaction
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cerned about climate change as they move from the political right to left. All of these results are in

the expected directions, providing support for Hypotheses 1a and 2a.

Table 3.3 displays the predicted probabilities of people being extremely worried about cli-

mate change. Self-transcendence appears to have the largest substantive effect. People at the

lowest levels of self-transcendence values have a predicted probability of 0.19 of being extremely

worried about climate change, while this increases to 0.45 for people at the highest levels of self-

transcendence. Self-enhancement and conservation also appear to have moderate, negative effects.

Political orientation also appears to be a substantive predictor of climate change concern, with peo-

ple on the right having a predicted probability of being extremely worried, compared to a predicted

probability of 0.36 for those on the political left.

Moderation Analyses

To identify forms of moderation for the human values dimensions by political orientation,

we turn to Figure 3.3. The effect of the four human values dimensions all appear to by political

orientation. The greatest moderation appears to be for self-transcendence, where the effect of this

value is greatly amplified as people move from the political right to left. These findings appear to

indicate that when self-transcendence values are in alignment with left leaning political ideologies,

there is an amplification effect in the levels of climate change concern. Similar patterns are also

evident for openness to change, but the effect size appears to be comparatively smaller. For self-

enhancement and conservation, the amplification effect appears to be most noticeable at lower

levels of the values. Given that these value dimensions are generally in opposition to political left

leaning preferences, this finding means that for people who have lower levels of self-enhancement

and conservation there is an amplifying effect. I therefore find evidence in support of Hypothesis

3a.
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3.5.2 Reduce Energy

Main Effects

Next turning to the frequency that an individual reduces their energy usage, all four of

the human values dimensions are found to have significant effects (again see Table 3.2). The

coefficients of self-transcendence (b=0.53,p ≤ 0.05), self-enhancement (b=-0.27,p ≤ 0.05) and

openness to change (b=0.16,p ≤ 0.05) are all in the expected direction, providing evidence in

support of Hypothesis 1b. But, the coefficient for conservation values is positive (b=0.06,p ≤

0.05), a surprising finding as these values are theorized to be in opposition to openness to change

(which also has a positive coefficient). Lastly, the effect of political orientation is significant and

positive (b=0.03,p ≤ 0.05), providing evidence in support of Hypothesis 2b.

While all of the effects of these key predictors are significant, not all of them appear to have

substantive effects (see Table 3.3 for predicted probabilities). The largest substantive effect again

appears to be a result of self-transcendent values, where there is a 0.13 difference in the predicted

probability of an person always reducing their energy usage between high (0.21) and low (0.08)

levels of this value. Self-enhancement also appears to have a moderate substantive effect, where

people with high quantities of this value have a 0.10 predicted probability of always reducing their

energy usage, compared to 0.19 for those with lower quantities of self-enhancement values. But,

while conservation and political orientation both have significant coefficients, the substantive effect

of these predictors on an individual always reducing their energy use appears to be limited.

Moderation Analyses

Figure 3.3 displays the interactions between human values dimensions and political orien-

tation. Of these interactions, only the effect of openness to change appears to be moderated by

political orientations on a person always reducing their energy usage. There are minimal differ-

ences between people on the political right, but these differences increase substantially as people

more politically left leaning. This provides evidence of an amplifying effect when political ori-

entations are in alignment with openness to change values. There is little visual evidence of an
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moderating effect for the other human values dimensions. Therefore, I find limited evidence in

support of Hypothesis 3b.

3.5.3 Increase Fossil Fuel Tax

Main Effects

Returning to the regression coefficients of the multilevel ordinal logistic regression in Table

3.2, I find that self-transcendence has a positive, significant effect on support for increased fossil

fuel taxes (b=0.13,p ≤ 0.05), while conservation has a negative effect (b=-0.20,p ≤ 0.05). But

neither self-enhancement (b=0.02,n.s.) or openness to change (b=0.00,n.s.) have a significant

effect. As such, I find limited evidence in support of Hypothesis 1c. Political preference was again

found to have a positive, significant on support for increased fossil fuel taxes (b=0.14,p ≤ 0.05),

and I therefore find support for Hypothesis 2c.

The most substantive predictors of a person somewhat or strongly supporting increasing

fossil fuel taxes appear to be political orientation and conservation. People on the political left

have a 0.45 predicted probability of strongly supporting increasing fossil fuel taxes, compared

to 0.33 for those on the right. While people with high quantities of conservation values have a

0.45 predicted probability, compared with 0.33 for those with low quantities. Self-transcendence

values also appear to have positive effect, albeit comparatively more moderate. Lastly, neither self-

enhancement nor openness to change appear to have a substantive effect on a person somewhat or

strongly supporting increasing fossil fuel taxes.

Moderation Analyses

Figure 3.3 provides visual evidence of a moderating effect of political orientation for self-

transcendence and conservation values. For conservation values, there are no differences in the

likelihood of somewhat or strongly favouring increased fossil fuels taxes between people on the

political right, but this substantively increases as people move to the political left, particularly

for those with small quantities of conservation values. Similarly for self-transcendence values,

there are greater differences for people on the political left than on the political right, providing
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evidence of an amplifying effect when values and political orientations are in alignment. As such,

I find some evidence in support of Hypothesis 3c.

3.5.4 Robustness Checks

To test for potential mediation of human values dimensions by political orientation, I adopt

a khb-based analysis, displayed in Table 3.5. Overall, there is very minimal evidence of a me-

diating effect of any of the human values dimensions by political orientation on climate change

concern. The most substantial effect appears to be for openness, where 22% of the direct effect is

confounded by political orientation, but this is largely due to the relatively small size of the effect of

openness, where the difference in coefficients before and after the inclusion of political orientation

is minimal (b=-0.01,n.s.). Furthermore, I find little evidence of a mediating effect of any of the hu-

man values dimensions by political orientation for reducing energy. Lastly, I find limited evidence

of political orientation as a mediator of self-transcendence values on support for increased fossil

fuel taxes. Roughly 28% of the effect of self-transcendence is mediated by political orientation, a

substantive amount, but the difference in coefficients is not significant (b=0.05,n.s.). Accordingly,

I find little evidence that values are mediated by political orientations. Rather, the effect of values

appears to be direct on climate change attitudes and behaviors.

Next, as a robustness check against potential forms of bias, I adopt a methodology devel-

oped by Frank (2000); Frank et al. (2013) to estimate how much bias is required in the estimate of

a coefficient to invalidate an inference, displayed in Table 3.4. For these analyses, I will only focus

on the robustness of significant indicators. For example, to render the effect of self-transcendence

on climate change concern non-significant roughly 92% of the cases would have to be replaced

with a case of no effect. As such, the ESS would have to contain an enormous amount of measure-

ment error for this effect to be erroneous.

While alternatively, the comparatively smaller effect of openness to change values on cli-

mate change concern would have to have roughly 41% of the cases replaced with no effect to

become non-significant. This finding suggests, the effect of openness is comparatively more vul-
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nerable to measurement error. This also matches with the findings of comparatively diminished

substantive effect openness to change values as well, where there are minor differences between

low and high quantities of this value on climate change concern.

In sum, the larger substantive effects all appear to be very robust, while some of the smaller

substantive effect may be more vulnerable. As such, caution should be taken when making infer-

ences about the comparatively smaller effects.

Furthermore, as a robustness check on the interaction product term for the relationship

between the four human values dimensions and political orientations, I performed supplementary

analyses included models where the the four values dimension were further interacted by all control

variables (Hastings and Roeser, 2020, see). In all of these supplementary models, the substantive

effect of the interactions remains unchanged, providing evidence that these are not the product of

another moderation. Therefore, I find evidence of robustness in these effects.

Table 3.4: Impact of a Confounding Variable on Key Predictors

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil
Concern Energy Fuels Tax

Self-transcendence 92.7%* 91.5%* 71.6%*
Self-enhancement 53.6%* 89.2%* 34.9%
Openness 41.1%* 75.9%* 32.8%
Conservation 74.8%* 62.6%* 82.4%*
Political Orientation 68.6%* 28.9%* 83.9%*

*Regression coefficient has p < 0.05 (see Table 3.2)

3.6 Conclusion

This paper explores how human values and political orientations combine to pattern climate

change attitudes and behaviors in Western European states. I build upon the long-standing literature

of cross-national climate change attitudes and behaviors to develop an richer understanding of the

direct effects of human values and political orientations (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al.,

2018; Poortinga et al., 2019; Smith and Mayer, 2018a; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019). Further, I
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Table 3.5: Decomposition of Value Dimensions by Political Orientation

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil

Concern Energy Fuel Taxes

Self-Transcendence
Reduced 0.68⇤⇤ 0.54⇤⇤ 0.19⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02)
Full 0.63⇤⇤ 0.53⇤⇤ 0.13⇤⇤

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02)
Difference 0.05 0.01 0.05

(0.04) (0.01) (0.04)
Self-Enhancement

Reduced -0.12⇤⇤ -0.27⇤⇤ 0.02
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Full -0.12⇤⇤ -0.27⇤⇤ 0.02
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Difference -0.00 -0.00 -0.00
(0.03) (0.01) (0.04)

Openness
Reduced 0.05⇤ 0.16⇤⇤ -0.01

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Full 0.06⇤⇤ 0.16⇤⇤ 0.00

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Difference -0.01 -0.00 -0.01

(0.03) (0.01) (0.04)
Conservation

Reduced -0.14⇤⇤ 0.05⇤⇤ -0.23⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Full -0.12⇤⇤ 0.06⇤⇤ -0.20⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Difference -0.03 -0.01 -0.03

(0.04) (0.01) (0.04)
Confounding Percentage

Self-Transcendence 7.1 2.5 27.8
Self-Enhancement 2.4 0.3 -17.6
Openness -22.5 -1.9 115.5
Conservation 18.2 -13.7 12.1

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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uniquely contribute an analysis of the interactive role of human values and political orientations

shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors, exploring patterns of moderation. These findings

demonstrate the importance of understanding the deeply interrelated nature of human values and

politics, and how their alignment can amplify individual perceptions and actions in relation to

climate change.

I show that human values dimensions have a direct effect on climate change concern, be-

haviors and policy support. Self-transcendence values have the most substantive (positive) effect

on climate change concern and energy reducing behaviors, while being comparatively less effective

in shaping support for increased fossil fuel taxes. Rather, conservation values appear to be stronger

substantive (negative) drivers of this measure of policy support. These findings are consistent with

the prior literature (Poortinga et al., 2019; Dietz et al., 2007). Furthermore, I find that political

orientation (moving from right to left) has a substantive positive effect on climate change policy

support and concern, but not on individual energy behaviors. These findings provide further evi-

dence for differences based upon political orientation (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018;

Smith and Mayer, 2018a), but that the effect varies substantially across types of climate change

attitudes and behaviors in Western European states.

The primary contribution of this analysis is the inclusion of a interrelated framework for

human values and political factors. Given that human values and political factors are both substan-

tive predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors (Hornsey et al., 2016), and are themselves

deeply related constructs (Caprara and Zimbardo, 2004; Feldman, 2003), these factors likely inter-

act. I posit that when an important value aligns with a persons political orientation, this will act as

a self-reinforcing mechanism and have an amplifying effect on climate change attitudes and behav-

iors. In contrast, when values and political orientations are not in alignment, or are in opposition,

political orientations will work to dampen the effect of human values.

I find strong evidence of an interactive, amplifying effect of human values and political

orientation in this analysis. Self-transcendence dimension values are found to interact with political

left orientation to greatly increase the likelihood of a person being concerned about climate change,
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or support climate change policies. As such, it appears that when aligned, the effects human values

and political factors can be internally-reinforcing, acting as an amplifying effect on climate change

attitudes and behaviors.

These findings have implications for climate change advocates and policy stakeholders.

Left-leaning political stakeholders could frame their climate change efforts directly in relation the

self-transcendence value dimensions. By bringing values, political ideologies and climate change

attitudes and behaviors into alignment, there is great potential to shift attitudes and behaviors

towards climate change, via amplification. Political actors are responsive to shifting public opin-

ions Soroka and Wlezien (2010), and substantive, rapid shifts in attitudes have the potential to

punctuate sticky institutions„ resulting in shift to policy regimes (Baumgartner and Jones, 2010).

Furthermore, in times where climate change becomes a salient political issues, these shifting pub-

lic opinion dynamics presents an opportunity to open a “policy window”, where climate policy

entrepreneurs are provided the opportunity to promote their preferred policy instruments (King-

don, 1995). Accordingly, the individual-level amplification of climate change attitudes carry the

potential to shift policy structures.

Recent literature has identified social tipping processes as a potentially key mechanism

in generating rapid social transformation relevant for climate change Otto et al. (2020a); Farmer

et al. (2019). Generally, these perspectives note that under certain conditions, a system becomes

more vulnerable to change such that a small change within the system, or it’s environment, has

the potential to cause rapid shifts into a qualitatively different state, largely via positive feedback

mechanisms (Milkoreit et al., 2018; Tàbara et al., 2018; Kopp et al., 2016). Sociologists have

long noted potential thresholds for behavioral adaptation (see Granovetter, 1978; Schelling, 1971),

whereby a once a certain proportion (critical threshold) of the population becomes willing to en-

gage in a behavioral or normative change, a larger percentage of the population will engage in

these actions. Broadly, this threshold is often assumed to be relatively low, where around 20-30%

of the population would need to engage in climate change actions or normative shifts (Rockström

et al., 2017; Centola et al., 2018). Accordingly, under certain conditions, comparatively smaller
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changes have the capacity to shift entire systems. As such, even motivating 5% of the population

towards climate attitudes or behaviors carries the potential for large changes (well within the range

of such amplification effects identified in this study).

Furthermore, these findings also emphasize the importance of adopting multiple measures

approach towards understanding different forms of climate change attitudes and behaviors (Stern,

2000). The effect of human values dimensions and political factors varies substantially across the

three dimensions included in this analysis. Political orientation appears to be most effective in

shaping support for climate change policies, where people on the political left have a 0.12 higher

predicted probability of supporting increases to fossil fuel taxes than those on the left. This effect

does appear to be more moderate for climate change concerns (a difference in predicted probability

of 0.09) and substantively null for energy reducing behaviors. These results suggest that, while

there are differences as a result of political orientations, these factors are more closely related

to matters of policy, and not for an individual’s actions. Also using the 2016 ESS, but relying

upon different indicators, Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) similarly report differences in energy policy

support but in energy behavioral intentions. Therefore, future research needs to pay close attention

to not only the effects of key predictors, but also how these vary across different forms of climate

change attitudes and behaviors (Smith et al., 2018).

These findings also have substance relevance for policy makers and climate change stake-

holders. The political relevance and implications of these findings are discussed comprehensively

in Chapter 6.

The results of this study are limited by the regionality of data from Western European

states. The 2016 ESS presents a unique, cross-national dataset, allowing for such comparisons to be

made within these states. In order to better understand the interrelationship between human values

and political factors, items for human values should be included in other major cross-national

surveys to validate these findings. These results should also be compared to other regions, such as

English-speaking states, there a strong effect of political factors have been identified, but also in

states where political factors have been noted as not being as effective, such as post-Communist,
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transition states. Further, the role of other contextual factors, such as media influence, climate

vulnerability, socio-political histories, should be included in subsequent analysis.
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Chapter 4

Values, political orientation and Climate Change

within post-communist, Transition States

4.1 Introduction

Climate change presents an enormous challenge for current and future generations, necessi-

tating large changes to individual behaviors, modes of production, and regulatory policies (Steffen

et al., 2018; Farmer et al., 2019). While ambitious target have been set to meet the Paris Agreement,

these would require foundational changes to many existing social structures and behaviors. Under-

standing individual willingness to engage in ameliorative actions in response to climate change is

an important component, as increasing environmental activism and concerns about the risks posed

by climate change can initiate new social and political coalitions and shift the priorities of existing

ones (Sabatier, 1988; Weible and Sabatier, 2017a). Perceptions about the risks posed by climate

change and willingness to support climate change policies are crucial to facilitating the political

changes necessary to shift social systems towards post-carbon states. Substantive shifts in climate

change policy support can punctuate previously stable and ’sticky’ institutions, effecting substan-

tive policy changes (Baumgartner and Jones, 2010). Accordingly, climate change attitudes and

behaviors have received substantial academic interest over recent decades (Capstick et al., 2015;

McCright et al., 2016a).

Within the cross-national literature, political polarization and human values have emerged

as two of the most substantive predictors of climate change concerns (Hornsey et al., 2016).

Broadly, people on the political left have been found to be more concerned about climate change,

more willing to support climate change policies, and more likely to engage in behaviors aimed at

fighting climate change than people on the political right (McCright et al., 2016b; McCright and

Dunlap, 2011a). As for values, self-transcendence (altruism) is found to be positively related to
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anthroprogenic beliefs about climate change and increased risk perceptions (Poortinga et al., 2019;

Corner et al., 2014), while the opposite is generally true for more egotistical and traditional values

(Steg and De Groot, 2012). To date, the literature has treated human values and political factors in-

dependently, then they are likely deeply embedded constructs, particularly as values act as building

blocks of political attitudes and behaviors (Rokeach, 1973; Converse, 1964; Piurko et al., 2011).

As such, it is likely that these factors interrelate to shape climate change attitudes and behaviors,

but as of yet, very little is known about this relationship.

Furthermore, while the majority of the previous literature has largely focused on the US

or other English-speaking states (McCright et al., 2016b), an emerging literature provides sugges-

tive evidence that the effects of human values and political factors may differ between Western

European and post-communist, transition state. Broadly, political factors appear to be less effec-

tive in driving climate change attitudes and behaviors in transition states, (McCright et al., 2016a;

Lewis et al., 2018; Smith and Mayer, 2018a) while the effects of human values appears to differ

as well (Poortinga et al., 2019). However, there remains little understanding of the processes and

mechanisms though which human values and political factors shape climate change attitudes and

behaviors within transition states.

This manuscript considers the independent and interactive effects of human values and

political orientations on climate change concern, behaviors and policy support within transition

states. Using data on 7 transition states from the 2016 European Social Survey, I adopt multi-level

regression-based approaches to understand how these factors shape climate change attitudes and

behaviors. Accordingly, this analysis contributes to the emerging literature on climate change,

and more broadly environmental, attitudes and behaviors in transition states (Chaisty and White-

field, 2015; Marquart-Pyatt, 2012; Hadler and Wohlkonig, 2012; Haller and Hadler, 2008) as well

as the cross-national literature focusing on political factors and human values (McCright et al.,

2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019; Poortinga et al., 2019; Smith and Mayer,

2018a). In the following section, I overview the unique context of transition states, exploring how

the divergent historical and political history has manifested into contrasting levels and patterning
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of concern, behaviors and policy support for climate change. Then, I explore the cross-national

literature on human values and political factors to motivate the analyses of climate change attitudes

and behaviors within transition states below.

4.2 Theoretical Background

4.2.1 Environmental Histories in the East and West

Since the end of the Cold War, much has been made of the environmental history of for-

mer communist states. While, on sum, communist states had comparatively worse environmental

records than their Western counterparts, these differences cannot be simply reduced to a protective

West and exploitative East framework. Rather, there is great diversity in the types of environmen-

tal protectionism engaged by communist and non-communist states, as well as the reasons for the

measures, or lack thereof.

Broadly, most Western and Eastern European states were concerned about the environment,

and fought against potentially negative impacts. One particular case is the need to provide clean

water in the post-WWII era (Coumel, 2019; Cetkauskaite and Laakkonen, 2019). Protection of

clean water sources was necessary, as a basic form of public health, but also politically, as the

negative effects of unclean water are quickly observed, and people are able to attenuate direct

causality in these problems. As such, both sides of the Iron Curtain actively engaged to ensure

clean water to their citizenry.

Further, agricultural policies in Western and communist states remained focused on avoid-

ing Malthusian fears of overpopulation and lacking food supplies. Western Germany, like many

other capitalist states, began environmentally deteriorative programs such as heavy chemicalized

industrialized farming to avoid political and social consequences of food shortages (Glassheim,

2019). Communist states engaged rapid transitions from traditional small-scale agricultural pro-

duction techniques towards collectivization. Such attempts frequently resulted in mass environ-

mental and public tragedies, with notorious famines and mass dispossession of lands. As such,
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neither agricultural approach promoted environmental stewardship, but in a relative comparison,

communist states were broadly more deleterious.

By contrast, Eastern and Western states diverged in their response to maintaining clean air.

Like maintaining access to clean water, keeping the air clean from pollutants also has clear health

benefits. But, unlike water where the negative health effects can be perceived relatively quickly,

the effects of polluted air may not manifest for decades. As such, maintaining clear air was seen

as less of an immediate political liability in Eastern states, and as a result, these states were more

likely to prioritize economic development over protecting against air pollution (von Hardenberg,

2019; Mosley, 2014). Eastern states also were more reliant upon brown coal as a primary energy

source, lacking other sources (such as oil and natural gas).

Ideologies also created marked differences in environmental policies. Following WWII, in-

dustrialization was promoted in many Eastern European states (Berend and Berend, 1996), which

generated further demand for coal-based energy resources. Rapid industrialization was supported

by the idealization of industry and factory workers within communist countries (Siegelbaum,

1986). A factory worker was considered an archetypal proletariat, holding a sacred position not

only within the party’s ideological propaganda, but also as part of the social identity of Eastern

Europeans. Rapid, mass industrialization meant progress, it meant strength, but in these cases, it

also meant substantial amounts of coal-based air pollution (Shahgedanova and Burt, 1994).

Further, the ideologies underlying capitalism and communism manifested in environmen-

tally relevant differences. Take for example the diversified development of post-WWII motorized

travel. Within Western European states, transportation was more likely to be oriented around auto-

mobiles, a very individualized mode of travel. Mass usage of automobiles required the individual

to have enough surplus income to afford such a luxury, but at the same time, also required the eco-

nomic and political institutions of the state to produce mass amounts of fuel, steel, roads and other

infrastructure supporting these vehicles. Further, cities were designed in a much more sprawling

fashion, where people could drive their cars further and further out to their large, single-family

suburban homes.
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Alternatively, within communist states, the primary form of motorized transportation was

railway based, trains and subways, which is far more collectively focused. This necessitated a

much more urbanized city structure, and greater forms of collectivity.

In his seminal article, Dominick (1998) compares the environmental approaches of Western

and Eastern Germany. Dominick (1998) argues that while, on sum, the environmental records of

communist states were comparatively disastrous, the reasons for the differences are not as simple as

free market approaches being inherently more environmentally protective than planned economies.

Rather, there are a multitude of interrelated forces that separate Eastern from Western German

approaches to the environment (demographics, technological capacities, affluence, geography, ac-

cess to natural resources, economic decision-making, and political structures). In particular, Do-

minick (1998) notes that these differences are more likely associated with democratic political

forces (civil liberties, free press and speech, multi-party/power-sharing political systems) rather

than market forces. As such, the differences in environmental records between Eastern and West-

ern Germany appear to be more related to political institutional forms than economic ideologies.

More specifically, Kirchhof and McNeill (2019, p.13) argue that after comparing former commu-

nist and Western states, “freedom of speech seems to be a necessary condition for the protection

of environment”.

Clearly, Eastern and Western Europe have unique environmental histories. But, this pattern

is quite complex, divergent upon the specific locales and forms of environmental degradation.

Political actors on both sides of the iron curtain were faced with decisions on how to protect

the environment, while also strengthening their economic and political power, manifesting in a

complex array of divergent environmental outcomes. The following section develops how these

diverse histories have manifested into contemporary differences in climate change attitudes and

behaviors within transition states.
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4.2.2 Climate Change Attitudes and Behaviors in Transition States

A core focus of the decades-long cross-national literature into environmental attitudes has

been on the role of national-level economic development. Generally, these literatures have focused

around three dominant, but largely contradictory, theoretical approaches to the role of economic

development: postmaterialism, affluence hypothesis, and global environmentalism.

The ’postmaterialist’ perspective focuses on the role of economic development in predicting

environmental concern. As societies develop, basic, subsistence needs are met, and they transition

from materialist-focused priorities towards becoming more deeply engaged in postmaterialist is-

sues, such as human rights, freedom of speech, and environmental quality (Inglehart, 1977). This

theory was later appended to include a focus on “objective problems” (Inglehart, 1995), that is

if a country is experiencing environmental problems, this is likely to increase the concern for

these problems, regardless of economic development. This approach was also further amended

as the objective problems-subject values approach (Brechin, 1999), where contextual differences

in environmental concern cannot be solely attributed to economic development or exposure to

environmental problems, rather it is a particularly complex phenomenon resulting from multiple

intersecting forces.

Next, the ‘affluence hypothesis’ is similarly focused on economic developing. From a

classical economic approach, this hypothesis notes that increased wealth and personal income shift

demand for environmental quality upwards, resulting in greater environmental concern (Franzen

and Vogl, 2013; Franzen, 2003).

This is in direct contrast with the expectations of the ‘global environmentalism’ approach

which notes that environmental concern is an international phenomenon, a product of multiple

factors that are exacerbated by an increasingly globalized system of trade, which cannot be sim-

ply reduced or explained by economic development (O’Brien et al., 2004; Dunlap and York, 2008;

Fairbrother, 2013). Recent literature has noted large heterogeneity in the relationship between envi-

ronmental concern and economic development, where absolute differences in country wealth have

limited effect (Summers and VanHeuvelen, 2017; Mayer and Smith, 2017). Rather, other forces,
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such as short-term economic development and individual economic experiences are more explana-

tory of environmental attitudes. Therefore, it is difficult to reduce the differences in country-level

environmental attitudes to a single indicator (on the individual- or contextual-level). Rather, it is

the sum collective of multiple, intersecting forces that may relate differently based upon the context

and environmental phenomenon of interest.

Further, a number of studies have observed substantial variation in environmental attitudes

between Western European and transition states. Using data from the 2000 ISSP, Both Marquart-

Pyatt (2008) and Haller and Hadler (2008) report that willingness to sacrifice for the environment

is comparatively lower in transition states. While adopting a more longitudinal approach, Hadler

and Wohlkonig (2012) report that public and private environmental behaviors were less promi-

nent in Czech Republic and in Eastern Germany, but that the gap between Western European and

transition states has diminished over time. Using also three waves of data Chaisty and Whitefield

(2015) notes stark but dwindling differences between post-Communist and EU states in environ-

mental policy support. The authors explain this finding by noting the “stickiness" of environmen-

tal attitudes—as environmental conditions were a very low priority under communism this legacy

continues to negatively impact public opinion.

Several recent papers have started to disentangle differing effects within transition states,

with a particular focus on climate change attitudes and behaviors. Using the 2015 Pew Global Atti-

tudes Survey, Lewis et al. (2018) compares determinants of climate change concern between seven

country groupings, including Western European and transition states. Lewis and colleagues report

that, in comparison to Western European states, political factors are non-significant predictors of

climate change concern in transition states. But, religious importance and age have a positive effect

on climate change concern in transition states, while being non-significant predictors in Western

European states. While other determinants, such as gender, income and commitment to democratic

principles appear to have similar effects in both sets of states.

Similarly, Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) utilizes the 2016 European Social Survey to iden-

tify patterns of individual determinants of climate change relevant energy policy preferences and
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energy efficient behaviors, comparing European states by four welfare regime types, including

transition states. Marquart-Pyatt and colleagues find noticeable differences between transition

states and other European countries, where political ideology, educational attainment and age are

non-significant predictors of energy policy preferences in transition states. But, for energy behav-

iors, a diverse pattern of differences in determinants emerges, where political factors are positive

significant predictors in transition states, but not in other Western European states, while gender is

found to be not significant in transition states.

These two recent studies note that, while there are noticeable differences between Western

European and transition states, the overall patterning of effects is still largely unclear. For example,

the effect of educational attainment is found to be comparatively more positive in transition states

for climate change concern, more negative for energy preferences, and relatively similar for energy

behaviors. Given the differences in these effects, it remains largely unclear whether these diverse

patterns are due to the divergent outcomes being studied, or even to the separate survey programs

and sampled countries 8. But, distinct patterns have been noted for a few determinants, in particular

political factors and human values.

4.2.3 Political Polarization of Climate Change Attitudes and Behaviors

Political factors are amoung the the strongest predictors of climate change concern (Hornsey

et al., 2016), and have received comparatively large attention from the scholarly community (see

McCright et al., 2016b), most notably on case studies based in the US McCright and Dunlap

(2003); Leiserowitz (2006); McCright and Dunlap (2011a), the UK (Poortinga et al., 2011; Carter

and Clements, 2015; Whitmarsh, 2011) and Australia (Heath and Gifford, 2006; Tranter, 2011,

2013). Broadly, these studies find that comparatively, people on the political left or those who

support left-leaning political parties are more likely to accept anthroprogenic climate change as a

scientific fact, be concerned about climate change and support policies aimed at mitigating climate

change.

8Lewis et al. (2018) include data from Poland, Russia and Ukraine, while Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) include
data from Czech Republic, Estonia, Poland, Russia and Slovenia
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Several theories have developed to explain this polarization. The ’anti-reflexivity’ thesis

(McCright and Dunlap, 2010) contends that individuals, groups, and politically-motivated organi-

zations on the political right are more likely to be supportive of free market and capitalist systems

of production. Therefore, they are also more likely to reject the problems that the economic system

causes, such as climate change, than those on the political left. Similarly, those on the political right

may be more likely to resist solutions to climate change, as these likely involve governmental in-

tervention into previously unfettered markets, a phenomenon called ’solution aversion’ (Campbell

and Kay, 2014).

The group-level political differences in climate change attitudes and behaviors have also

been notably shaped by elite members’ cues and attitudes. People do not hold entirely internally

consistent policy preferences, but are assumed to be responsive to messaging from elite in-group

members and shape their preferences accordingly (Cohen, 2003; Malka and Lelkes, 2010; Tesler,

2017). Elite conservatives and groups, most notably in English-speaking states, have engaged a

decades long campaign to shifting public opinion against climate change policies and measures

(Oreskes and Conway, 2011). A network of conservative think tanks and media relations firms,

often with significant funding from the fossil fuels industry, have played a prominent role shaping

public discourse (Jacques et al., 2008; McCright and Dunlap, 2003), which was further amplified

by conservative-friendly media outlets (Feldman et al., 2012; Hmielowski et al., 2014). Empirical

analyses have found a substantive effect of elite cues driving attitudes towards climate change in

the US (Brulle et al., 2012; Farrell, 2016). Individuals are responsive to these cues, and shape their

attitudes and beliefs to be in line with the in-group. This is a process that Kahan (2015, 2017)

calls "identity protective cognition", as individuals adjust their beliefs to preserve status within the

in-group.

However, recent literature have begun to question the generalizability of political orienta-

tions as a determinant of climate change attitudes and behaviors to settings outside of the English-

speaking world. Smith and Mayer (2018a), for example, report that political orientation has a large

substantial effect on risk perceptions of climate change, as well as the likelihood to view climate
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change as an important issue, in English-speaking states. But, these effects are more moderate in

Western European, and largely null in transition states. Similarly, McCright et al. (2016a) compare

the effect of political orientation in Western European and transition states. They find that political

ideology is a significant predictor of climate change beliefs, concern, and policy support in Western

European states, but not in transition states. Lewis et al. (2018) and Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019)

also find difference effects of political factors between Western European and transition states for

climate change concerns and energy policy preferences.

Further, Smith and Mayer (2018a) findings suggest that the effects of political orientation

may be in the opposite direction in transition states. That is, people on the political right in transi-

tion states may be more likely to be concerned about climate change than those on the left. Possible

reasons for this contrary finding may be that there are "differing meanings" of political left-right

placement within transition states (McCright et al., 2016a). Within Western European states, right

of center parties traditionally are supportive of policies limiting governmental intrusion, while the

opposite is often true in transition states. In transition states, right leaning parties are more likely to

support economic liberalization and promote the free-market, while left leaning parties are broadly

more associated with previous state socialist policies and regimes.

It is therefore unclear what, if any, effect political factors have within transition states. It

is not entirely clear which direction these effects will be, or how they may differ across different

constructs of climate change attitudes and behaviors.

Hypothesis I: The effect of political partisanship on climate change attitudes and behaviors in

transition states is relatively limited.

4.2.4 Role of Human Values

Like political factors, human values are among some of the strongest predictors of climate

change beliefs (Hornsey et al., 2016), and have been the subject of extensive previous research

(see Poortinga et al., 2019; Corner et al., 2014; Dietz et al., 2007). Values are internalized schemas

drawn upon by individuals to set the boundaries for what is considered acceptable (Hitlin and Pil-
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iavin, 2004). As such, values are an important component framing how individuals experience

their social world. Individuals call upon values to evaluate whether social characteristics (such as

actions, events, people, attitudes) are considered to be normatively ‘good’ or ‘bad’ (Joas, 2000).

Therefore, values play a crucial role in an individual’s understanding of what is considered impor-

tant in their social world, as well as their attitudes and behaviors towards social objects, such as

climate change (Milfont et al., 2015).

The literature on the relationship between values and climate change attitudes and behav-

iors often adopts a values-beliefs-norms (VBN) mechanism based approach (Dietz et al., 2007;

Stern et al., 1995; Stern and Dietz, 1994). VBN theory suggests that an individuals values influ-

ence their beliefs regarding a specific construct, which in turn, shape their norms and whether or

not an individual will, or will not, take action. As such, an individual’s values shape their climate

change, such as the perceived severity and risk. Subsequently, an individual with greater perceived

risk of climate change would therefore be more likely to adopt a climate change “friendly” nor-

mative framework, and be more likely to support climate change mitigation policies or engage

in individual actions to counter the effects of climate change. Schwartz (1992) proposes a set of

ten, broad, universal human values, which are each defined by the specific motivational goals that

they represent. These values can be arranged into a circular continuum (see Figure 4.1) (Schwartz,

2012, 1992), in which the values are ordered by their compatibility/conflict.

Further, the values can be organized into four higher order dimensions. Self-enhancement

values (power and achievement) promotes self-interest, which is in opposition to self-transcendent

values (universalism and benevolence), which prioritize the concern and welfare of others. Open-

ness to change values (self-direction and stimulation) encourage change and openness to new ideas

are in opposition to conservatism values (tradition, conformity and security), which emphasize

maintenance of the status quo and stability 9.

Self-transcendent values have been found to have a positive relationship with higher levels

of climate change concern (Dietz et al., 2007; Corner et al., 2014), while also being linked to

9Hedonism is situated in between openness and self-enhancement, sharing characteristics of both
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Figure 4.1: Schwartz Human Values Schema with Higher Order Dimension

decreased likelihood for climate change skepticism (Steg and De Groot, 2012). Alternatively, self-

enhancement values have been found to be positively related to climate change skeptical views

(Poortinga et al., 2011), and to decrease the likelihood of than an individual perceives negative

impacts of climate change (Poortinga et al., 2019). Openness to change values have also been

found to be positively related to increased perceptions of the impact of climate change (Poortinga

et al., 2019), as well as decrease the likelihood than an individual will hold climate skeptical views

(Milfont et al., 2015). But, in comparison to the other value dimensions, the effects of openness to

change and conservation appear to be more limited.

Similarly, Dietz et al. (2007, 2005) report that ’biospheric altruism’ and ’self-interest’ (or

egotistic) values are amongst the most substantive predictors of climate change beliefs and con-

cerns. Biospheric altruism is quite closely linked to self-transcendence values (universalism and

benevolence), but with a specific focus on the eco-centrism of the individual, while ’self-interest’

is very similar to self-enhancement values (achievement and power) (de Groot and Steg, 2008).

Multiple studies have explored the relationship between human values and climate change

attitudes and behaviors in English-speaking and Western European states. To date, however, little

is known about the role of human values in shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors within

transition states. Poortinga et al. (2019) present an interactive analysis comparing the effect of
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the four higher order value dimensions on climate change beliefs, concerns and perceived impacts

between Western European and transition states. They find that the effect of self-transcendent

values is comparatively weaker in transition states, while conservation values are more likely to be

associated with fewer perceived impacts on climate change. Given this previous literature, I can

cautiously hold the following expectations:

Hypothesis II: Self-transcendent values will increase the likelihood of an individual being con-

cerned about climate change and being willing to engage in behaviors aimed at mitigating climate

change, while conservation values will decrease the likelihood.

4.2.5 Human Values and Political Orientations

Political factors and human values are deeply interrelated constructs. Values act as building

blocks of political orientations and dispositions (Rokeach, 1973; Converse, 1964), as they are

drawn upon by individuals to prioritize their political beliefs, to make political decisions, and frame

the way they communicate about politics (Piurko et al., 2011). People prefer political beliefs and

orientation that are aligned with their values, and those that defend their values against perceived

threats (Barnea and Schwartz, 1998; Schwartz et al., 2010). Caprara et al. (2006) report that voters

prioritizing self-transcendence values were more likely to support center-left parties, while those

with conservation values were more likely to be supportive of right-wing parties.

Why is alignment necessary? Krosnick (1988) maintains that individuals have a strong

desire for internal consistency and this requires alignment of their values and attitudes. As such it

is likely that when an individual’s values and politics are aligned, this could have an amplifying

(moderating) effect on a specific attitude. While if values and politics are in misalignment for a

specific issue, political factors could act as a dampening effect.

Within context of climate change attitudes and behaviors, both political factors and human

values are found to have substantive impacts. For example, self-enhancement values are found

to have a positive relationship with climate change skeptical views (Dietz et al., 2005; Poortinga

et al., 2019), as well as with right leaning political orientations (Caprara et al., 2006; Schwartz et al.,
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2010), while further, right leaning political orientations is also positively related to climate change

skepticism. By and large, however, values and political orientations are treated as independent

predictors. Their interaction remains largely unexplored in the literature in the broader literature

on climate change attitudes and behaviors, and have received no attention within the context of

transition states. In the previous chapter, I find substantial evidence of this interaction in Western

European states, particular for self-transcendence values. That is, as the self-transcendence values

of an individual become in alignment with left-leaning political orientations, there is an amplifying

effect, increasing climate change concerns, as well as willingness to engage in climate friendly

behaviors and support policies.

Given the assumed universal nature of human values (Schwartz, 1992), I hypothesize that

the same pattern could exist in transition states. As human values and political factors appear to

be strongly related, and can align towards a particular issue, it is likely that there is an interactive

relationship between these two constructs. In such as case, values, politics and climate change

attitudes would be in alignment, and one could reasonably expect an amplifying effect of this

interaction term. While alternatively, if these were misaligned, the effect of a value could be

diminished.

Furthermore, as the meaning of political left and right may be opposite in transition states

(see Smith and Mayer, 2018a; McCright et al., 2016a), it is possible that alignment and the sub-

sequent interactive effect may also be in the reverse directions. For example, the effect self-

transcendence values could be amplified by right-leaning political orientations in transition states,

and not by left-leaning orientations as observed in Western European stats. Regardless of potential

differences in contextual meanings of politically "left" and "right", the potential still remains for

a substantive interactive effect on climate change attitudes and behaviors in transition states, as

human values and political factors come into alignment.

Given these limited previous findings, I hold the following expectations:
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Hypothesis III: When values and politics are substantive predictors, and are in alignment with

each other, they will interact to amplify the effect of climate change attitudes and behaviors. But,

when they are in misalignment, political values will dampen this effect.

4.3 Data

I adopt data from the 2016 European Social Survey(ESS) for this analysis. The ESS is a

cross-national survey program, which has been conducted biannually since 2002. The 2016 ESS

contains representative data from 7 transition states (Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania,

Poland, Russia, Slovenia). Data for the ESS was collected using CAPI and face-to-face interviews.

The within-country response rates ranged from 42.8% in Hungary to 69.6% in Poland, while the

smallest number of completions was n=1,307 in Slovenia, ranging up to 2,430 respondents in

Russia (European Social Survey, 2016a).

There are two primary reasons for that the 2016 ESS is uniquely suited dataset for this

analysis. First, the 2016 ESS contains as special module, ‘Public Attitudes to Climate Change,

Energy Security, and Energy Preferences’ including several items related to climate change. This

is the first round of the ESS that has contained questions on climate change, or environmental,

attitudes or behaviors. Second, as part of the core module, the ESS contains the modified 21-item

version of the Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ) to measure Schwartz Basic Human Values

(Schwartz, 2003).

4.3.1 Outcome Variables

With the related field of environmental attitudes and behaviors, Stern (2000) defines ’en-

vironmentally significant’ behaviors as actions that have an impact on the environment, in one

form or another. This is an important boundary setting, limiting the potential objects of interest.

These significant behaviors can be separated into four different types: activist behaviors (participa-

tion in social movements), non-activist behaviors in the public sphere (policy support, petitions),

private-sphere environmentalism (individual, ’pro-environmental’ actions), and other environmen-

tally significant behaviors (actions in the workplace).
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of Responses for Dependent Variables

For this analysis, I adapt this framework to the field of climate change, taking a multiple

measures approach to understand potential differences in three separate constructs: risk perceptions

(Climate Change Concerns), individual actions (Reduce Energy) and policy support (Increase Fos-

sil Fuel Taxes). The first indicator, Climate Change Concern, asks respondents to rate how worried

they are about climate change from "not at all" to "extremely". Due to concerns about sparsity, the

small number of respondents selecting "extremely" worried (less than 4% of total sample) these

responses were collapsed alongside "very" worried, thus resulting in a scale ranging from 1 "not at

all" to 4 "very/extremely" worried10. The second outcome variable, Reduce Energy, asks respon-

dents how often they do things to their reduce energy usage, ranging from 1 "never" to 6 "always".

The third outcome variable, Increase Fossil Fuel Tax, is a measure of policy support, asking re-

spondents how much they favor increasing taxes on fossil fuels. Again, due to concerns about data

sparsity the high category "strongly favor" (with roughly 5% of the total sample) was collapsed

with "somewhat in favor" to create a scale ranging from 1 to 410. The distribution of outcome is

presented in Figure 4.2.

10Supplementary analyses were performed with 4 and 5 outcome codings for these outcome variables, yielding
substantively similar results
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4.3.2 Predictor Variables

The analysis focuses on identifying the independent and interactive effect of Human Val-

ues and Political Orientation on the three components of climate change concern, behavior and

policy support. First, Human Values are identified using the modified PVQ, adapted for the ESS

(Schwartz, 2003). To measure the 10 Schwartz values, each item presents a short sentence - a

portrait - of a gender-matched person. Then, the respondent is tasked with ranking how much this

person is 1 ’not like me at all’ to 6 ’very much like me’. Due to concerns of multicollinearity and

parsimony, these 10 values are collapsed into scales11 representing the 4 higher order dimensions:

self-transcendence, self-enhancement, openness to change and conservation.

Next, political orientation is captured through a self-placement of a political right to left

scale. Respondents ranked their political views on a range from 1 ’strong right’ to 3 ’moderate’

to 5 ’strong left’. Political orientation is adopted over other alternative measures, such as party

identification, to allow for better cross-national comparability of political beliefs. Lastly, I include

an interaction product term between political orientation and each of the four higher-order value

dimensions to test for moderation.

4.3.3 Control Variables

Cross-national literature identifies several covariates of climate change attitudes and behav-

iors on the individual and contextual-level, which I accordingly adopt as control variables for this

analysis. Recent literature further suggests that climate change attitudes and behaviors are affected

by different constructs of trust (Smith and Mayer, 2018b; Fairbrother, 2016; Harring, 2014). For

this analysis, I include two constructs of trust, social trust and a scale for political trust12. Per-

ceptions of adaptive capacity, that is the likelihood that individuals or groups can work to resolve

climate change, is an important predictor of climate change behaviors and policy support (Mayer

and Smith, 2018; Feinberg and Willer, 2011). I therefore include indicators for Individual Efficacy

11Supplementary Appendix A.2 displays the items and Crombach’s α for all scales

12Please see Table A.2 in the Supplemental Information appendix for information of all scales
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and Group Efficacy. Measures of religious belonging has been found to be related to cross-national

climate change attitudes (Lee et al., 2015), and therefore I include items for religious belonging and

religious service attendance. Lastly, I include indicators for socio-demographic variables common

to studies of climate change, gender, age, educational attainment and household income.

On the contextual-level, I include GNI per capita (World Bank, Atlas method 2016) to

measure country wealth. Next, I include a measure for Freedom of Expression, adapted from the

Varieties of Democracy Index. Lastly, I include an indicator for coal as a percentage of the total

primary energy suppluy for each country (International Energy Agency, 2016).

The descriptive statistics, original items, and variable coding for all of the variables are pre-

sented in Table 4.1.Potential forms of multicollinearity were investigated in supplementary analy-

ses, with all key predictors and control variables having a VIF of under 2.0.
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics and Variable Coding

Variable Original Item Coding Mean Std. Dev.

Dependent Variables

Climate Change Concern wrclmch 1 ’Not at all’ to 4 ’Very/Extremely Worried’ 2.83 0.87
Reduce Energy rdcenr 1 ’Never’ to 6 ’Always’ 3.12 1.14
Increase Fossil Fuel Taxes inctxff 1 ’Strongly against’ to 4 ’Somewhat/Strongly favour’ 2.56 1.10

Independent Variables

Self Transcendence

see A.213 1 ’Not at all like me’ to 6 ’Very much like me’

4.66 0.76
Self Enhancement 3.81 0.91
Openness 4.03 0.91
Conservation 4.42 0.78
Political Orientation lrscale 1 ’Strong Right’ to 5 ’Strong Left’ 2.82 1.18

Individual Level Control Variables

Social Trust ppltrst 0 ’Lowest Trust’ to 10 ’Highest’ 4.97 2.32
Political Trust see S1 0 ’Lowest Trust’ to 10 ’Highest’ 4.45 1.99
Individual Efficacy ownrdcc 0 ’Not at all likely’ to 10 ’Extremely Likely’ 3.89 2.63
Group Efficacy lkredcc 0 ’Not at all likely’ to 10 ’Extremely Likely’ 5.15 2.32
Female gndr 0 ’Male’ 1 ’Female’ 0.53 0.50
Age age 15-100 48.8 17.6
Educational Attainment edulvlb 1 ’Primary or less’ to 8 ’PhD’ 4.82 13.8
Household income, Country Deciles hinctnta 1 ’1st decile’ to 10 ’10 decile’ 5.37 2.70
Religious Belonging rlgblg 0 ’Does not belong’ 1 ’Belongs to religious group’ 0.53 0.50
Religious Service Attendance rlgatnd 1 ’Never’ to 6 ’> Weekly’ 2.62 1.43

Country Level Control Variables

GNI per capita, in 1000s World Bank 2016 9,200 to 81,100 15.8 3.93
Freedom of Expression 2016 V-Dem V.10 0.85 0.20
Coal as % of TPES IEA (2016) 0.35 0.25
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4.4 Methods

Due to the data structure of the ESS, where persons are nested within countries, I adopt

a multi-level random effects approach (also known as mixed model), allowing for intercepts to

randomly vary across countries for this analysis. Further, given the coding of the three dependent

variable items, I adopt an ordinal logistic regression modelling based approach for all of these

regression models.

For each of the outcome variables I estimate two sets of models. First a base model, which

only includes the direct effects of all of predictor and control variables. Then, I estimate an in-

teraction model, which includes the interaction product term for political orientation by the four

higher order value dimensions.

Coefficients on a logistic scale are notoriously difficult to interpret, particularly to in iden-

tifying substantive effects across multiple predictors (Mood, 2010). Further, focusing only on

statistical significance can lead to false conclusions or misinterpretation of results (Amrhein et al.,

2019). As such, I adopt and approach that places greater focus on substantive effects, rather than

mere p-values, in this analysis.

For each of the ’main effects’ models, I calculate predicted probabilities for the effect of

human values and political orientations, holding all control variables at their observed values and

averaging the probabilities for each score of the focal predictor variables (marginal effects). For

each of the human values, I predict probabilities for ’low’, ’medium’ and ’high’ values. Given that

human values are continuous scales with non-naturally substantive quantities, I predicted values

at the 5th percentile (’low’), median (’moderate’) and 95th percentile (’high’) for each of the four

human value dimensions. While for political orientation, predicted probabilities are calculated for

all five ordered values of this item.

I am further interested in how the effects of political orientation are moderated by the human

values dimensions. The interaction analyses focuses on identifying potential moderating effects,

which investigates whether the magnitude and/or the direction of the effect of x on y changes due to

a third variable z. For interaction terms with non-linear outcomes, coefficients of the product term
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do not provide sufficient information on the significance, magnitude or direction of this interaction

(Mize, 2019). Therefore, I adopt an approach that focuses using on predicted probabilities to

make practical sense of these interaction models (Long and Freese, 2014; Brambor et al., 2006).

In order to identify patterns of moderation, the identical values are used to calculate the human

values*political orientation predictions in the ’interaction models’. All probabilities predict the

highest outcome for each of the dependent variables.

Lastly, as a robustness check, I am interested in potential cases of mediation. Classical

forms of mediation analyses aim to understand how much of the effect of x on y is due to the

effects of z itself (Baron and Kenny, 1986). Within mediation analyses, the ‘direct effects’ of

x on y is commonly decomposed into the ‘indirect effects’ of x on y via z, to see how much of

the effect is directly and indirectly attributable to each variable. Due to scaling issues, standard

mediation techniques cannot be directly translated to non-linear regression models. A relatively

new approach, commonly known as khb, resolves many of these issues, allowing for decomposition

of direct and indirect effects in logistic regression models (Karlson et al., 2012; Breen et al., 2013,

2018). Performance analyses of the khb method suggest that the khb routine produces a reasonable

approximation of mediation effects under almost all conditions (Smith et al., 2019). As such, I

investigate mediating effects by decomposing the direct and indirect effects separately for political

orientation by human values on each of the three dependent variables.

4.5 Results

The results for climate change concern, reduce energy and increased fossil fuel taxes are

discussed individually below. For each of these three outcomes, I first discuss the regression coeffi-

cients (Table 4.2) and substantive effects (Table 4.3) of the human values dimensions and political

orientation using predicted probabilities. Then, I explore forms of moderation using the plotted

interactions (Figure 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Multilevel Ordered Logistic Regression Results

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil

Concern Energy Fuel Taxes

Base Int. Base Int. Base Int.

Self Transcendence 0.36⇤⇤ 0.11 0.31⇤⇤ 0.10 0.02 -0.06
(0.04) (0.11) (0.04) (0.10) (0.04) (0.10)

Self Enhancement -0.03 -0.02 -0.26⇤⇤ -0.26⇤⇤ -0.06 0.02
(0.03) (0.08) (0.03) (0.08) (0.03) (0.08)

Openness 0.06 0.06 0.15⇤⇤ 0.26⇤⇤ 0.08⇤ -0.09
(0.03) (0.09) (0.03) (0.08) (0.03) (0.09)

Conservation -0.09⇤ -0.11 0.24⇤⇤ 0.31⇤⇤ -0.17⇤⇤ -0.20⇤

(0.04) (0.10) (0.04) (0.10) (0.04) (0.10)
Political Orientation 0.12⇤⇤ -0.31⇤ 0.04⇤ -0.04 0.08⇤⇤ -0.21

(0.02) (0.14) (0.02) (0.13) (0.02) (0.14)
Social Trust -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Political Trust -0.04⇤⇤ -0.04⇤⇤ -0.01 -0.01 0.10⇤⇤ 0.10⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Individual Efficacy 0.11⇤⇤ 0.12⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤ 0.09⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Group Efficacy 0.18⇤⇤ 0.18⇤⇤ 0.04⇤⇤ 0.04⇤⇤ 0.05⇤⇤ 0.05⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Female 0.25⇤⇤ 0.25⇤⇤ 0.11⇤ 0.11⇤⇤ 0.19⇤⇤ 0.19⇤⇤

(0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
Age 0.00 0.00 0.01⇤⇤ 0.01⇤⇤ 0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Educational Attainment 0.00 0.00 0.00⇤ 0.00⇤ 0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Household income, Country Deciles 0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.02 0.03⇤⇤ 0.03⇤⇤

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Religious Belonging 0.05 0.05 -0.01 -0.02 -0.20⇤⇤ -0.21⇤⇤

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)
Religious Service Attendance 0.09⇤⇤ 0.10⇤⇤ -0.02 -0.02 0.07⇤⇤ 0.07⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
GNI per capita, in 1000s 0.05⇤ 0.05⇤ 0.02 0.02 0.05⇤⇤ 0.07⇤⇤

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)
Freedom of Expression -0.26 -0.26 1.16⇤⇤ 1.16⇤⇤ -0.88⇤⇤ -1.13⇤⇤

(0.38) (0.38) (0.36) (0.36) (0.16) (0.21)
Coal as % of TPES -1.08⇤⇤ -1.07⇤⇤ -0.64⇤ -0.63⇤ -0.29⇤⇤ -0.19

(0.30) (0.30) (0.28) (0.28) (0.11) (0.12)
Self Transcendence × Political Orientation 0.09⇤⇤ 0.07⇤ 0.03

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Self Enhancement × Political Orientation -0.00 -0.00 -0.03

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Openness × Political Orientation -0.00 -0.04 0.06⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Conservation × Political Orientation 0.01 -0.03 0.01

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Variance Component 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.01
Observations 7,302 7,302 7,270 7,270 7,122 7,122
AIC 16822.54 16817.38 21050.43 21051.72 19232.85
BIC 16974.15 16996.57 21208.84 21237.67 19383.93

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4.3: Predicted Probabilities of Value Dimensions and Political Orientation, main effects

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil

Concern Energy Fuel Taxes

Self-transcendence
Low 0.15 0.17 0.26
Moderate 0.23 0.22 0.26
High 0.29 0.25 0.27

Self-enhancement
Low 0.23 0.25 0.28
Moderate 0.23 0.21 0.26
High 0.22 0.17 0.24

Openness
Low 0.21 0.19 0.24
Moderate 0.23 0.21 0.26
High 0.24 0.24 0.29

Conservation
Low 0.25 0.18 0.31
Moderate 0.23 0.22 0.26
High 0.21 0.24 0.22

Political Orientation
Right 0.19 0.21 0.24
Moderate 0.23 0.21 0.26
Left 0.27 0.22 0.29

Observations 7302 7270 7122

Predicted probability calculated at highest value of dependent variables.

Fixed effects only, calculated holding all other predictors in Table 4.2 at their means.
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Figure 4.3: Predicted Probabilities of Climate Change Concern by Values * Political Orientation Interaction
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4.5.1 Climate Change Concern

Main Effects

The regression coefficients of the multilevel ordinal logistic regression are displayed in

Table 4.2. Self-transcendence values have a positive significant effect on climate change concern

(b=0.36,p ≤ 0.05), while conservation values have a negative, significant effect (b=-0.09,p ≤

0.05). Both of these two findings are in alignment with Hypothesis 2. But, political orientation is

found to have a positive effect (b=0.12,p ≤ 0.05), a surprising finding. That is, as an individual’s

political orientation moves from right of center to left of center, they become more likely to be

concerned about climate change. This is counter to my expectations in Hypothesis 1.

To better understand the substantive effects of these findings, we turn to the predicted prob-

abilities displayed in Table 4.3. People with lower levels of self-transcendence values are found

to have a predicted probability of 0.15 of being very or extremely worried, while this increases

substantively up to 0.29 for people who have high levels of self-transcendence values. The effect

of conservation is substantively smaller, with a difference of a predicted probability of 0.25 for

lower levels versus 0.21 for higher levels. While there appears to be minimal substantive effect of

either self-enhancement or openness to change values on climate change concern.

Lastly, people with political right orientations are found to have a predicted probability of

0.19 of being very or extremely worried about climate change, which increases to 0.27 for those

on the political left. This is a moderately sized substantive effect.

Moderation Analyses

To identify potential forms of moderation for the human values dimensions by political

orientation, we turn to Figure 4.3. Self-transcendence values appear to be greatly moderated by

political orientations. For people on the political right, there are relatively minimal differences

between high and low levels of self-transcendence values. But, at high levels of self-transcendence

values, there are substantial differences in people on the political left (roughly a difference in

predicted probabilities of 0.25). These findings indicate that when self-transcendence values are
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in alignment with left leaning political ideologies, there is an amplification effect in the levels of

climate change concern. For all other human values dimensions, there does not appear to be any

moderating effects. I therefore find some evidence in support for Hypothesis 3.

4.5.2 Reduce Energy

Main Effects

The regression coefficients of the multilevel ordinal logistic regression are again displayed

in Table 4.2. All of the human values dimensions have significant effects on reducing energy.

Self-transcendence (b=0.31,p ≤ 0.05), conservation (b=0.24,p ≤ 0.05) and openness to change

(b=0.15,p ≤ 0.05) all have positive effects, while self-enhancement has a negative effect (b=-

0.26,p ≤ 0.05). This is somewhat of a surprising finding, particularly given that openness to

change and conservation, which are considered oppositional values, have the same direction in

their effects (positive). Political orientation again is also found to have a significant positive effect

as well (b=0.04,p ≤ 0.05). Therefore, I again find support for Hypothesis 1, but not for Hypothesis

2.

The substantive effects of these findings are analyzed using the predicted probabilities dis-

played in Table 4.3. For the human values dimensions, the greatest total effects (the difference in

predicted probabilities between the lowest and highest quantities of these values) appears to be for

self-transcendence (0.08) and self-enhancement values (-0.08), albeit in opposite direction. While

openness to change and conservation appear to have a slightly smaller, positive effect. Lastly, while

the effect of political orientation was significant, it does not appear to have much of a substantive

effect on an individual responding that they always reduce their energy.

Moderation Analyses

To identify forms of moderation for the human values dimensions by political orientation

on individual likelihood to reduce their energy consumption, we turn to Figure 4.3. We find visual

evidence of a moderating effect for both self-transcendence and openness to change values. For

self-transcendence values, the effect appears to be amplified when aligned with left leaning polit-
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ical preferences. But, for openness to change, there is no difference for those on the political left,

but greater differences for those on the political right.

4.5.3 Increase Fossil Fuel Taxes

Main Effects

Returning to the regression coefficients of the multilevel ordinal logistic regression in Table

4.2, we find that openness to change has a positive, significant effect on support for increased

fossil fuel taxes (b=0.08,p ≤ 0.05), while conservation has a negative effect (b=-0.17,p ≤ 0.05).

But neither self-transcendence or self-enhancement had a significant effect. Political preference

was again found to have a positive, significant effect on support for increased fossil fuel taxes

(b=0.08,p ≤ 0.05). As such, I find some evidence in support of Hypothesis 1, and no evidence in

support of Hypothesis 2.

Next we turn to the predicted probabilities again displayed in Table 4.3. Conservation val-

ues appears to have the greatest substantive effect. People with low levels of conservation have a

0.31 predicted probability of somewhat/strongly supporting increased taxes on fossil fuels, com-

pared to 0.22 for those with the highest levels. While for openness to change, the predicted proba-

bility increases from 0.24 to 0.29 as people go from low to high levels. Similarly for political orien-

tation, people on the right are predicted to have a 0.24 predicted probability of somewhat/strongly

supporting increased taxes on fossil fuels, compared to 0.29 on the political left.

Moderation Analyses

Lastly, we find evidence of a moderating effect of self-enhancement and openness to change

values by political orientation on support for increased fossil fuel taxes (see Figure 4.3). In both

cases, there are small differences for those on the political right, but substantive differences for

people on the political left. These differences are comparatively larger for openness to change than

for self-enhancement.
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4.5.4 Robustness Checks

To test for potential mediation of human values dimensions by political orientation, I adopt

a khb-based analysis, displayed in Table 4.5. Overall, there is very minimal evidence of a mediating

effect of any of the human values dimensions by political orientation on climate change concern.

The most substantial effect appears to be for self-enhancement, where 22% of the direct effect is

confounded by political orientation, but this is largely due to the relatively small size of the effect

of self-enhancement, where the difference in coefficients before and after the inclusion of political

orientation is minimal (b=-0.01,n.s.). Further, I again find minimal evidence of political factors

mediating the effect of human values on support for increased fossil fuel taxes. Therefore, I find

some evidence in support of Hypothesis 3. Lastly, I again find no evidence of mediating effects

from the khb analyses presented in Table 4.5. Accordingly, I find little evidence that values are

mediated by political orientations. Rather, the effect of values appears to be direct on climate

change attitudes and behaviors.

Further, I adopt a methodology developed by Frank (2000); Frank et al. (2013) to estimate

how much bias is required in the estimate of a coefficient to invalidate an inference, displayed

in Table 4.4. I only focus on the robustness of significant indicators, noting, for example, that

to render the effect of self-transcendence on climate change non-significant, roughly 80% of the

cases would need to be replaced with a case of no effect. As such, the ESS would have to contain

substantial error for this to be a false inference, and therefore find support for a robust finding

in this case. But for some other cases, such as the effect of political orientation on reducing

energy and increase fossil fuel taxes, the percentages required are far lower, roughly 25% and

33% respectively. Therefore, these effects may not be as robust, and greater caution should be

made when making inferences. These findings can be interpreted alongside substantive findings

from the predicted probabilities (Table 4.3), to note potential cases where caution should be made

when making inferences regarding a significant coefficient. Given the large n of this cross-national

data set (over 7,000 cases) even small coefficients can be found to be significant, but this does

not necessarily mean that this finding is substantive or should be inferred with great confidence. In
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sum, I do find that for most of the key predictors, such as self-transcendence and self-enhancement,

the substantive effects also have considerable robustness against forms of bias.

Lastly, as a robustness check for the moderation analyses, I adopt an approach suggested

by Hastings and Roeser (2020) where the four human values dimensions are further interacted

by all controls for the these models. For these analyses, I find that the substantive effects of

the interactions remains largely unchanged. Therefore, these results suggest that the moderation

effects presented in this analysis are not the product of a separate interactive effect with one of

control variables, providing further evidence of robustness in these findings.

Table 4.4: Impact of a Confounding Variable on Key Predictors

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil
Concern Energy Fuels Tax

Self-transcendence 80.1%* 75.4%* 24.8%
Self-enhancement 33.2% 79.9%* 11.6%
Openness 13.0% 34.4%* 72.2%*
Conservation 31.8%* 76.7%* 50.7%*
Political Orientation 68.6%* 25.1%* 32.8%*

*Regression coefficient has p < 0.05 (see Table 4.2)

4.6 Discussion

This paper explores the patterning of climate change attitudes and behaviors in post-communist,

transition states. In particular, it focuses on the role of human values and political orientations, first

as direct, independent predictors, and second understanding their interrelated effects. The paper

builds upon an emerging literature of environmental and climate change attitudes in transition

states (Chaisty and Whitefield, 2015; Hadler and Wohlkonig, 2012), in particular the differing role

of political factors (McCright et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer, 2018a; Lewis et al., 2018; Marquart-

Pyatt et al., 2019) and human values (Poortinga et al., 2019). These studies provide suggestive

evidence of the importance of transition state status as a contextual factor, effecting substantive

differences in the patterning of key predictors on climate change attitudes and behaviors.
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Table 4.5: Decomposition of Value Dimensions by Political Orientation

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil

Concern Energy Fuel Taxes

Self-Transcendence
Reduced 0.36⇤⇤ 0.32⇤⇤ 0.02

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
Full 0.36⇤⇤ 0.31⇤⇤ 0.02

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
Difference 0.01 0.00 0.01

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
Self-Enhancement

Reduced -0.03 -0.26⇤⇤ -0.07⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Full -0.03 -0.26⇤⇤ -0.06

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Difference -0.01 -0.00 -0.00

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
Openness

Reduced 0.05 0.15⇤⇤ 0.08⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Full 0.06 0.15⇤⇤ 0.08⇤

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Difference -0.00 -0.00 -0.00

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
Conservation

Reduced -0.10⇤ 0.24⇤⇤ -0.18⇤⇤

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
Full -0.09⇤ 0.24⇤⇤ -0.17⇤⇤

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
Difference -0.01 -0.00 -0.01

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
Confounding Percentage

Self-Transcendence 1.4 0.5 25.6
Self-Enhancement 22.4 0.9 7.0
Openness -6.9 -0.7 -2.1
Conservation 6.5 -0.8 3.0

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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I find that human values are substantive predictors of climate change concerns, willingness

to reduce personal energy usage, and support for increasing fossil fuels taxes. In particular, it

appears that self-transcendence values are the comparatively the strongest (positive) predictor of

concerns and reducing energy in transition states. These findings are in line with the broader

literature on the relationship between self-transcendence (or altruism) and climate change concern

(Corner et al., 2014), as well as specifically within transition states (Poortinga et al., 2019) and

are similar to findings reported in Chapter 3. But, surprisingly, I find little evidence that self-

transcendence values affect policy support for fossil fuels taxes in transition state.

Why does the relationship between self-transcendence values and climate change diverge

when applied to policy support? In a US-based study, Dietz et al. (2007) find that the similar

value altruism is not a significant predictor of climate change policy support, but only after the

inclusion of other measures of environmental concern and multiple forms of trust. Accordingly,

it is possible that self-transcendence interrelates with trust or concern to affect climate change

policy support, but this relationship requires further investigation. Further, conservation dimension

values are substantive (negative) predictors of willingness to support increased fossil fuel taxes.

Conservative values (such as tradition and security) have been found to be negatively related to

concerns climate change (Poortinga et al., 2019) or the environment more broadly (Stern et al.,

1998; Schultz and Zelezny, 1999), as well as climate change policy support(Dietz et al., 2007)14.

But, at the same time, this analysis also reports that conservation values are positively related to

energy reducing behaviors and null predictors of climate change concern. These contradictory

findings again emphasize the importance of taking multiple indicator approaches to understanding

climate change attitudes and behaviors, as the effects of key predictors can vary greatly across

outcomes of interest (Smith et al., 2018).

Political orientation was also addressed in the models and found to be a positive, significant

predictor of climate change concerns, willingness to reduce personal energy usage, and support for

increasing fossil fuels taxes. This finding was largely against previous expectations, given that re-

14Again, only before measures of environmental concern and trust are included
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cent literature has found minimal political polarization of climate change attitudes and behaviors in

transition states (see McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019). But,

while these coefficients of political orientation are significant, they are substantively small in total

effect size. The greatest disparity between people on the political right and left was for climate

change concern, with a total difference in predicted probabilities of 0.08. This finding is largely in

line with the results for perceived climate change danger in transition states reported by Smith and

Mayer (2018a, Fig. 1), where political orientation has a small effect in concern. Further, it appears

that the effect of political orientation is even smaller for policy support and substantively null for

energy reducing behaviors. Accordingly, these findings again support the need for adopting mul-

tiple measure approaches to climate change attitudes and behaviors. Furthermore, these results

emphasize the need for analyses to include measures of substantive effects to supplement classical

hypothesis tests of regression coefficients, as focusing solely on statistical significance (especially

of sample with such a large n) may lead researchers to false conclusions or misinterpretation of

results (Amrhein et al., 2019). For a greater discussion of the effect of political orientation, ro-

bustness checks, and comparisons with previous literature, please see Supplementary Appendix

A.1.

Most importantly, the analysis supports previous findings from Chapter 3 on the interrelated

role of human values and political orientation in shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors.

These results are consistent with the argument that when human values are in alignment with polit-

ical orientations, these can act to amplify climate change concerns, willingness to reduce personal

energy usage, and support for increasing fossil fuels taxes via self-reinforcing mechanisms. Of

particular note, self-transcendence values appears to interact with left leaning political orienta-

tions, with the greatest amplification of effects being observed for climate change concern and

energy reduction behaviors. Furthermore, openness to change is found to interact with political

orientations for both energy reduction behaviors and policy support but in substantively oppo-

site directions. This is an interesting result, further complicated by previous findings noting that

openness to change has not been found to be particularly strongly related to either political left
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or right ideologies (Caprara et al., 2017). Openness to change values, such as stimulation and

self-direction, appear to be at odds with governmental restrictions, but in this case, higher values

of openness to change are associated with greater support for fossil fuels taxes. It is possible that

is a product of other factors, and is not generalizable to other forms of policy support. But these

preliminary findings require further investigation.

These findings are limited by the number of transition states available in the 2016 ESS, a

total of 7 states. Furthermore, there is the possibility for great discrepancies between transition

states, as the political and economic trajectories of these states has varied substantially since the

end of the Cold War. Supplementary analyses were performed independently for each of these

seven countries, and while there was variation in the size of the coefficients across these states,

none of the effects of the key predictors were in the opposite direction. This lends supports for

grouping these seven countries together into a transition state cohort.

Furthermore, there does not appear to be any clear patterning of more developed versus less

developed transition states. For example, political orientation is more substantive, positive predic-

tor of climate change concern in the Czech Republic, Estonia and Poland, but less to in Hungary,

Lithuania and Slovenia. These findings are a bit confounding, as Czech Republic, Hungary and

Poland share similar political circumstances, while Estonia and Lithuania can be grouped as Baltic

states as well. Furthermore, Czech Republic, Estonia and Slovenia are comparatively wealthier

states, but again, the groupings do no align along these axis as well. Rather, these findings sug-

gest that complex factors are at play here. As this is still largely an emerging field, much further

study is needed into the difference of climate change attitudes and behaviors within these states, as

well as between transitions states and other historical, political country groupings (such as Western

European, English-speaking and other emerging democratic states).

These findings have further implications outside of the transition state context. Human val-

ues are found to be substantive predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors within these

states, adding to the cross-national literature in this area, and confirming the generalizability of

some of these effects across different contexts, in particular the role of self-transcendence dimen-
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sion values. Further, these findings accentuate the importance of including interactive analyses of

human values and political factors. When in alignment human values and political factors can am-

plify individual climate change attitudes and behaviors, a confirmation of this phenomenon within

a substantively different historical and political context from previous research (see Chapter 3’s

reporting findings on this effect in Western European states). Lastly, these findings also have sub-

stance relevance for policy makers and climate change stakeholders. The political relevance and

implications of these findings are discussed comprehensively in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Stickiness of State Socialist Policies? Exploring the

differences in climate change attitudes and behaviors

between Western European and transition states

5.1 Introduction

Anthroprogenic climate change presents a potentially existential threat, necessitating sig-

nificant changes in socitetal structures and individual actions (Steffen et al., 2018). There is near

unanimous scientific consensus on the causes of climate change (Cook et al., 2016; IPCC Working

Group, 2014), and extensive research into the varied effects of climate change. However, why

people act in relation to climate change, and more importantly, how to get people to act in a way

that mitigates climate change remains an unsolved puzzle (Overland and Sovacool, 2020; Creutzig

et al., 2018; Sovacool, 2014).

Cross-national research on climate change attitudes and behaviors has noted several key

individual-level determinants. Political orientations and human values are amongst the most robust

and strongest predictors of climate change beliefs (Hornsey et al., 2016). People on the political

right have been found to be less likely to be concerned about climate change, to support climate

change policies, to engage in climate change ameliorative actions and are more likely to have

climate change skeptical views (McCright and Dunlap, 2003; McCright, 2011; Poortinga et al.,

2011; McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018). While self-transcendent, benevolent (altruistic)

and biospheric values have been found to be positively related to climate change actions and policy

support (Poortinga et al., 2019; Corner et al., 2014; Poortinga et al., 2004; de Groot and Steg, 2008;

Dietz et al., 2007).

But, there is currently less known about how the effect of these determinants vary within

different contexts - in particular between Western European and post-communist, transition Eastern
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European states. Only a handful of studies have considered climate change attitudes and behaviors

within transition states, yet there are reasons to expect patterns to diverge. In comparison to West-

ern democratic states, previous state socialist governments had notoriously poor environmental

records, although many did also encourage the development of conservation organizations, some

of which have survived the transition process (Carmin and Fagan, 2010). Recent studies have found

comparatively lower levels of anthroprogenic climate change beliefs, concerns for climate change

and energy policies focused on mitigating climate change within transition states (Poortinga et al.,

2019; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019). Further, within the related field of environmental attitudes and

behaviors, willingness to sacrifice for the environment (Hadler and Wohlkonig, 2012; Haller and

Hadler, 2008; Marquart-Pyatt, 2012) and environmental policy support is comparatively lower in

transition states (Chaisty and Whitefield, 2015).

Given these contextual differences, this study presents a first of it’s kind study directly

comparing the effects of key predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors between Western

European and transition states. In particular, this has four primary research foci: investigating for

comparative differences in the effect of political factors, human values, the moderation of human

values by political factors, and other key predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors (such

as trust, perceived efficacy and sociodemographics). As such, this paper intends to provide an

initial exploration into these contextual differences, providing an empirical background for future

research comparing climate change attitudes and behaviors in Western European and transition

states.

First, recent studies have also noted that political factors may be less effective in transi-

tion states, where political orientation does not appear to substantively affect a range of beliefs,

attitudes and behaviors (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019).

Further, the meaning of political factors may be different in transition states, where left-leaning po-

litical orientations may be associated with free-market, liberal economic policy preferences, and as

such, the effect of political factors may be "flipped" in transition states (Smith and Mayer, 2018a).

In Western European states, right-leaning parties are associated with support for policies limiting
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government intrusion into markets and are deregulatory in nature, while the opposite is true in

transition states. Furthermore, left leaning parties in transition states are often more supportive

of economic liberalization and free-market policies, while right leaning parties are more closely

associated with previous state socialist policies and regimes. But, in the previous Chapter, I found

that political orientation does have an effect on climate change concerns and support for fossil fuel

taxes, but not on individual behaviors - a surprising finding. While the coefficients of political

orientation were found to be significant, they were substantively small in total effect size. Further-

emore, there is evidence from previous findings that the effect of political orientation may differ

across forms of climate change attitudes and behaviors (McCright et al., 2016a; Marquart-Pyatt

et al., 2019), having found to be alternatingly positively, negatively, or non associated with a wide

array measures and items. Accordingly, prior assumptions regarding the assumed null effect of

political orientation in transition states driving climate change attitudes and behaviors may not be

true for all cases.

Second, literature also suggests effects of human values may diverge as well within transi-

tion states. In particular, Poortinga et al. (2019) find that self-transcendent values were a compar-

atively less substantive driver of climate change attitudes and behaviors in transition states, while

conservation has a comparatively stronger, negative effect on climate change perceptions. Given

the unique histories and experiences of individuals within transition states, as well as observation

of comparatively lower levels of trust within these states (Delhey and Newton, 2005; Raiser et al.,

2008; Stickley et al., 2009), Smith and Mayer (2018b) argue that the role of trust could substan-

tially vary. Age and education appear to have smaller of an effect on climate change attitudes and

policy support in transition states (Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019; Poortinga et al., 2019), yet it is

unclear whether these effects are in the same, or in the opposite, direction as in Western European

states. However, little is currently known about other potential differences in other effects, such as

perceived efficacy or religious factors.

Third, political factors and human values are deeply related constructs (Caprara et al.,

2006), as values act as building blocks of political attitudes and behaviors (Rokeach, 1973; Con-
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verse, 1964). Furthermore, as both of these constructs are substantive predictors of climate change

attitudes and behaviors, it is likely to that they hold an interactive relationship. In the previous two

chapters, I hypothesize that when values and political factors are in alignment, they can interact to

have an amplifying effect. When they are not in alignment, political factors can moderate human

values to have a dampening effect. Broadly, I find support for this hypothesis in both Western

European and transition states, most notably when self-transcendence values is moderated by po-

litical orientation, amplifying climate change concern, behaviors and policy support. But, given

these initial findings, it is unclear whether this effect is similar and generalizable across Western

European and transition states, or if there are substantive differences in these moderation effects.

Lastly, trust in society and institutions (Smith and Mayer, 2018b; Fairbrother, 2016) and

perceptions of adaptive capacity (Mayer and Smith, 2018; Feinberg and Willer, 2011) have all

been found to shape climate change attitudes and behaviors. Further, climate change attitudes and

behaviors have been found to vary across socio-demographic characteristics. Broadly, increasing

age, male gender identification and lower educational attainment have found to be negatively re-

lated to climate change concern and willingness to change behaviors to mitigate climate change

(Milfont et al., 2015; McCright, 2010; Echavarren, 2017; Poortinga et al., 2011). But it is currently

unclear how these factors may be similar or different between Western European and transition

state contexts.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Data

The European Social Survey (ESS) is a cross-national European survey that has been con-

ducted every two years since 2002. Each round of the ESS contains two special modules focused

on social themes. The recent 2016 (Round 8) of the ESS includes a module on climate change and

energy, including a wide array of available items. The 2016 ESS includes responses from 23 coun-

tries, including 16 Western European (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain,

Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Spain, Switzerland) and 7
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transition (Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Slovenia) states. Data

was collected using CAPI and face-to-face interviews. The within-country response rates ranged

from 30.6% in Germany to 73.4% in Israel, while the smallest number of completions was n=880,

in Iceland, while for most nations, over 1500 respondents completed the survey (European Social

Survey, 2016a).

5.2.2 Variables

Outcomes

The 2016 ESS contains a special rotating module, ‘Public Attitudes to Climate Change,

Energy Security, and Energy Preferences" including several items assessing climate change con-

structs. For this analysis, I adopt a multiple indicator approach, focusing on three core constructs

of climate change; concern, behaviors and policy support. The first outcome indicator, Climate

Change Concern, ask respondents to rate how worried they are about climate change from "not

at all" to "extremely". Due to concerns about sparsity, the small number of respondents select-

ing "extremely" worried (less than 5% of total sample) these responses were collapsed alongside

"very" worried, thus resulting in a scale ranging from 1 "not at all" to 4 "very/extremely" worried15.

The second outcome variable, Reduce Energy, asks respondents how often they do things to their

reduce energy usage, ranging from 1 "never" to 6 "always". The third outcome variable, Increase

Fossil Fuel Tax, is a measure of policy support, asking respondents how much they favor increasing

taxes on fossil fuels. Again, due to concerns about data sparsity the high category "strongly favor"

(with roughly 7% of the total sample) was collapsed with "somewhat in favor" to create a scale

ranging from 1 to 415. The distribution of outcome responses for Western European and transition

states is presented in Figure 5.1 below.

15Supplementary analyses were performed with 4 and 5 outcome codings for these outcome variables, yielding
substantively similar results
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of Responses for Outcome Variables, by Western European and Transition States
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Predictors

This analysis includes a wide-array of predictor variables, fifteen in total, to help capture

the divergences in determinants between Western European and transition states. First, I include

measures for human values. The 2016 ESS contains a modified 21-item version of the Portrait

Values Questionnaire (PVQ) (Schwartz, 2003). To measure the 10 Schwartz values, each item

presents a short sentence, a portrait, of a gender-matched person. Then, the respondent is tasked

with ranking how much this person is 1 ’not like me at all’ to 6 ’very much like me’. Due to

concerns of multicollinearity and parsimony, these 10 values are collapsed into scales16 represent-

ing the 4 higher order dimensions (self-transcendence, self-enhancement, openness, conservation)

(Schwartz, 1992, 1994). Next, political orientation is captured through an self-placement of a po-

litical right to left scale. Respondents are ranked from holding view that range from 1 ’strong right’

to 3 ’moderate’ to 5 ’strong left’. Lastly, I include interactions terms between political orientation

and each of the four higher-order human value dimensions to test for moderation.

Next, I also include two separate measures for trust, social trust and a scale for political

trust17. I also include indicators for how likely the respondent perceives that individual efficacy or

group efficacy can reduce the impact of climate change. Further, I include indicators for religious

belonging and religious service attendance. Lastly, I include indicators for socio-demographic

variables common to studies of climate change, gender, age, educational attainment and household

income. The descriptive statistics, original items, and variable coding for all of the variables by

Western European and transition State are displayed in Table 5.2.2

16Supplementary Appendix A.3 displays the items and Cronbach’s α for all scales by Western European and
transition state

17Again, see Supplementary Appendix A.3 for the Cronbach’s α
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Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics and Variable Coding

Variable Original Item Coding
Western European Transition State
Mean SD Mean SD

Dependent Variables

Climate Change Concern wrclmch 1 ’Not at all’ to 5 ’Extremely Worried’ 3.02 0.83 2.80 0.88
Reduce Energy rdcenr 1 ’Never’ to 6 ’Always’ 3.22 1.15 3.07 1.19
Increase Fossil Fuel Taxes inctxff 1 ’Strongly against’ to 5 ’Strongly favour’ 2.76 1.12 2.54 1.09

Independent Variables

Self Transcendence

see S118 1 ’Not at all like me’ to 6 ’Very much like me’

4.92 0.67 4.60 0.79
Self Enhancement 3.69 0.87 3.85 0.94
Openness 4.14 0.89 4.01 0.95
Conservation 4.29 0.83 4.42 0.80
Political Orientation lrscale 1 ’Strong Right’ to 5 ’Strong Left’ 2.95 1.22 2.79 1.18

Individual Level Control Variables

Individual Social Trust ppltrst 0 ’Lowest Trust’ to 10 ’Highest’ 5.47 2.32 4.80 2.40
Individual Political Trust see S1 0 ’Lowest Trust’ to 10 ’Highest’ 4.94 2.00 4.26 2.07
Individual Efficacy ownrdcc 0 ’Not at all likely’ to 10 ’Extremely Likely’ 4.54 2.64 3.89 2.61
Group Efficacy lkredcc 0 ’Not at all likely’ to 10 ’Extremely Likely’ 4.19 2.12 3.87 2.21
Female gndr 0 ’Male’ 1 ’Female’ 0.51 0.50 0.55 0.50
Age age 15-100 49.5 18.7 48.3 18.3
Educational Attainment edulvlb 1 ’Primary or less’ to 8 ’PhD’ 3.73 1.93 3.88 1.74
Household income, Country Deciles hinctnta 1 ’1st decile’ to 10 ’10 decile’ 5.20 2.74 5.15 2.73
Religious Belonging rlgblg 0 ’Does not belong’ 1 ’Belongs to religious group’ 0.61 0.49 0.56 0.50
Religious Service Attendance rlgatnd 1 ’Never’ to 6 ’> Weekly’ 2.46 1.52 2.60 1.42

Country Level Control Variables

GNI per capita, in 1000s World Bank 2016 9,200 to 81,100 32.2 3.46 31.6 4.84
Freedom of Expression 2016 V-Dem V.10 0.94 0.042 0.79 0.25
Coal as % of TPES IEA (2016) 0.11 0.075 0.30 0.23
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. Potential forms of multicollinearity were investigated in supplementary analyses, with all

key predictors and control variables having a VIF of under 1.6.

5.2.3 Methods

Due to the nested data structure of the ESS, persons within countries, I adopt a multi-level

random effects approach (also known as mixed model) that allows for intercepts to randomly vary

across countries for this analysis. Further, given the coding of the three dependent variable items,

I adopt an ordinal logistic regression modelling based approach.

For each of the dependent variables I estimate two sets of models. First, to identify the com-

parative effect of each predictor between Western European and transition states, I interact each

variable by a dummy variable for transition state status (a total of 15 separate two-way interactions

for each dependent variable). Second, to identify differences in the interactive role of political

orientation and human values, I run a subsequent set of models that interacts this relationship with

a dummy indicator for transition state status. As there are four human value dimensions utilized in

this study, this analysis therefore includes four three-way interactions for each dependent variable

to mode these relationships.

Coefficients on the logistic scale are notoriously difficult to interpret. Further, for inter-

action terms with non-linear outcomes, coefficients of the product term do not provide sufficient

information on the significance, magnitude of direction of this interaction (Mize, 2019). Therefore,

I adopt an approach that focuses using on predicted probabilities to make practical sense of these

interaction models (Long and Freese, 2014; Mood, 2010). Further, this approach has the benefit of

focusing on substantive effects, and not focusing solely on statistical significance, which can lead

to false conclusions or misinterpretation of results (Amrhein et al., 2019).

For the first set of two-way interaction models, I adopt an average marginal effects (AMEs)

approach (Williams, 2012). AMEs have the benefit of calculating the difference between the pre-

dicted probability of a key predictor in Western European and transition states. Further, AMEs

allow for significance testing of these differences, where a hypothesis test of a difference not equal
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to zero indicates that there is a difference between the predicted effects. Second, for the three-way

interaction models, I plot the interaction of political factors by human values independently for

Western European and transition states. These plots are displayed side-by-side, and compared for

visual and substantive differences.

The predicted probabilities were calculated by holding control variables at their observed

values and averaging the probabilities for specified values of the key predictor variables across all

observations (marginal effects). For predictor variables with intuitive and substantive coding, i.e.

ordered and binary response predictors, each of their outcome value was specified while calculating

predicted probabilities. But for predictor variables on a continuous scale, i.e. values and trust

scales, I predict values at 10 equal intervals ranging from the 5th percentile to the 95th percentile

of the continuous scale. Lastly, for all models, I predict the highest outcome for each dependent

variable (fixed portion).

5.3 Results

This section initially presents results comparing the effects of each predictor between West-

ern European and transition states separately for each of the three dependent variables: climate

change concern, individual energy reducing behaviors and support for increased fossil fuel taxes.

Then, this section compares the effects of the political orientation by human values interaction in

Western European and transition states, again across these three dependent variables.

5.3.1 Differences Between Effects in Western European and Transition States

Climate Change Concern

The AMEs between Western European and transition states for all predictors on climate

change concern are plotted in Figure 5.2. If an AME is below zero, this can be interpreted as the

effect is less in transition states than in Western European states for the given value, while if it is

above zero, this means that the effect is larger in transition states. If the confident interval bound-
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ary is above or below zero, this indicates that there is a significant difference between Western

European and transition states at this given value.

In almost all cases, people in transition states are predicted to have higher levels of concern

for climate change than in Western states. But, these differences vary substantially as a result of a

number of individual-level determinants. Of the human values dimensions, the greatest differences

are observed in the relationships for self-transcendence. At the lowest levels of self-transcendence,

there is very little difference in climate change concern between people in Western European and

transition states. But, at higher levels of self-transcendence, people in Western European states are

roughly 15% more likely to be very concerned about climate change than those in transition states.

Turning to measures of perceived efficacy, at the highest levels of group efficacy there

are limited differences between people in Western European and transition states, while there are

around 15% differences for people who believe that group-level changes are not likely to have an

effect. This is an important distinction, as people in transition states are less likely to perceive that

large numbers of people limiting their energy usage can reduce the effects of climate change, but

for those that do, there are little differences to people from Western European states in their levels

of concern.

Further, there do appear to be some comparatively smaller differences based upon socio-

demographic characteristics. The differences in concern is less for older people than for younger

people, while these differences appear to increase at higher levels of education. Further, religious

attendance appears to have an effect as well, as there are smaller differences between people who

frequently attend services in Western European and transition states than for those who never

attend.

Notably, there does not appear to be substantial differences based upon political orientation

or forms of trust. Rather, people are less likely to be concerned about climate change at all values

for each of these variables, with little change across values.
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Predicting highest value outcome for Climate Change Concern "Very" or "Extremely" Worried. Predicted probabilities are

plotted in black, while confidence intervals are plotted in dark grey.

Figure 5.2: Average Marginal Effects for all Predictors between Western European and
Transition States, Climate Concern
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Reduce Energy

In comparison to climate change concern, there are fewer differences in the likelihood of

people from Western European and transition states to reduce their energy usage. Figure 5.3 dis-

plays the outcomes for energy reduction by Western European and transition state country group-

ings, where 15% of people in both sets of states respond that they “always” do things to reduce

their energy usage.

There are some smaller differences based upon individual drivers of energy usage, in par-

ticular, the role of human values. At lower levels of self-transcendence, people in transition states

are more likely to reduce their energy usage than those from Western European states, but the op-

posite is true at higher levels of self-transcendence. Alternatively, at lower levels of conservation,

people in transition states are less likely to reduce their energy, while they are slightly more likely

than those in Western European states reduce their energy at higher levels of conservation. Still,

these effects appear to be comparatively small (never appearing to be more than a 5% difference),

and the difference in effect size is rarely significant.

Therefore, it appears that there are little differences in the likelihood of people in transi-

tion states to reduce their energy usage, a finding that does not vary substantially across different

individual determinants of energy usage.

Increased Fossil Fuel Taxes

On average, people from Western European states appear to be more likely than those from

transition states to support increasing taxes on fossil fuels (see Figure 5.4). Roughly 36% of people

from Western European states either “somewhat” or “strongly” support increasing fossil fuel taxes,

compared to 25% from transition states. Further, 22% of people in transition states are “strongly

against” increasing fossil fuel taxes, slightly more than the 17% of people from Western European

states.

Again, it appears that human values present some of the greatest differences as drivers

of support for increased fossil fuel taxes. At lower levels of both self-transcendence and self-

enhancement, people in transition states are more likely to support increasing fossil fuel taxes,
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Predicting highest value outcome for Reduce Energy "Always". Predicted probabilities are plotted in black, while confidence

intervals are plotted in dark grey.

Figure 5.3: Average Marginal Effects for all Predictors between Western European and
Transition States, Reduce Energy
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but there are smaller differences at higher levels of these values. There also appears to be some

differences, albeit substantively smaller, based upon different quantities of openness.

More notably is the effect of social trust. At lower levels of social trust, people are roughly

8% more likely to support increasing fossil fuel taxes in transition states than in Western Euro-

pean states, but this difference diminishes as social trust increases. But, there appears to be little

differences across different values of political trust.

Further, education appears to hold differing effects in Western European and transition

states. People with the lowest levels of education are more likely to support increasing fossil

fuel taxes in transition states, while those at the highest levels of education are comparatively

less likely. Still, while there appears to be some substantive differences in the effects of these

determinants between Western European and transition states, none of these differences were found

to be significant. As such, these observed differences should be treated with some caution.

5.3.2 Political Orientation by Human Values Interaction

For each of these interactions, the predicted probability of the value dimension is plotted at

different values (10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, 90th percentile) as it moves from right-leaning to left-leaning

political orientations. The interaction of political orientation by human values is plotted for each

of the four values dimensions by Western European and transition state on climate change concern

in Figure 5.5.

Climate Change Concern

In both Western European and transition states self-transcendence appears to interact simi-

larly with political orientations (Figure 5.5). At the highest levels of self-transcendence, the effect

is amplified as individuals move from politically right to left (for a total increase in predicted prob-

ability of roughly 20%), where there is difference in the effect of lower levels of self-transcendence

across political orientations. But, there does appear to be substantive differences in the interactive

effects for self-enhancement and conservation. In Western European states, there are little dif-

ferences in climate change concern based upon self-enhancement or conservation for people with
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Predicting highest value outcome for Increased Fossil Fuel Taxes "Somewhat" or "Strongly" Favor. Predicted probabilities

are plotted in black, while confidence intervals are plotted in dark grey.

Figure 5.4: Average Marginal Effects for all Predictors between Western European and Transition States,
Reduce Energy
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Predicting highest value outcome for Climate Change Concern "Very" or "Extremely" Worried. Predicted probabilities of

human values dimension are plotted by 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th , 90th percentile values. Confidence intervals are plotted in dark

grey.

Figure 5.5: Interaction of Political Orientation by Human Values on Climate Change Concern

politically right orientations, but there are substantive differences for those on the political left.

There appears to be no substantive differences in the effect of self-enhancement or conservation on

climate change concern as people move from the political right to left in transition states, however.

As such, these findings suggest that while there is an interactive, amplifying effect for all values

dimensions on climate change concern in Western European states, this effect is only present in

self-transcendence values in transition states.

Reduce Energy

For individual willing to reduce their energy (Figure 5.6), there does appear some substan-

tive difference in the interactive effects of political orientations and human values between Western
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European and transition states. For self-transcendence, there appears to be an amplification effect

as people move from the political right to left in transition states. That is, at higher levels of self-

transcendence, people become more likely to be willing to reduce their energy as they move to the

political left, but are less likely to reduce their energy at lower levels of self-transcendence. But,

within Western European states, the effect of self-transcendence does not appear to change across

political orientations.

Furthermore, there appears to be oppositional effects of openness in Western European

and transition states. Within Western European states, there is little differences in the likelihood

to reduce their energy based upon quantities of openness for people on the political right, but

substantive differences for those on the political left. While the opposite is true in transition states,

where there are greater differences based upon openness for those on the political right than for

those on the political left.

Increased Fossil Fuel Taxes

There appears to be the greatest differences in the interactive effects of human values di-

mensions by political orientation between Western European and transition states in the likelihood

to support increased fossil fuel taxes (Figure 5.7). Interestingly, it appears that for each value di-

mension, there is a substantive interaction in one of the country groupings, but not in the other. For

self-transcendence and conservation, there appears to be an interactive effect within Western Euro-

pean states, while for self-enhancement and openness there appears to be an effect within transition

states. This is an interesting finding, as the moderating effect of political orientation does appear to

greatly differ between Western European and transition states for each value dimension. As such,

there may be something unique about this effect with relation to fossil fuel taxation policy support.

5.4 Discussion

This paper engages an analysis of the key individual-level predictors of climate change atti-

tudes and behaviors, comparing the differences in their substantive effect across Western European

and transition state contexts. This analysis builds upon a developing cross-national literature com-
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Predicting highest value outcome for Reduce Energy "Always". Predicted probabilities of human values dimension are plotted

by 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th , 90th percentile values. Confidence intervals are plotted in dark grey.

Figure 5.6: Interaction of Political Orientation by Human Values on Reduce Energy
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Predicting highest value outcome for Increased Fossil Fuel Taxes "Somewhat" or "Strongly" Favor. Predicted probabilities of

human values dimension are plotted by 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th , 90th percentile values. Confidence intervals are plotted in dark

grey.

Figure 5.7: Interaction of Political Orientation by Human Values on Increased Fossil Fuel Taxes
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paring key predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors between Western European and

transition states (McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018; Smith and Mayer, 2018a; Poortinga

et al., 2019; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019), namely the effects of human values and political factors.

I find, that in most cases, the effect of most predictors is not substantively or significantly different

between Western European and transition states.

The effect of self-transcendence values is diminished within transition states across con-

cern, behaviors and policy support. This means that, while self-transcendence has a positive effect

on climate change attitudes and behaviors in transition states, the substance of this effect is com-

paratively lower than in Western European states. This is an interesting effect, one that deserves

further research to understand the theoretical reasons for these differences, and is in support of

other recent findings (Poortinga et al., 2019).

Social trust has more of an effect on policy support at lower levels of trust in transition

states, but roughly the same effect at higher levels of social trust. But, for climate change concern,

social trust has consistently less of a positive effect in transition states across all levels of trust.

These findings could indicate some very differing effects regarding the role of trust in transition

states. Previous studies have noted comparably lower levels of trust in transition states (Delhey and

Newton, 2005; Raiser et al., 2008), likely a legacy of the erosion of social norms and predictability

of social life caused by the collapse Communist system (Abbott and Beck, 2003; Burawoy et al.,

2000). Similarly, Mishler and Rose (1997) also find that people in transition states are highly skep-

tical of major social institutions. Furthermore, Smith and Mayer (2018b) find that social trust has

a substantive, direct effect on climate change behaviors and policy support on the individual- and

contextual-level. These findings suggest that there is variability in the effect of social trust within

and between countries, but further research is needed to investigate the role of trust specifically

within transition states.

Notably, political orientation does not have a significantly different effect between Western

European and transition states. But, it does appear to have a roughly 0.10 predicted probability

less effect on climate change concern across right and left political orientations in transition states.
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These findings come as a bit of a surprise, as previous research has noted a diminished, or even

null effect, of political orientation in transition states (McCright et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer,

2018a; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019). I engaged a series of supplementary analyses to confirm the

robustness of this finding, as well as to compare it to recent findings using the same ESS data (see

Supplementary Information A.1). I find that these results are robust against a number of different

potential causes (country, time, data, methodological variances). As such, these findings ques-

tion the emerging consensus surrounding the lack of effect of political orientation driving climate

change attitudes and behaviors in transition states. Rather, political orientation may affect differ-

ences for some types of climate change attitudes, and not for others. As such, these findings against

support the need for multiple measures approaches to understanding climate change attitudes and

behaviors, and caution when making generalizable inferences based upon single indicator findings.

In sum, these findings suggest that there are more similarities than differences in the key

predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors in Western European and transition states,

but where there are differences, they are not always consistent across different measures. There-

fore, these findings present a framework for much further comparative research into this field, to

illuminate the causes of these observed differences.

As this study is an initial, comprehensive examination into the the differences between

Western European and transition states, these results are limited by several factors. First, this study

only examines individual-level differences, that is, differences in the effects within the countries.

It is plausible that the effects vary as much, and in different ways, between countries as well, and

this needs to be further investigated. Furthermore, this study is limited by the seven transition

state countries included in 2016 ESS. These states are exclusively those that are currently within

the European Union, and therefore, the citizenry may have experienced greater economic and

political benefits compared to transition states outside of the European Union. Further, transition

states encompass a wide geographic region, with a multitude of regional, cultural and political

differences. As such, further research would be needed to substantiate these findings by comparing

a broader set of more diverse transition states with Western European states. Lastly, given the
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exploratory nature of this initial research, there is a larger than typical possibility of biases resulting

from excluded variables or potential suppressor effects. Further research needs to be performed

to include a wider set of theoretical predictors, as well as understand the interrelations between

different predictors.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Dissertation Summary

Climate change presents a global threat, necessitating changes to almost all components of

social life. One of the key questions surrounding climate change is understanding the conditions

under which people are willing to make these changes, either individually or collectively through

public policy, as well as how dangerous people perceive the risk of climate change to be. This

dissertation contributes to this broader literature on climate change by focusing on the role of

human values and political factors and their interactions within Western European and transition

states. A key focus of this dissertation is addressing the interactive relationship between human

values and political factors in driving a range of climate change attitudes and behaviors.

This dissertation has developed several theoretical and empirical components. First, in

Chapter 2, I engaged with the extensive literature on cross-national climate change attitudes and

behaviors, with particular attention being paid to the role of human values and political factors.

Human values are core components driving a person’s attitudes and actions, drawn upon to make

assessments of which sorts of behaviors are considered acceptable or not, and frame how an in-

dividual views social phenomena (Hitlin, 2008). Values can be seen as a moral compass (Joas,

2000), guiding individual attitudes and behaviors towards climate change (Poortinga et al., 2004;

Dietz et al., 2007; Poortinga et al., 2019). Similarly, political factors have long been noted as

strong predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors (Hornsey et al., 2016), where people

on the political left have generally been found to be more concerned about climate change and

more willing to engage in actions and support policies aimed at fighting it. The causes for these

political differences are quite complex, and likely involve a combination of individual- (such as

preferences to role of government (McCright and Dunlap, 2010; Campbell and Kay, 2014) and

contextual- forces (such as partisan social identity (Iyengar et al., 2012; Colvin et al., 2015) and
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responding to elite cues (Farrell, 2016; Brulle et al., 2012). But, human values and political fac-

tors do not exist in isolation of one another, and are rather deeply related constructs (Caprara and

Zimbardo, 2004; Feldman, 2003; Piurko et al., 2011). Accordingly, when an individual’s values

and and political factors are in alignment, I argue it is likely to result in an amplifying effect on

their climate change attitudes and behaviors. Furthermore, I argue it is likely that political factors,

human values and their interaction can function to have differing effects based upon the structural

historical and political contexts (Poortinga et al., 2019; McCright et al., 2016a; Lewis et al., 2018)

and the outcome being measured. As such, we can expect differences across country groupings, in

particular, between Western European and transition states (Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019; Smith and

Mayer, 2018a).

Table 6.1: Overview of Findings: Hypotheses

Chapter 3 Chapter 4

Western European Transition European

Supported Limited No Supported Limited No

Support Support Support Support

Hypothesis 1 - Political Orientation
Climate Change Concern • •

Reduce Energy • •

Increase Fossil Fuel Taxes • •

Hypothesis 2 - Human Values
Climate Change Concern • •

Reduce Energy • •

Increase Fossil Fuel Taxes • •

Hypothesis 3 - Moderation Effect
Climate Change Concern • •

Reduce Energy • •

Increase Fossil Fuel Taxes • •

Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the independent and interactive role of human values and

political factors in Western European states. As expected, I found that human values - most notably

self-transcendence and conservation values - are substantial predictors of concerns, behaviors and

policy support. These results are consistent with previous findings (see Dietz et al., 2007; Poortinga
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et al., 2011, 2019). Furthermore, I find substantive evidence of political differences in concern for

climate change and willingness to support climate change policies (see McCright et al., 2016a;

Smith and Mayer, 2018a; Lewis et al., 2018), but limited indication of differences in individual

actions (in line with some recent findings (Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019)). Most notably, I find strong

evidence of an interactive effect of human values and political factors, where when in alignment,

these forces amplify climate change attitudes and behaviors. These interactive effects appear to be

most prominent with self-transcendence and conservation values.

Chapter 4 adopts a parallel analysis to transition states. Given the unique political and

social history of transition states, it is expected that the role of human values and political factors

may differ within these countries. All four higher order human values dimensions are found to

be substantive predictors, but their effect size varies based upon the climate change attitude or

behavior. Further, I find, somewhat unexpectedly, that political factors have a significant effect

on concern, behaviors and policy support, although substantively, these effects are quite small.

Lastly, I find evidence of a interactive effect of human values and political factors, indicating

generalizability of these findings across European states.

In Chapter 5, I build upon these previous empirical findings to directly compare how the

effects of key predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors differ based upon Western Eu-

ropean and transition states. I find, to my surprise, that the predictors have largely similar patterns

on concern, behaviors and policy support between these two country groupings, but with some

notable differences. The effect of self-transcendence values, while still positive, is smaller within

transition states. Similarly, education also appears to have a comparatively stronger effect in West-

ern European states relative to transition states. Further, there are minimal substantive differences

in the relationship between political orientation and behaviors or policy support, although political

orientation does appear to have comparatively less of an effect on concern in transition states.In

both Western European and transition states self-transcendence appears to interact similarly with

political orientations, but, substantive differences in the interactive effects for self-enhancement

and conservation were observed. The results suggest that while there is an interactive, amplifying
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effect for all values dimensions on climate change concern in Western European states, this effect

is only present in self-transcendence values in transition states.

6.2 Discussion

Alignment of Values and Attitudes

The primary goal of this dissertation is to understand the interactive role of human values

and politics. I find substantial support of an interactive effect between human values and polit-

ical factors shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors, a key finding. When human values

and political orientations are in alignment, they can act as a self-reinforcement mechanism, am-

plifying their climate change attitudes and behaviors. I find this effect most prominently within

self-transcendence values, which is likely as result of these values having the strongest substantive

direct effects, and therefore the greatest possibility for amplification. For example, I find that at

high levels of self-transcendence in Western European states people on the political left have a

roughly 0.20 higher predicted probability than those on the right of being concerned about climate

change (see Figure 3.3). I find a similar pattern within transition states as well, where the differ-

ence in predicted probabilities is roughly 0.15 (see Figure 4.3). But the opposite is also true. When

human values and political factors are not in alignment, these forces will act as a dampening effect.

Returning to the predictors of climate change concern in Western European states, at low levels of

self-transcendence, there are minimal substantive differences between people on the political right

and left. These findings are suggestive of a number of political implications, which I discuss at

further depth in the section that follows.

In my robustness checks, I did not find evidence of political orientation mediating the effect

of the human values dimensions on climate change attitudes or behaviors. That is, the direct

effect of human values was not substantively confounded by political orientations. This finding,

along with strong evidence of an interactive effect, suggests that the effect of human values on

climate change attitudes and behaviors do not occur through political orientations, but that political

orientations moderates the strength of this relationship. In terms of causal ordering, human values
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are theorized to be prior to attitudes (Schwartz, 1994; Maio and Olson, 2000), and further, are

presumed to be longer lasting and durable than the more dynamic attitudes and behaviors (Konty

and Dunham, 1997). As such, these results could support this hypothesis, but future research

involving longitudinal data would need to be engaged to confirm these findings. Further given

the comparatively more moderate role of political orientations in Western European states, future

research should be engaged to explore where human values remains robust when political factors

become a stronger predictor (such as in the United States). It is possible that in such a case, the

effect of human values could be mediated by political orientation.

Contextual Differences in Western European and Transition States

Differences in key predictors between Western European and transition states are also ex-

plored in this dissertation project. I find that, for most of the individual-level predictors of climate

change attitudes and behaviors, there are minimal differences based upon whether a person is

from a Western European or transition state context. This is an important finding, as the role of

socio-demographics (age, gender, income), perceived efficacy, religious determinants are found

to have minimal differences. This supports some generalizability of these findings across Euro-

pean contexts (McCright et al., 2016a; Poortinga et al., 2019; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019), and

is largely supportive of literature from English-speaking states as well (McCright et al., 2016b;

Tranter, 2011; Carter, 2014; Lachapelle et al., 2014).

But, there are a number of notable cases where role of factors differs across Western Euro-

pean and transition states. Most notably, the effect of self-transcendence values is comparatively

smaller in transition states. Self-transcendence still has a positive effect on concern and behav-

iors, but not as substantively as large of an effect as in Western European states. These findings

are largely in support of those recently reported by (Poortinga et al., 2019). This is an important

distinction, as self-transcendence (and the related value altruism) are repeatedly found in other con-

texts to be the most effective human value driving climate change attitudes and behaviors (Dietz

et al., 2007; Corner et al., 2014; Poortinga et al., 2004).
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Figure 6.1: Key Predictors by Country Grouping

Comparatively, people from transition states are less likely to express self-transcendence

values (see Figure 6.1). If people are less likely to have self-transcendence values, and the effect

of these values is diminished, this presents a scenario where the potential for a large effect of

self-transcendence is greatly reduced in these states. That is, the effect of an indicator can either

increase or decrease based upon the quantity of that variable in the population and effect size that it

has. Given the key role of self-transcendence values, this could provide insight into why there are

comparatively lower aggregate levels of climate change concern and behaviors in transition states.

If self-transcendence values are a substantial driver of people’s responses to climate change, yet

it relatively absent in transition states, other values and factors will need to be motivated to affect

change.

Notably, the effect of political orientation does not significantly differ between Western

European and transition states across the three measures of climate change attitudes and behaviors

- although, the effect of political orientations is roughly 0.10 less on climate change concern in
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transition states. These findings are a bit of a surprise, given that recent research has demonstrated

a diminished, or even null effect, of political orientation on climate change attitudes and behaviors

in transition states (McCright et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer, 2018a; Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2019).

I engaged a number of supplementary analyses (please see Supplementary Information A.1), to

examine the robustness of this finding against a number of different potential causes (contextual,

temporal, data, methodological variances). I find that these results are robust against a number of

different potential causes.

Accordingly, these findings question the emerging hypothesis of political orientation having

a null effect driving climate change attitudes and behaviors in transition states (Smith and Mayer,

2018a; McCright et al., 2016a). Rather, it appears political orientation may effect differences for

some types of climate change attitudes and behaviors, and not for others. As previously noted, I do

find substantive differences for climate change concern, but not for behaviors or attitudes. Other

studies also note some heterogeneity in the effect of political orientation in transition states across

a range of climate change attitudes and behaviors. For example, McCright et al. (2016a) finds

political ideology (right to left) to be a negative predictor of willingness to pay for climate change,

but an non-significant predictor for a number of other beliefs, concerns and policy items. While

Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) finds political ideology to be (right to left) negatively associated with

energy behaviors, but having null effects on energy policy preferences.

Taken in sum, these findings suggest that there is greater nuance to the effect of political

orientation in transition states across forms of climate change attitudes and behaviors. The effects

of political orientation appears to be positive, negative, and null in different cases. Therefore, the

effect of political orientation should not be generalized across a broader range of climate change

items, and further research and attention should be paid to discover patterns of where and why

these factors matter in certain attitudes and behaviors, and not in others.

Social trust is also found to have a divergent effects on climate change concern within tran-

sition. The effect of social trust on climate change concern is negative for both Western European

and transition states (see Tables 3.2 and 4.2). Further, the effect of social trust on climate change
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concern is diminished in transition states, meaning that is less negative. Similar to previous studies

(Delhey and Newton, 2005; Raiser et al., 2008), I also find comparatively lower levels of social

trust in transition states (see Fig 6.1). Given that people comparatively trust others less in transition

states, and that the effect of social trust is substantively smaller, these results suggest that social

trust is not much of a factor on driving climate change concern on the individual level.

In conclusion, these findings demonstrate that there are more similarities than differences

in the key predictors of climate change attitudes and behaviors in Western European and transi-

tion states, but where there are differences, they are not always consistent across different mea-

sures. Accordingly, these findings require more comparative research, to understand how self-

transcendence values and political factors differ between Western European and transition states

across a range of climate change attitudes and behaviors and identify factors underlying these

differences.

Importance of Multiple Measures Approaches to Attitudes and Behaviors

A third important contribution of this study is the evidence of substantial differences in

these effects across the types of climate change attitudes and behaviors being examined. In gen-

eral, political orientation appears to be a much stronger predictor of climate change concerns and

support for climate change policies, but is substantively negligible for behaviors. This finding is

consistent across Western European and transition states. The effect of political orientation on pol-

icy support has been previously explored, where most climate change policies rely upon substan-

tial governmental interventions, and as such, would largely be in contradiction to political attitudes

prioritizing economic liberalism and individual liberties (Campbell and Kay, 2014). Similarly,

McCright and Dunlap (2010) suggest that people on the political right, who are more supportive

of capitalist and free-market systems, are more likely to reject problems that this economic system

causes. Accordingly, people on the political right could be less likely to be concerned about climate

change. But, neither of these arguments seems to hold for explaining why political orientation is

strongly related to climate change concern, but not behaviors.
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The types of behaviors and motivations for climate actions appear to be quite complex.

Diekmann and Preisendörfer (2003) note differences in willingness to engage in ’high’ and ’low’

cost environmental behavioral transitions. For example, people are more likely to engage in low

cost behaviors, such as recycling or reusable bags, than in high cost behaviors, such as driving less

or eating less meat. Energy use can be considered a relatively ’low cost’ transition in so far as

most people have the capacity to limit their energy consumption and people with lower economic

means often have even greater incentive to do so. Accordingly, the diminishing effect of a high

cost transition does not appear to be a large factor in these findings.

Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) present a comprehensive model for the environmental be-

haviors, where a complex system of internal and external factors determine an individual’s likeli-

hood to engage in an action. This model suggests that factors such as values, political attitudes,

perceived risks and knowledge comprise a person’s ’environmental consciousness’. If a person

has a greater environmental consciousness, they will be more likely to act, but these factors can

be greatly distorted and inhibited by a number of barriers such as, lack of information, lack of

incentives, lack of agency to change, and most prominently, previous behavioral patterns. That is,

the pathways of political factors on climate change behaviors is much more indirect and complex,

as it is dependent upon a multitude of other individual- and structural-forces. The findings of a

diminished the role for political orientation on energy reducing behaviors is consistent with this

theory, as this effect is transformed and inhibited by a complex set of factors, resulting in minimal

direct effect.

The results of my analyses clearly emphasize the importance of differentiating between

types of climate change attitudes and behaviors. That is, the effects of a key predictor are not

generalizable across all types of outcomes. This accentuates the need for a multi-measures ap-

proach to understanding climate change attitudes and behaviors, as well as much care in making

intuitions about the findings of a research project. Furthermore, there may be as great of dif-

ferences within the types of climate change attitudes and behaviors as between them. As noted

above, the willingness to engage in behavioral changes is dependent upon the transition costs.
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But, the reasons for willingness to engage in these behavioral changes may also differ. For exam-

ple, at lower cost changes, one’s desire to protect the environment can be a substantive predictor,

but higher cost changes are more likely to be the result of non-environmental reasons, such as

the individual convenience of travel to work, or the desire for one to improve their health (see

Whitmarsh, 2009). Similarly, concepts of climate change concern can be differentiated into spatial

(local/regional/global) and temporal (current/future) components. For example, Smith et al. (2018)

note that religious factors, such as affiliation and beliefs, have a greater effect on an individual’s

future concerns than current ones. In sum, it is crucial for researchers to not only disentangle the

ways in which different factors shape of climate change attitudes and behaviors, and how these

factors change vary based on social contexts, but also to examine how and why these factors differ

across the type of climate change outcome being studied.

6.3 Political Relevance of Findings

This study’s findings have substantive implications for policy makers, climate change advo-

cates and stakeholders. Over recent decades, climate change has become an increasingly important

component of the political framing for candidates and parties. Climate change was the most im-

portant issue for voters in Western European states in the most recent European Parliamentary

elections (Eurobarometer, 2019). Subsequently, Green parties received historically high support

in the 2019 European Parliamentary Elections, as well as in recent federal elections in Austria,

Belgium and Switzerland.

But, the role of climate change motivating voters appears to be split amongst generational

lines – younger voters (45% of <25 years old) were more likely than older voters (34% of >55) to

say that combating climate change was an issue motivating their vote (Eurobarometer, 2019). Fur-

thermore, climate change is viewed as secondary issue to economic and labor issues in Southern

and Eastern European states (fitting with historical patterns of comparatively decreased environ-

mental concerns within these states (Chaisty and Whitefield, 2015).
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Germany, for example, has had a decades long environmental social movement (often cen-

tered around issues such as nuclear energy (Joppke, 1993)), but public opinion surrounding the en-

vironment has shifted rapidly in the past year, where it was viewed as the most important problem

facing the country. Since 2000, rarely more than 10% of Germans have viewed the environment

as an important problem (see Figure 6.2). Recent survey data suggests that between 45%–60 %

of Germans view the environment and climate change as an important problem (Politbarometer,

2019), far greater than any other issue 19. But the salience of climate change as a political issue

does not appear to be universal amongst similarly developed states. In the UK, the environment

remains largely a secondary issue to concerns of Brexit (YouGov, 2019), while in the US, there ap-

pears to be limited differences in viewing the environment as a top issue over recent years (Gallup,

2019). This suggests that mobilization efforts by political parties and elites can have substantial

implications for popular responses to climate change, most notably with the diminished saliance

of the issue in the US (Brulle et al., 2012; Farrell, 2016).

For many of these emerging green parties and environmental social movements, the ques-

tion remains: how can increased salience of climate change as an issue be mobilized for public

policies and collective actions? For parties and stakeholders on the political left, the widespread

political salience of climate change appears to be a relatively new phenomenon. But, the same

is not true for those on the political right. For decades, the political conservatives, largely based

in the United States, have engaged a climate change counter-movement, aimed at discrediting the

science behind climate and minimizing the projected effects (McCright and Dunlap, 2003; Jacques

et al., 2008; McCright and Dunlap, 2011a; Oreskes and Conway, 2011). These efforts have been

very successful in shaping the attitudes and beliefs towards climate change for individuals in the

US (Brulle et al., 2012; Guber, 2013; Farrell, 2016), resulting in substantial polarization (Johnson

and Schwadel, 2019; McCright and Dunlap, 2011b).

19Please note that this data predates the current COVID-19 pandemic, and is therefore very unlikely to be applicable
to the most current attitudes in Germany)
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Figure 6.2: Percentages of adults that list the "Environment as an Important Issue"

Panels (A), (B) and (C) present survey data collected at least monthly since the beginning of the
Fridays for Future and Extinction Rebellion protests in August 2018 until current from Germany,
the United Kingdom and the United States, respectively. Dotted grey vertical lines display days of

global strikes organized by Fridays4Future in March, May and September 2019. Panel (D)
presents survey data collected from the longest periods available for each program. Data is

collected by Forschungsgruppe Wahlen: Politbarometer (Germany), YouGov (United Kingdom)
and Gallup (United States). The question wordings and survey methodologies are similar, but are

not identical. Therefore, direct interpretation of percentages between countries is cautioned
against. Rather, comparisons are better made within each country over time.
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Much has been made about the role of friendly, conservative media in amplifying these

efforts (Feldman et al., 2012; Hmielowski et al., 2014), but my findings suggest a complimentary

and parallel effect may be at play as well. The successful consolidation of conservative political

attitudes against climate change may also be a product of the tactics adopted by these elite actors.

In particular, the alignment of negative attitudes towards climate change with the existing values

and political attitudes of these individuals.

Self-enhancement and conservation values were largely found to be negatively related to

climate change concern, behaviors and policy support in this study (see Tables 3.3 and 4.3). Self-

enhancement value dimensions prioritize individual success, status and prestige over collective

protections and welfare (Schwartz et al., 2010). Climate change could be seen as a threat to this

value, as the solutions generally require substantive governmental interventions (Campbell and

Kay, 2014), prioritizing the protection of a common good (Emerson and Smith, 2001; Tranby and

Hartmann, 2008). Conservation value dimensions further emphasize maintenance of the status

quo, and previous ways of doing. Accordingly, climate change can be seen as a threat to these

values as well, as the societal transformations required are substantive, directly threatening and

replacing a multitude of actions, industries and technologies. Conservation dimension values are

also directly related to right leaning political orientations. Jost et al. (2003) suggests that politically

conservative ideologies emphasize resistance to change and work towards justifying inequalities,

while empirical studies have linked these values with conservative political ideologies (Caprara

et al., 2017) and right of center party affiliation (Caprara and Zimbardo, 2004).

The conditions are set for political actors to frame the conservative movement in opposition

to climate change, bringing the values, political views and climate change attitudes into alignment.

By framing climate change actions as a direct threat to their values - such as limiting an individual’s

liberties, capacities for monetary and status achievements, and unjustified governmental intrusion

into individual, collective and economic practices - conservative elites have the capacity to motivate

people not only against climate change, but also bring these people further into their political

movement, as these right leaning parties and politicians would be seen as protecting against these
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threats. Accordingly, framing climate change as a threat to core values not only brings these forces

into alignment - thereby amplifying the (negative) attitudes and behaviors towards climate change-

it also further embeds these issues as part of an individual’s political social identity, setting strong

boundaries for who is ‘in’ and ‘out’ of a their group (Iyengar et al., 2012; Colvin et al., 2015; Bliuc

et al., 2015).

Furthermore, bringing values and politics into alignment would appear to shield individual

attitudes and behaviors from persuasion. People are less likely to accept information that is contra-

dictory to salient political attitudes commonly held by their in-group members, via a process called

’politically motivated reasoning’ (Jost et al., 2013). Politically motivated reasoning functions pri-

marily as a form of identity protection, where in keeping beliefs consistent with those shared by

the group, a person’s membership status is maintained (Kahan, 2015; Cohen, 2003). At the same

time, individuals identify more strongly with political ideologies, parties and policies that defend

their values against perceived threats (Barnea and Schwartz, 1998; Schwartz et al., 2010).

Accordingly, I posit that the intersection of aligned human values, political views and cli-

mate change attitudes can construct a stable,internalized systematization of beliefs, which are am-

plified via self-reinforcement and protected from change. Thus having the potential for a powerful

politically motivating force. We see such examples of political motivation in the US, where cli-

mate change skepticism and resistance to climate change policies has been a core component of

conservative and Republican political attitudes for the past two decades. But, it is as of yet, unclear

whether similar processes have emerged amongst conservatives in Western European and transition

states.

Returning to the contemporary rise of climate change as a political issue and green party

support in Western European states, these factors present an opportunity left-leaning policy makers

and advocates to draw more directly upon values, bringing these forces into alignment. Such an

operation would echo previous efforts of conservative actors in the US but work in ways that

affect needed change. In this case, political actors could frame their efforts to fight climate change

directly towards the self-transcendence value dimensions. As previously noted, research has noted
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Figure 6.3: Human Values and Green Party Affiliation in Germany

Predicted probabilities of human values on likelihood to be affiliated with the Green Party
(Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen), holding all control variables at their observed values and averaging the

probabilities for each score of the focal predictor variables (marginal effects). Predicted
probabilities are based upon logistic regression of green party affiliation on human values

dimensions, controlling for gender, age, education, income, political and social trust, religious
belonging and attendance using data from the 2016 ESS.

that self-transcendence (and the closely altruistic) values are positively related to climate change

attitudes (Dietz et al., 2007; Corner et al., 2014; Poortinga et al., 2019). While left-leaning political

affiliations are associated with self-transcendence values, in particular universalism (Caprara et al.,

2017). Further, left-leaning political orientations are also found to be more likely to be concerned

about climate change and support climate change policies in Western European states (McCright

et al., 2016a; Smith and Mayer, 2018a; Lewis et al., 2018). But, the relationship between values,

green party affiliation and climate change attitudes is less established.

Accordingly, I engaged supplementary analyses, looking at specifically at the Green Party

(Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen) in Germany. I chose specifically the German Green party, as they are
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one of most supported environmentally focused parties in Europe, and have one of the longest

histories, first gaining representation in the then West German federal government in 1983. Using

data from the 2016 ESS, I find that self-transcendence is positively related to Green Party affilia-

tion in Germany (see Figure 6.3) fitting with expectations. While both Green Party affiliation and

self-transcendence value have substantive, direct effects on climate change concern, behaviors and

policy support (see Table 6.2). Furthermore, I interact Green Party affiliation by self-transcendence

values, finding strong evidence of an amplification effect (see Fig 6.4. I also include interaction

effects for two other major left-leaning parties in Germany SPD (social democrats), the Left (left-

wing) as well as the center-right party CDU/CSU (Christian democrats). I find the strongest ev-

idence of an amplification effect for the Green and center-left SPD parties, but also noticeable

amplification for the far-left and center-right CDU/CSU parties.

Table 6.2: Predicted Probabilities of Value Dimensions and Political Orientation, main effects

Climate Change Reduce Increase Fossil

Concern Energy Fuel Taxes

Party Affiliation
Green Party Affiliation 0.65 0.16 0.60
Non-Green Party Affiliation 0.43 0.14 0.36

Self-transcendence
Low 0.25 0.08 0.31
Moderate 0.44 0.14 0.37
High 0.60 0.21 0.43

Observations 2,341 2,364 2,366

Predicted probability calculated at highest value of dependent variables.

This supplementary analysis implies that the effect of alignment is most prominent within

parties most closely associated with environmental protectionism, but there is meaningful effect

for other parties as well. Two sets of policy-relevant recommendations emerge. For the Ger-

man Greens, closely align framing on climate change with the core-underlying value sets of their

constituency. This recommendation has a clear benefit of not only motivating voters towards an

important party policy goal, substantive climate change actions, but also could tie voters closer to
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the party, as they will be more likely to be seen as protecting their values. This is akin to the the

"win-win" described above for US conservatives (albeit in opposite policy directions). Second,

for governing German, center-right CDU/CSU, this is an opportunity to develop their base set of

voters. If climate change is the top issue for a majority of German voters, this means that it is im-

portant for not only Green and SDP voters, but for a meaningful portion of their own constituency.

As such, it is important to not lose these voters to emergent parties, while possibly being able to

expand this constituency by framing approaches to climate change in relation to self-transcendence

values20.

In times of increased issue salience of climate change shifting public opinion dynamics

presents an opportunity to open a “policy window”. Policy windows are opportunities for ad-

vocates (policy entrepreneurs) to promote their preferred policy instruments (Kingdon, 1995). If

these policy entrepreneurs are to be successful in changing political leadership, policy agendas,

governing coalitions and the like, they must act strategically, in order to motivate the most poten-

tial resources as quickly as possible, as these ephemeral policy windows occur infrequently, and

are open for short periods of time (Kingdon, 1995). Issue framing is a crucial component for social

movements, as they function as the key strategy utilized to recruit new members, to motivate cur-

rent adherents and to mobilize resources (Benford and Snow, 2000). This is particularly the case

with issues of the environment. Lakoff (2010) notes that, in general, conservatives actors in the US

have been successful in framing issues of the environment, but that there is much space for those

on the political-left as well, particular when framing issues directly in relation to individual values.

Social movement can amplify these frames by drawing on values related to climate change, such

as self-transcendence (Snow et al., 1986).

Climate change social movements can play a crucial role, as they provide a mechanism to

develop new political coalitions (Weible and Sabatier, 2017b) and have the capacity for generating

rapid shifts in public opinion. Politicians are considered to be responsive to shifting public opinions

20As a note of caution, Germany may present a unique political case study, and the implications of these results
should not be generalized to other contexts without further empirical investigation.
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Figure 6.4: Self-transcendence by Party Affiliation Interaction in Germany

Predicted probabilities of self-transcendence by party affiliation interaction in Germany.
Predicted probabilities are calculated for four major German political parties, the Greens

(Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen), the center-left SDP (Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands), the
far-left party the Left (die Linke) and center-right coalition party CDU/CSU. These probabilities

are calculated holding all control variables at their observed values and averaging the probabilities
for each score of the focal predictor variables (marginal effects). Predicted probabilities are based

upon logistic regression of green party affiliation on human values dimensions, controlling for
gender, age, education, income, political and social trust, religious belonging and attendance

using data from the 2016 ESS.
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Soroka and Wlezien (2010), and if these changes are large, they carry the potential to punctuate

previously sticky institutions, such as environmental regulatory regimes, resulting in substantive

policy shifts (Baumgartner and Jones, 2010).

Recently, most developed democratic states have experienced a rise of right-wing populist

movements. Contemporary right-wing populist (RWP) parties are often seen as a potential hin-

drance to developing climate policies Lockwood (2018), but may not always be the case. Unlike

more traditional conservative political movements, there is nothing inherent about populist move-

ments that makes opposed to climate change actions. Mudde (2004) notes that RWP movements

broadly exhibit three traits - anti-eliteism, ‘us-versus them’, and people centeredness - but all are

primarily focused motivating people around an issue that is ’popular’. That is to say, there is noth-

ing naturally conservative in ideology within these movements, RWP populist movements often

adopt many issues that are in ideological opposition to each other, but rather frame their politics

around what the public considers to be popular, reflecting the ‘will’ of the people against the elites

Mudde (2004). Accordingly, some populist parties, such as the ‘Five Star Movement’ in Italy, have

adopted progressive climate policy stances, while others have adopted much of the same language

of climate change skepticism developed by the conservative movement in the US, like the AfD in

Germany.

In sum, there is great potential in the role of human values in shifting or, at least, moderating

political actors, policies and institutions. Those wishing to stimulate action should pay greater

attention to framing issues in ways that call upon individual values.

6.4 Social Tipping Dynamics

Recently, much scholarship has developed around the concept of social tipping. Broadly,

these concepts revolve around theories that describe how a relatively small shift can affect large,

systematic change (Milkoreit et al., 2018; Otto et al., 2020a). The concept of social tipping itself

is not particularly new. Schelling (1971) famously developed a theory of social tipping to explain

patterns of racial neighborhood segregation, while Granovetter (1978) modelled collective action
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as a form of social tipping, where participation in a riot or strike is dependent upon passing individ-

ual thresholds. Furthermore, tipping dynamics have been adopted to explain political revolutions

(Kuran, 1989) and policy regime changes/stability (Gould and Eldredge, 1993). The process of

social ‘tipping points’ has become popularized by the Malcolm Gladwell 2000, where he explores

contagion-like effects in fads and fashions.

Social tipping processes have received much recent attention as a potential mechanism for

rapid transformations in relation to climate change, or sustainability more broadly (Kopp et al.,

2016; Milkoreit et al., 2018; Lenton et al., 2019; Farmer et al., 2019; Otto et al., 2020a; Lenton,

2020). Milkoreit et al. (2018) provides a definition for social tipping as: “the point or threshold at

which small quantitative changes in the system trigger a non-linear change process that is driven by

system-internal feedback mechanisms and inevitably leads to a qualitatively different state of the

system, which is often irreversible.” This definition builds off of recent findings from the climate

sciences (Lenton et al., 2008; Schellnhuber, 2009), where a potentially small change can affect a

systemic shift to a new state, largely driven by positive internal-feedback mechanisms.

But, there are several key distinctions in tipping processes unique to social systems that are

missing from this definition. Social systems, and the actors embedded within them, do not exist in

relative isolation from each other, and rather are deeply embedded and overlapping. Furthermore,

changes within social systems, or within their broader environment, can make a system more or

less vulnerable to changes, such that under one set of circumstances, and small perturbation within

the system can affect large changes, while having no observable effects in others. Importantly,

social tipping processes also carry agential capacity (Otto et al., 2020b), meaning that actors can

proactively attempt to make changes to the system itself (such as via social movements or policy

initiatives).

Therefore, social tipping cannot be merely understood via a single point, or threshold, but

rather more comprehensively as a dynamic process of change. Much attention is often paid to a

specific triggering event that initiates the social tipping, but it is rarely one single actor or action

which accounts for the entirety of the tipping process. Rather, to understand the process of social
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tipping, a full account has to be made of all of the previous and related processes that have made

the system more or less vulnerable to changes. This process tracing should account for the actions

and normative/structural changes that have led to such rapid system changes. Accordingly, such an

analysis of social tipping processes can likely only be performed in hindsight, as the complexity

or such social dynamics are difficult to identify in real-time.

But, this literature does commonly identify how changes, even potentially very small ones,

to individual-level attitudes and behaviors have the capacity to effect large, systemic change. Draw-

ing from modelling techniques, the proportion of the population required the engage in a behav-

ioral or normative change before the majority of the population becomes willing to do so as well

is comparatively low. Similar to Granovetter (1978), Centola et al. (2018) suggests that a “criti-

cal mass phenomenon” is possible when 20–30% of a population becomes engaged in an activity,

thereby providing sufficient proportion to ‘tip’ the majority of the society into the same actions.

Rockström et al. (2017) note these “Pareto effects” within the context of decarbonization societal

transformations as well.

As actors have agency within social tipping dynamics, climate change activists and politi-

cal stakeholders could focus on trying to trigger normatively "positive" tipping processes Tàbara

et al. (2018); Farmer et al. (2019). In order to do so, these actors could focus changing the broader

conditions surrounding climate change attitudes and behaviors. This could involve increasing so-

cial activism, concerns and attitudes for climate change, or support for climate change policies

or parties supportive of climate change actions. This dissertation finds one such mechanism for

increasing attitudes and behaviors in relation to climate change.

These findings suggest that framing climate change in relation to self-transcendence values,

such as communications and policy platforms aimed at protecting and respecting the welfare of

all peoples, could lead to amplifying effects on climate change concern and policy support. For

people on the political left in Western European states, there is roughly a 0.15 to 0.20 difference

in predicted probabilities to be concerned about climate change for between medium and high

levels of self-transcendence (see Figure 3.3). Similarly, there is a roughly 0.10-0.15 difference in
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the predicted probability of climate change policy support. Drawing upon the self-transcendence

values of those on the political left has great potential move the system closer to a vulnerable state,

or even in some cases, trigger rapid systemic changes.

Due to the complexity of social systems, it is largely unclear whether such a shift in climate

change attitudes and behaviors can deterministically affect structural changes in any given system,

nor is it clear that any particular extreme weather event, social movement or political action could

trigger such changes. Rather, sometimes the source of broad changes can originate from very un-

likely sources, such as a single Swedish teenager protesting for climate change actions. Effecting

shifts in the broader climate change attitudes and behaviors can make a system more vulnerable

such that an event will occur. Accordingly, any pathway or mechanism with potential to substan-

tively changing attitudes and behaviors could be engaged by climate change activists and political

stakeholders, as the cumulative effect of all of these changes could result in societal transformation

they seek.

6.5 Limitations and Future Research

The role of human values in shaping climate change attitudes and behaviors clearly needs

further research. There are still relatively limited cross-national data, with the ESS being the only

publicly available, survey data set. Given the substantive importance of these indicators, in par-

ticular self-transcendence values, human values need to be accounted for in future climate change

attitudes and behaviors focused survey programs, allowing for greater research in this field. Sim-

ilarly, future research would also need to account for the interactive role of human values and

political factors. My analysis provides little evidence of a mediating or suppressor effect, so anal-

yses excluding human values are not inherently rendered invalid. Rather, the observed interactive

effect provides patterns of where the role of political factors can be amplified or dampened, based

upon the human values, and therefore, provides importance contribution to future research in this

field.
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Further, the field could greatly benefit from qualitative analyses into the direct and inter-

active role of human values. Such research would provide a framework for more robust theory

building, where the specific ways in which values are drawn upon for climate change attitudes and

behaviors. The quantitative measures for human values are designed to be quite general (so they

can be utilized universally), and as such, there is a possibility for far greater enrichment of these

findings.

Similarly, recent research has began to question to presumed causal relationship between

human values and political attitudes. Theory suggests that values are always exogenous to attitudes

(Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1992; Hitlin and Piliavin, 2004), but in the case of highly politicized

and strongly held attitudes, it appears that these attitudes can actually affect a change on an indi-

vidual’s values (Eisentraut, 2019). This study finds that values are not mediated by political ori-

entation, but if an issue becomes highly politicized (like the beliefs surrounding climate change in

English-speaking states) it is possible that an individual will change their values to be in alignment

with their attitudes, and not the other way around as is largely presumed. This is an important the-

oretical component of values-attitudes-action research, and need to be further investigated, likely

via the adoption of longitudinal data sources.

Lastly, there needs to be more research on transition states, and developing states in gen-

eral. These are areas that are most likely to be disproportionately affected by climate change.

Further, the international community is asking developing states to find pathways to development

that are outside methods that have historically been used (the comparatively cheaper carbon-based

industrialization). This appears to be an unfair trade, and more research is required to know how

people perceive the effects of climate change, how they plan to adapt, what they think of climate

change policies, and how these might align with values in the contexts, too. As of current, the vast

majority of the literature focuses on developed, Western states, and these findings reiterate recent

research that shows the drivers and key indicators are not directly transferable to transitioning and

developing states. As such, comparatively more attention needs to be paid to these areas.
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While specific limitations are noted at the end of each chapter, there are some broader

limitations to the entirety of this dissertation project. First, the generalizability of these findings are

limited to the regions and countries included within this study. There are many avenues of potential

future research, to support the finding of an interaction between human values and political factors

in other contexts. But, given the unique contexts of other locales, such as the United States, these

findings would first need to be replicated.

Furthermore, the ESS contains a comparatively limited set of transition state countries,

seven, all of which are currently within the European Union. Therefore, the recent experiences,

political stability and economic development of these states may be substantively different than

those in Central Asia or outside of the EU. As such, the findings should be treated with caution

before being generalized to a broader set of transition states. Similarly, there may be greater differ-

entiation within Western European states than this study’s country grouping allows for. Marquart-

Pyatt et al. (2019) utilizes the 2016 ESS, but breaks out countries by their welfare state groupings,

find some patterns of differences between liberal, social democratic and corporatist states.

Lastly, as previously noted, this study is limited by including only three, single item indica-

tors for concern, behaviors and policy support. There is strong evidence that there is variance not

only between these types of indicators of climate change attitudes and behaviors, but within them

as well. Therefore, further research is needed to substantiate these results with a broader array of

indicators, to better differentiate the patterns within and between Western European and transition

states.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Information

A.1 Discussion of Political Factors

A key finding of these analyses is the effect of political factors, which in the main effects

models has a positive effect on all three indicators of climate change attitudes and behaviors. That

is, people on the political left appear to be more likely than those on the right to be concerned

about climate change, support increasing fossil fuel taxes, and to a somewhat lesser extent, be

likely to engage in energy reducing behaviors. These effects were largely unexpected, as the

previous literature has largely found null effects of political factors in transition states, and even

some evidence that people on the political right may be more likely than those on the left to be

more likely to engage in ‘pro-climate’ behaviors or have ‘pro-climate’ attitudes. In order to better

substantiate and validate the findings of this study, I have engaged a number of supplemental

analyses, to identify potential sources of these unexpected and differing effects.

First, I tested for moderating or suppressing effects of other covariates within the model.

Political factors was interacted by all covariates (in addition to the reported interactions with human

values), where none of these control variables appeared to moderate the effect of political factors.

Further suppressor effects were tested for as well, where individual models runs were performed

to exclude individual – and substantive groups – of covariates. None of these sequential model

runs resulted in substantial differences in the effect of political factors, providing no evidence of

a suppressor effect. Lastly, I utilized khb to test for classical forms of mediation (Barron and

Kenny), where a single covariate never had more than a 15% confounding percentage on direct

effect of political factors. Therefore, I again found little evidence of a mediating effect by any of

the covariates.

Second, I analyzed how the effect of political factors differs individually within each of

the seven transition states included in this study (see Figure A.1). While there is clearly some
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variation in the effect of political factors across countries - as would be expected - the directional

effect remains positive across almost all country and dependent variable iterations (with the single,

but notable exception, of the effect of political factors in Hungary on individual likelihood to reduce

their energy usage). Clearly, there are some differences in the substantive effect political factors

- which appear to be stronger in states like Hungary, Lithuania and Poland – but there does not

appear to be a material divide in the direction of the effect of political factors based upon a specific

countries or climate change attitudes or behavior. As such, these different findings do not appear

to be a result of individual country differences.

Third, I engaged a supplementary analysis to understand how the effect of political factors

could have changed in recent years. The previous literature has relied upon comparatively older

data – McCright et al. (2016a) adopt data from 2008, while Smith and Mayer (2018a) use two data

sources from 2010. The ESS data is from 2016, and it is possible that the effect of political factors

have shifted within this time. As a supplementary analysis, I adopted data from the Eurobarometer,

with 5 available time points from 2008-2017, comparting the effect of political factors on climate

change concerns (measured on a scale of 1-10) between Western European and transition states (see

Figure A.2). These analysis suggest while the effect of political factors appears to be increasing

in Western European states, it has remained relatively consistent throughout the past decade in

transition states. But this analysis does come with some limitations, as many of the covariate

controls used in the previous analysis are not available in the Eurobarometer data (such as human

values, forms of trust and efficacy, and religious factors). Still, these results provide evidence that

the effect of political factors on climate change concern has remained relatively stable over the

recent decade in transition states.

Lastly, I performed an analysis to make a direct comparison to the single article (Marquart-

Pyatt et al., 2019) currently available in the literature that uses the ESS data to understanding the

effect of political factors on climate change relevant attitudes and behaviors in transition states.

Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) finds that political factors are non-significant predictors of energy

policy preferences, but that people with a right leaning political affiliation are somewhat more
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Predicting values of political orientation from ordered logistic regression. Predicting highest value for each outcome.

Figure A.1: Predicted Probabilities of Political Orientation for all Transition States
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Predicting values of political orientation from multilevel mixed-effects linear regression. Eurobarometer Data: EB

71.1 (2009), EB 83.4 (2015), EB 87.1 (2017), EB 91.3 (2019)

Figure A.2: Predicted Probabilities of Climate Change Concern by Transition State Status * Political Ori-
entation Interaction

likely engage in energy efficient behaviors (beta=0.03), both of which are in contradiction to the

findings reported above.

Therefore, I engaged an analysis to replicate these results, finding some primary and sub-

stantive differences in their study design. First, the Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) study utilizes the

initial release of the ESS (v1.0), which excluded 2 of the 7 transition states (Lithuania and Hun-

gary). I performed the analyses as above, excluding these two transition states from my analysis. I

found very minimal differences between the 5- or 7-country models.

Second, this study adopts an model design where climate concern moderates the effect

of political factors on energy policy preferences and energy behaviors. I engaged supplementary

analyses mimicking these approaches for my models, but found minimal differences. Concern does

interact with political factors in the effect on energy policy preferences, acting as an amplifier of

political factors (see Figure A.3). That is, the effect of concern became greater as people become

more politically left-leaning, a classic “fanning out” of these interactive effects. While efficacy

does appear to amplify the effects of political factors, this is still in the same general direction, and

therefore cannot account for these contradictory results. But concern did not interact with political
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Predicting values of Climate Change Concern * Political Preference from multilevel mixed-effects ordered

regression. Predicting highest value outcome for Increased Fossil Fuel Taxes "Somewhat" or "Strongly" Favor

Figure A.3: Predicted Probabilities of Support for Increased Fossil Fuel Taxes by Climate Change Concern
* Political Preference Interaction

factors for energy reducing actions. Further, I found no evidence that concern acted as a mediator

for either of these dependent variables. As such, this moderation modelling approach does not

appear to effecting the key differences for political factors.

Third, and most importantly, the Marquart-Pyatt et al. (2019) study utilizes different indi-

cators for their two dependent variables, energy policy preferences and energy behaviors. Energy

policy preferences is a latent construct made up of three items (increasing taxes on fossil fuels,

subsidizing renewable energy, and banning the sale of the least-energy-efficient household appli-

ances), while my study uses only the first of these items. In my analyses, these three items do not

hold particularly well together within transition states in either CFA or PCA analyses. In particular,

the third item, banning inefficient appliances, does not appear to be strongly related to a common

underlying factor. As such, I engaged separate regression analyses for each of these items, finding

a substantive effect of political factors in transition states for the first two items (increased taxes

and renewable energy subsidies) but no effect of banning energy efficient appliances. As such, the
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inclusion of this third item in a common factor likely acts to suppress the effect of political factors

in transition states. Further, even in analyses using this three-item latent construct, there is a sig-

nificant positive effect of political factors when the two further transitions countries are included in

the analyses. As such, it appears that the choice of including an item on banning appliances into a

common factor for energy policy preferences, as well as the adoption of a smaller list of transition

states accounts, accounts for most of the differences in the reported effect of political factors on

energy policy preferences between these two studies.

Further, energy behaviors is operationalized differently between these two studies. Marquart-

Pyatt et al. (2019) uses an item asking how likely the respondent is to purchase an energy efficient

large appliance, while the analysis included above adopts an indicator of how frequently an in-

dividual engages in actions to reduce their energy usage. Neither of these indicators are directly

related to climate change, and are both therefore both carry some limitations in their usage for this

case, and potential generalizability. But, the effect of political factors does appear to diverge based

upon the indicator used. Political factors (on a right to left scale) have a negative effect on the like-

lihood to purchase energy efficient appliances in transition states, while having a positive effect

on individual energy reducing actions. This difference could potentially be related to the affluence

of an individual, as individuals on the political right are comparatively more wealthy in transition

states, and therefore may be more willing to purchase a new appliance, or even a potentially more

expensive energy efficient appliance.

In sum, it appears that the differences between this the results of this study, and those

reported in previous literature, may be due to different conceptualization and operationalizations

of dependent variables. That is, the effect of political factors in transition states does appear to vary

in terms of substance, and direction, depending upon the type of climate change relevant attitude

or behavior. And it is therefore important to pay close attention to these different constructs, and

to further develop these differences more systematically within future research.

A.2 Supplementary Tables
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Table A.1: Cronbach’s α for Scales and items, Western European States

Cronbach’s α
if deleted

Self-transcendence

important to help people and care for others well-being 0.649
important to be loyal to friends and devoted to help people 0.660
important that people are treated equally and have equal opportunities 0.677
important to understand different people 0.665
important to care for nature and environment 0.691

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.716

Self-enhancement

important to have a good time 0.704
important to seek fun and things that give pleasure 0.706
important to show abilities and be admired 0.659
important to be successful and that people recognize achievements 0.642
important to be rich, have money and expensive things 0.688
important to get respect from others 0.700

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.722

Openness to Change

important to think new ideas and being creative 0.575
important to make own decisions and be free 0.629
important to try new and different things in life 0.476
important to seek adventures and have an exciting life 0.553

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.633

Conservation

important to live in secure and safe surroundings 0.653
important that government is strong and secures safety 0.659
important to do what is told and follow rules 0.670
important to behave properly 0.640
important to be humble and modest, not draw attention 0.691
important to follow traditions and customs 0.677

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.704

Political Trust

Trust in country’s parliament 0.834
Trust in the legal system 0.856
Trust in politicians 0.830
Trust in political parties 0.838

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.878
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Table A.2: Cronbach’s α for Scales and items, Transition States

Cronbach’s α
if deleted

Self-transcendence

important to help people and care for others well-being 0.714
important to be loyal to friends and devoted to help people 0.725
important that people are treated equally and have equal opportunities 0.761
important to understand different people 0.744
important to care for nature and environment 0.730

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.776

Self-enhancement

important to have a good time 0.760
important to seek fun and things that give pleasure 0.762
important to show abilities and be admired 0.743
important to be successful and that people recognize achievements 0.739
important to be rich, have money and expensive things 0.766
important to get respect from others 0.780

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.790

Openness to Change

important to think new ideas and being creative 0.608
important to make own decisions and be free 0.692
important to try new and different things in life 0.555
important to seek adventures and have an exciting life 0.652

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.696

Conservation

important to live in secure and safe surroundings 0.699
important that government is strong and secures safety 0.704
important to do what is told and follow rules 0.729
important to behave properly 0.674
important to be humble and modest, not draw attention 0.712
important to follow traditions and customs 0.707

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.741

Political Trust

Trust in country’s parliament 0.858
Trust in the legal system 0.861
Trust in politicians 0.850
Trust in political parties 0.858

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.889
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Table A.3: Cronbach’s α for Scales and items, by Western European and Transition State

Western European Transition State
α if deleted α if deleted

Self-transcendence

important to help people and care for others well-being 0.649 0.714
important to be loyal to friends and devoted to help people 0.660 0.725
important that people are treated equally and have equal opportunities 0.677 0.761
important to understand different people 0.665 0.744
important to care for nature and environment 0.691 0.730

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.716 0.776

Self-enhancement

important to have a good time 0.704 0.760
important to seek fun and things that give pleasure 0.706 0.762
important to show abilities and be admired 0.659 0.743
important to be successful and that people recognize achievements 0.642 0.739
important to be rich, have money and expensive things 0.688 0.766
important to get respect from others 0.700 0.780

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.722 0.790

Openness to Change

important to think new ideas and being creative 0.575 0.608
important to make own decisions and be free 0.629 0.692
important to try new and different things in life 0.476 0.555
important to seek adventures and have an exciting life 0.553 0.652

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.633 0.696

Conservation

important to live in secure and safe surroundings 0.653 0.699
important that government is strong and secures safety 0.659 0.704
important to do what is told and follow rules 0.670 0.729
important to behave properly 0.640 0.674
important to be humble and modest, not draw attention 0.691 0.712
important to follow traditions and customs 0.677 0.707

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.704 0.741

Political Trust

Trust in country’s parliament 0.834 0.858
Trust in the legal system 0.856 0.861
Trust in politicians 0.830 0.850
Trust in political parties 0.838 0.858

Overall Cronbach’s α 0.878 0.889
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